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Knowles Asks $110 Million
In New Taxes for Wisconsin

By HARVEY BREUSCHER
Associated Press Writer
MADISON, Wis. (fl - Gov.
Warren P. Knowles asked Wisconsin lawmakers today to
approved a record $832.8 million state budget for the next
two years that would require
a minimum of $110.7 million in
new taxes.
The budget total is 27.7 percent more than the $652.2 million spent in the current biennium but represents a $62.5
million cut in state agency requests.
Knowles told a joint session
of the Senate and Assembly
"the pressure of population, the
sheer force of number" dictated, expenditures of such
"magnitude" for the two-year
period beginning July 1.

Part of the proposal Includes
a pay increase for faculties at
schools of higher education, but
only a boost in retirement benefits for other state employes.
The retirement proposal is
part of a $33.5 million package
Knowles recommended but did
not include in the budget. This
package also would initiate a
10-year program to remove personal property taxes and would
supply funds to restore general
property tax relief.
The Republican chief execu-,
tive said his reductions in the
$895.3 million asked by agencies
presented a sharp contrast to
the 89.5 million cut made by
his Democratic predecessor,
Gov. John W. Reynolds. But
Knowles said he was braced for
"criticism and abuse" from
those who sought deeper cuts as

well as those wanting a higher
level of spending.
The proposed budget 1> $180.6
million more than current expenditures but a $7.7 million
surplus, $5.5 million in lapsed
balanced and increased receipts
SAIGON, South Viet Nam W — A high-rankfrom the established revenue
ing civilian U. S. official is missing and feared kidstructure will combine to put
naped by the Viet Cong. He is Gustav C. Hertz,
the additional tax need at $110.7
of Leesburg, Va., chief of the mission's pub46,
million.
lic
administration
division. There has been no word
"As practical people, all of us
of him since he left his home in Saigon's suburban
realize that there are only three
Gia Dinh Tuesday afternoon.
ways that this amount of revenue can be raised — a general
ir
ir
ir
sales tax, an increase in the inLONDON UP) —Prime Minister Harold Wilcome tax, or some combination
son has decided to postpone his visit to Washington
of the two," the governor told
for talks with President Johnson until later this
the Legislature.
spring.
Knowles said he would introduce bis tax proposal Ln the
FOWL PLAY . . . Margaret , an old
slope near their suburban Milwaukee home.
WASHINGTON W —- Secretary of Defense
form of an amendment to the
Margaret enjoys winter sports, but gets cold
hen who is just a slick chick at heart , flaps
Kobert S. McNamara has made a quick recovery
budget bill and then press for
feet. (AP Photofax )
enthusiastically to help gain speed as owner
passage of the combined docufrom pneumonia and is expected to leave the Army 's
Marybeth Wrzosek, 11, pushes the sled on a
ment by June 1.
Walter Reed Hospital Thursday.
State operations will claim
$448 million of the total budget,
while $385 million will be dis- QUIGLEY TAKES RESPONSIBILITY
tributed to localities in the form
of school and welfare aid.
The major investment is In
education. A total of 51.2 percent of the full amount asked
would be allocated to the purpose — $229 million to public
school aid and services for
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS es of rain within six hours and
handicapped children; $175 milZero weather spread across more than 1 inch fell in West
lion to the University of Wisthe nation today from New Eng- Palm Beach , a -winter playland.
consin and the other nine state
land south to Tennessee and Only the far reaches of southuniversities; $14 million for vo- ST PAUL (AP) - Stephen promotion from assistant direcern
Florida
escaped
the
cold,
west to Montana.
cational education , and about $3 Quigley, state commissioner of tor, to make sure 5,000 other
took
"full persons in tbe department would
crop which stretched from the Great
And ,
in
Florida,
million for associated education- administration,
responsibility" Tuesday for the be paid.
warnings were in effect as Plains to the Atlantic with beal services.
delay in approving the appoint- He said Quigley had refused
much of the state shivered in low and near-zero temper"Education Is the cornerstone ment of Earl Larimer as state to approve the new salary for
winter's latest cold wave. In atur es.
of our growth, the passport to safety director.
Larimer after Marshall had
northern and central Florida Tbe mercury reached a high
individual success, the key to Quigley and Larimer appeared cleared it with the governor.
temperatures tumbled two de- of 81 Tuesday off southeast
individual freedom," the gover- before the Senate Highway Com- Quigley said he had obtained
grees an hour late Tuesday. Florida. An icy 34 below zero in
nor
said In support of the re- mittee. Quigley had been asked clearance from Gov. Karl RolMany sections braced for an northeastern Iowa was one of
quests.
by Sen. Norman Larson of Ada , vaag but because of preoccupaexpected wave of freezing tem- the lowest readings reported.
Public Welfare and health committee chairman, to state tion with budget preparation
peratures.
The Weather Bureau said the
puts the next biggest bite on his position on complaints had failed to give the necessary
bitter weather is expected to
the budget — a total of $208.6 voiced by Highway Commission- directions in his department.
Howev«r, officials In Florida linger through the week.
million. Of the sum, $118.3 mil- er James Marshall.
said the crops will benefit — not
"Nobody asked about it until
lion would be spent by the state
suffer — from the night's brac- Fair weather prevailed in
and $90.3 million at the local Marshall had told the com- last Thursday," he added. "All
ing temperatures. A spokesman most of the nation. Snow fell in
level.
mittee earlier that he was the commissioner (Marshall )
at the federal-state crop the Appalachians, along the
forced to eliminate Larimer's had to do was to pick up the
'
Retirement
and
insurance
prowarning service in Lakeland Great Lakes and the eastern
' 'NEWS rtctliilE .' .'\ Twt> men, bundled
tures were recorded ' at winter?!.jowest ,- ^-13 grams for
state employes and name from the payroll in his telephone and call me."
said :
slopes of the Rockies. Three to
1
against biting wind, walk Chicago street —
degrees on official weather instruments, (A.
teachers account ior $71.6 mil- new post as safety director, a He said Larimer would be
"It was real good for citrus. seven inches were predicted
and
just
back
of
them
a
sign
records
—4
dePhotofax)
paid at his new rate from Jan.
lion of the total budget , the
The dry air actually was good along Lake Ontario in upstate
grees at 8:56 a.m. Some suburban tempera5, when his appointment as
state building program $33 milfor some vegetables."
New York .
director became effective.
lion, and general government
Sub-zero temperatures were New Mexico had showers and
operations $73.2 million.
Marshall first disclosed the
common today in western Penn- some rain fell in the north Padelay
in the Larimer case in an
s y l v a n i a . Bradford , Pa., cific Coast region .
"The proposals reflect a
appearance before the commitrecorded —6 and Du Bois. —*.
blending
of
realism
and
idealCalifornia enjoyed fair and
tee last Thursday.
(Continued on Page 8, Col. 3)
It was . below zero In TMont- mild weather -with some fog in
The highway commissioner
northern
sections,
but the cold
KNOWLES
pelier , "Vt., and below zero in
had complained earlier that he
several sections of New Hamp- reached out to the islands of
was unable to get replies to
Hawaii.
shire and Maine.
telephone calls to Quigley's ofThree Possibilities
It was 24 below in Aberdeen .
fice and on one occasion walked
MADISON, Wis. tun —
S.D., and —20 in International Temperatures dipped to 64
out after waiting 47 minutes for
There are
Falls and Hibbing, Minn. , and degrees Tuesday at Honolulu ,
Quigley to keep an appointment.
(AP)
,
VIENTIANE
Laos
equaling a record low for Feb.
only three
Fargo, N.D.
Fighting broke out among rival Answering another Marshall
2. Some fruit and flower crops JAKARTA , Indonesia (AP) — the result of American interven- munist aggression in our re- w a y s to
military groups in the streets of complaint, Quigley said his DeAs the cold front moved were damaged. Stormy weather Indonesian President Sukarno tion. This is what the Sukarno- gion , "
raise t h e
the Laotian capita l today and partment still was investigating
southward , locally heavy thun- kept Kahului harbor , on Maui today urged the United States to Macapagal doctrine called for: The Communist Viet Cong needed revthe government of neutralist a $125,000 contract Marshall
derstorms hit some areas. Vero Island, closed to ships for a sec- withdraw from South Viet Nam. Let Asians solve Asian prob- already had launched its guer- enue, Gov.
Premier Prince Souvanna Phou- proposes to sign with Roy Jorrilla war against South Viet K n o w les
He added , if the South Vietnam- lems."
Beach. Fla.. recorded 1.13 inch- ond day.
ma
accused rightist Deputy genson Associates, a Delaware
ese "want to be Communist, let Sukarno was referring to Phil- Nam when the United States
t o l d the
Premier Phoumi Nosavan of firm , for a management study
them be so."
ippine President Diosdado Ma- first sent military aid to the Sai- W i s cons in
masterminding a military muti- of the department. The study
Sukarno, addressing worship- capagal , who has snid Asians gon government. In early 1962 L egislature
would be financed largely with
nyers gathered at the presiden- demand self responsibility for the number of U.S. troops in — "a sales
Knowles
federal funds.
increased
higher
tax
,
South
Viet
Nam
was
tial palace mosque for prayers their own destiny.
Forces of the Laotian High The House passed four bills,
combination
The
income
tax
or
4,000.
from
a
handful
to
ending the Moslem fast month
Last October Macapagal told
Command , backed by the Phou- one of which now goes to the
of the two. "
of Ramadan, said:
the National Press Club in number now is 23,000.
ma regime , were fighting with governor for signature. That
"We Asians were never given Washington that free Asian nasmall arms and automatic measure sets the state primary
the opportunity to have freedom tions should hel p South Viet
weapons against troops of Col. election back to the first Tues— to be free. That is why the Nam defend itself against ComBounlet Sycossie , head of a rev- day a fter the second Monday in
best way is for the United States munist aggression.
olutionary committee which has September, to a\oid last year'
to get out of South Viet Nam
been holding part of Vientiane day-after-Labor Day situation. *
He also said two months earand let Asians solve their probaround the covernment radio
SELMA, Ala. ( AP) - Negroes days a week.
lier, "It is heartening that the
lems
the
Asian
way.
The
Asian
station for several days.
Thomas
already
has
said,
in
,"
chanting "freedom , freedom
U nited States , under President
The firing started when artilj way means consultations.
injunction,
his
against
the
sherLyndon B. Johnson has shown
promised new court action in
lery commanded by Gen. Kouiff , that the pace of registration "The South Viet Nnm crisis is its determination to, resist Comtheir right-to-vote struggle and in Sclma is much too slow.
prasith , Vientiane governor who
WASHINGTON (AP) - Con- I see is extension or modifica- heads forces of the High Comvowed to continue protest
or
program
,
gress never moves with the tion of the farm
marches today despite mass
mand , opened up on Sycossie's
speed of a cheetah or the agility whatever the executiv e depart- troops, believed brought up to
arrests.
ment
decides
to
do."
of a gazelle. But it' s making a
With Dr. Martin Luther King
the capital by Gen. Kham
pretty fair stab at it so far this Albert has a massive majority Khong, rebellious commander
Jr. still in jail , other leaders
to
work
with—
294
Democrats
to
year.
took command of the voter regof Laos' Second Military DisItem : The Senate with the new 140 Republicans.
istration campaign and called
trict.
session of Congress just a But he said an early vote on a
for m ore volunteers for street
month old has passed three ma- rules change in the House ,
Both Gen. Kham Khong and
demonstrations.
jor bills — the $1.09-billion Ap- wliich carried 224-201, "showed Col. Sycossie are known to be LONDON (AP) - Prime MinCity police and sheriff' s depupalachia aid bill , an anipollu- we do not have a runaway Con- close allies of Nosavan , one- ister Harold Wilson 's Labor
ties arrested 505 Negroes Tuestion water program and a meas- gress." Thc change gave Speak- time Laotian strong man , whom government survived a move by
day, most ol them teen-agers
ure to implement the interna- er John W. McCormack author- the
Phouma
government the Conservatives to overthrow
Tuesday night , but created
who stayed out of school to join
tional coffee agreement.
charged
was
trying
to make a itanother
ity to bypass tho sometimes
crisis by announcing
the growing protest. It brought
comeback .
plans to buy American aircraft.
to almost 1,300 the number takItem; House committees have balky Rules Committee to
Communist
,
Strife
among
bring legislation to the floor.
The Conservatives tried to
en Into custody this week nnd to
been burning up the track , comneutralist and rightist factions bring down the government with
more than 1,600 the total since
to
crank
paratively speaking,
has plagued the tiny but strate- a ce nsure mo'.ion that said Wilthe c ampaign started IR days
out important legislation on fedgic Southeast Asia kingdom son 's first 100 days in office
ago,
eral aid to education , medical
since it became independent in were filled with "hasty and illcare for the aged , the AppalaNegro attorneys snid they
1949.
considered" decisions.
chia bill and other major parts
would ask a federal judge today
Thc fighting came just two
of President Johnson's "Great
to order the Dallas County
During the rowdy debate.
days after thc apparent failure
Society " program.
Board of Registrars to meet
by a group of young Conservative leader Sir Alec
of
a
coup
more often nnd stay in session
Senate Democratic Leader
army officers headed hy Sycos- Douglas-Home declared : "Tha
longe r c«ch day to give prospecMike Mansfield of Montnnn said
honeymoon is over. If the gov,
tive Negro voters more time to
ST . PAUL (AP) - A reappor- sie. At that time Souvanna ernment had a shred of political
Tuesday as he left a White
issued
a
statement
I'houma
apply lor registration.
House meeting that the Senate tionment plan to increase the calling the entire incident a integrity they ought to resign. "
"is further ahead in Its work size of the Senate to 69 and the misunderstandin g.
Thei lawyers said they also
During the session, Wilson
today than it has been for many House to 138 was offered today
would petition U.S. Dist. Judge
announced Britain would scrap
M
years.
by Rep. Walter Klaus , FarmingDaniel II. Thomas in Mobile for
two partially developed military
an injunction to prohibit city
WEATHER
Is it because of President ton Conservative.
planes and buv similar aircraft
police from arresting Negroes
Johnson putting on the pressure
from the United States. The fuKlaus said he is having the
PKDURAI. FORF.CAST
participating in right-to-vote
cf twisting arms on Capitol plan drawn into bill form. One
WINONA AND VICINITY - ture of the hard-pressed British
marches.
Hill?
other plan already is before Mostly fair and continued cold aircraft indus try is a touchy
political issue.
Thomas ban Issued a similar
"The President ha«n '( said a legislative committees which tonight with low of 10-18 below.
must
come
up
with
a
remapping
Mostly fair and not so cold Tlie Laboritcii . which have a
restraining order against Sheriff
word ," Albert said. "We've only
James G. Clark and his depuhad one meeting with him so far plan to meet population tests in Thursday , high 10 above.
majority of only three in tho
SHERIFF PRODS MARCHER . . . DalClark told the Negroes that the board of
LOCAL WKATHKR
ties.
this year." Albert snid just hav- both houses.
House , defeated the censure
,
,
las
County
Sheriff
Jim
Clark
left
uses
his
registrars
was
not
in
session.
The
Negroes
Th« Negro attorneys said they
Klaus said hr regretted having
the
programs
ready
to
roll
observations
for
the
Official
motion by 17 votes. Nine libernightstick to prod one of several Negroes
were arrested when they failed to disperse.
would ask judge Thomas to oring to add two Senate scats and 24 hours ending at 12 m. today : als abstained ond five Conservis what la doing tho trick.
(AP
who
marched
into
the
courthouse
at
Selma
,
Photofax;)
der the voter registration board
He added : "We've got some I three House scats, but could sec
Maxi mum , 3; minimum , -14, ative scats are vacant, Tho
Ala., seeking to seek the head voter registrar.
to open eight hours a day, six
tough ones ahead. The toughest 1 no alternative.
noon , 3; preci pitation , none.
count was 306-289.
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Durand Debaters
6-4 in Final of
Regular Season

DEAR ABBY:

Better Check
This One Out

DURAND, Wis. (Special ) —
The Durand varsity debate team
ended the regular season compiling a 6-4 record in the twoday annual debate tournament
sponsored by St. Olaf College,
Northfield , Minn.
Each Durand unit won three
and lost two.
The affirmatives , Mary Shafer and Jackie Buchholtz , defeated teams from Decorah, Iowa,
Oronoco and Fertile, Minn., and
lost to Bloomington and De LaSalle. Gary Wekkin and John
Hess of the negative unit defeated teams from White Bear Lake,
Fergus Falls and St. Paul Harding and lost to Chippewa Falls
McDonell and Rochester John
Marshall.
In addition to five rounds of
debate, the squad participated
in forensics , John in extemporaneous, Jackie in oratory, and
G ary in radio broadcasting.
John led the Durand debaters in
points with 62. Each of the others finished with 61.
On Feb. 13 Durand debaters
will enter sectional debate competition at Chippewa Falls McDonell as they try for a return trip to the state tournament at Madison Feb. 27-28.

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: A woman with a sice-sounding voice telephoned me and asked if I had a daughter by the name of —
let's call her "Marcia. " I said yes I had. Then she said that
if Marcia did not leave her son alon« there was going to be
trouble. She said her son is a married man with a family,
and Marcia is running after him. The two work together, it
seems , and this woman said everyone at work is talking
and it could cost her son his job.
I asked my daughter about it aitd she said the man was
' 42 years old, had been divorced for two years, and that his
mother had been dead a long time. She told me not to pay
any attention to the telephone call, but I can 't help worrying
about it. My daughter is 33 (divorced ) and has her own
apartment. What would you do in my place?
A WORRIED MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Vou warned your
daughter , which is all you can do. If
anything is to be done , your daughter
must do it. She would be wise to check
further on the man to find out if his marriage is "dead" and his mother is living.
DEAR ABBY: What makes people, who
can ill afford to spend the money, pick up
a telephone and make a lone-distance call
ABBV
that comes to 15 or 20 dollars, when they
can write a letter for only a few cents? We know many people
IRRITATED
like that.

GARDNER , N.D. (AP ) — A
farmer was found dead in a field
about one mile from his home
Tuesday, the victim of sub-zero
cold.
Lowell Stirling, 49, was found
by his mother, Mrs. Robert Stirling.
Dr. Eleanor Crim , deputy
coroner, said the death apparently was caused by exposure.
Mrs. Stirling told authorities
her son had driven Monday
night to Gardner , in eastern
North Dakota, some three miles

LE HAVRE , France (AP) The Duke and Duchess of Windsor arrived in France today following a transatlantic trip
aboard the liner United States.
The 70-year-old former British
king, who recently underwent
surgery to correct a circulatory
defect , said he felt fine.
He appeared to have gained
some weight during the voyage
and was in fine spirits. The couple left Le Havre by boat train
for Paris.

Troubled? Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped , self-addressed
. envelope.
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Carpet 2 Rooms
Wall-to-Wall in Acrylic
Pile Loop-Luxury

from $2,544 billion. After-tax net
profits declined to $101.9 million, or 91 cents a share, compared with $141.6 million or
$1.28 a share.
Tord 's worldwide employment
in 1964 averaged 336,841 men
and women, compared with 316,DETROIT ( AP) - Ford Mo- 568 in 1962.
To Banking School
tor Co. reported Tuesday its On a production basis, worldsales and profits hit new highs wide sales of cars, trucks and
Kenneth P. Nelson , assistant
tractors built at Ford plants cashier of First National Bank
in 1964.
Ford thus became the second totaled 3,952,727 vehicles last of Winona, will attend the nain 1963.
tional installment credit school
of the maj or auto makers to year, against 3,692,294
¦
report business was great la~t
Sunday through Feb. 19 at the
- year. General Motors Corp. an- If you *ve switched from cream Center for Continuin g Educanounced last Thursday its 1964 jto milk in your coffee (for tion , University of Chicago. Nelbusiness hit a new high.
! weight-watching purposes) you son is one of 195 bankers who
For the fourth quarter ended j might enjoy heating the milk , will attend the two-week session
Dec 31, both sales and after tax I French fashion , before adding it of the school , which is cosponprofits were lower than a year |to the coffee. If the coffee is sored by the University of Chiearlier. Sales for the fourth ' really strong, you can add ai cago and the American Bankquarter declined to $2,543 billion i fair portion of milk.
ers Association .
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SINCERE THANKS

THANK YOU

¦
¦
LOOR COVERING

Windsors Back
In France

CONFIDENTIAL TO "SKEPTIC" IN GLENDALE :
Freedom is fragile. Handle with Prayer.

dated Jan. 28 and was accepted
by the Air Fgrce Monday.
Jenkins was asked to resign
his White House post last fall
after disclosure that he had
been arrested twice on morel
charges.

EBRUARY
I^H

ROCHESTER , N.Y. (AP) Former Sen. Kenneth B. Keating, defeated in his bid for reelection last November by Democrat Robert F. Kennedy, says
he has "pretty much decided"
to return to law practice.
Keating said Tuesday he was
considering offers fo join law
firms in New York , Washington
and Rochester , his home city,
and expects to make a decision
"before very long."

DEAR ABBY: This is for the woman who wrote that her
nervy neighbor had the habit q^-wallyng into her home without knocking. I once had a neigbb&r my
who did the same thing.
husband , who was a
We were living in the tropics^nd
pilot, had just come home from a particularly long and
grueling flight. As he walked into the kitchen , he said ,
"Honey, I'm so hot and dirty, I'm going to shuck my clothes
right:here." And he did just that .
Only seconds later, my neighbor came bursting through
my back door without knocking. Well , I don't recommend
this method to everyone who wants to cure a nervy neighbor
of not knocking, but it certainly cured mine.
MRS. S. P. P.; CHARLESTON, S. C.

House aide and long-time friend
of President Johnson, has resigned his commission as a
colonel in the Air Force Reserve.
An Air Force spokesman said
Tuesday the resignation was

CALL FOR FREE HOME DECORATING SERVICE

Keating Plans
Return to Law

DEAR IRRITATED: And so does everyone else. Some
folks, of course, are just too lazy to write. But I suspect
that the majority of the "I'd-rather-call-than-write" breed
are unable to write an adequate letter. I am not knocking the long-distance telephone, but more people had better learn to spell and write correctly, and attempt to express themselves with the written word , or the art of
letter writing will eventually be lost.

Jenkins Resigns
Air Commission

from their farm, and failed to
return.
A deputy sheriff said Stirling
left the town about 11:45 p.m.
Monday night. His stalled pickup truck was on a road a mile WASHINGTON (AP) — Walfrom the farm.
ter Jenkins, former White
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Board Session
Ends Without
Action on Tax

The household goods tax died
a quiet death — at least for
the time being — when the Winona County Board of Commissioners adjourned Tuesday without considering its reinstatement.
The question of whether to reestablish the tax in Winona
Comity was never discussed by
the board after approximately
35 persons — most of them opponents of the move — appeared at the board's Monday aftern oon session.
DURING THE ensuing hour,
the tax — dropped here in 1960
after the 1959 legislature gave
counties authority to do so at
tJheir option — was denounced
as unfair and
b u r d e n- T3»
7
some. Its re- LOUflty
i n s t a t e rnent w o u l d
D~ ~ - ,J
drive b o a t - | DOarQ
owners from
Winona County harbors, the
tax's foes contended.
The proposal that the tax be
levied again here came from a
delegation of township officers,
¦who turned up — 30 strong —
at the board 's January meeting.
Although there was sentiment
on the board toward reinstating the tax at the January meeting, Commissioners Len J. Merchlewltz and Leo R. Borkowskl
urged that a decision be postponed until this month's meeting, thus giving opponents of
the measure an opportunity to
be heard.
MONDAY afternoon , the commissioners told those who came
to oppose or support the tax
that the board would reach a
decision before the end of this
month's meeting. Apparently,
then , the board 's failure to act
amounts to a tacit decision to
maintain the status quo.
According to a resolution
adopted at its annual meeting
Saturday , however , the Winon a
County Township Officers Association is committed to supporting reinstatement of the tax in
this county.
Thirty of Minnesota 's 87
counties have taken the 1959
legislature's option and have
dropped the tax on household
goods.

NO FEES FOR OFFICERS?

Commissioners Ask
For $800 Pay Hike

By GEORGE McCORMICK
Daily News Staff Writer
Legislation raising the pay of
its members and authorizing a
salary system for county officials was requested in separate
resolutions passed Tuesday by
the Winona County Board of
Commissioners.
Copies of the resolutions will
be seat to State Sen. Roger Laufenburger, Rep. Frank Theis
and Rep. Donald MeLeod. They
are being asked to obtain legislation needed to bring about the
two moves here.

their salaries from $2,750 a
year to $3,600 a year — a rise
of $800. Special legislative action is needed because all counties in the
state now op- [">»
7
erate under a V^OUDfy
pattern which
sets comrais- D / \ ar / J
sioners' saiar- [ P^a'Q
ies according
to the population or valuation of
the county. Winona County's
rate is based on its population.
The second piece of legislation requested would end the
fee system under which five
THE COMMISSIONERS are county officials operate now. It
seeking authorization to raise would authorize the board to set

IT WONT GO

Some Garbage Becomes
Adulterated With Trash

Nothing but pure garbage
will be picked up in the
city's weekly collection, the
health department said in
effect today.
The department was taking a dim view of a growing tendency among householders to adulterate wrapped garbage packages with
tin cans and other contraband refuse.
Its curiosity r e c e n t l y
aroused by the growing volume of packages deposited
in garbage cans, the department undertook an investigation. In a cross-section
(phew!) of garbage bundles
they found "e x c e s s i v e"
quantities of papers and
magazines and a wide variety of slyly-inserted trash.

Damage $725
In Collision

A two-car collision at 4th and
Lafayette streets Tuesday at
12:25 p.m. caused $725 damage
to the vehicles.
Lina M. Farr, Minnesota City,
was driving west out of the alley between 3rd and 4th streets
when she collided with a car
driven south on Lafayette
Street by Dean V. Skadsen , 18,
Spring Grove, Minn.
Damage was $475 to the right
side of the Farr vehicle and $250
to the left side of the Skadsen
Variances to permit erection car. Patrolman Willis H. Woof new school buildings will be gan investigated .
requested by St. Stanislaus
Church at the Board ot Zoning
Appeals meeting Thursday at
7:30 p.m.
Planned by the parish are
two one-story buildings, facing
Sth Street and flanking an existing school structure. Site of the
proposed construction is in the ST. PAUL (AP) - Minnesota
block bounded by 4th , Sth, Cari- will expand its tourist and travel
mona and Zumbro streets.
promotion program this winter
The church is asking a vari- with appearances at nine shows,
ance of the 25-foot setback rule including one in Canada.
in order to place the building
William F. Farrell , state comfronts approximately at the
sidewalk line. Two houses, on missioner of business developthe Zumbro Street side at Sth ment , said a Minnesota booth
Street , are being dismantled to will be set up at the sports show
make way for the planned build- in Winnipeg April 14 to 17, the
ing. A three-story school build- first such showing north of the
ing at Carimona and Sth also border .
will be razed when the present
Another new stop on the winschool term closes.
ter travel show circuit-will be
Side clearances of eight to Cincinnati Feb. 24 to 26, where
nine feet on Zumbro and Cari- Minnesota will participate in the
mona are planned , making it Northern Great Lakes Area
necessary to apply for variCouncil exhibit.
ances of side lot regulations.
Other Minnesota state exhibits
Vacation of a 50-foot alley
segment on thc east side of will be at Kansas City, two
the block was ordered Monday shows in Chicago , St. Louis, Dalnight by the City Council at the las, Des Moines and Minneapoparish' s request.
lis.

Board to Hear
St. Stanislaus
Zoning Requests

State to Boost
Tourist Promotion

Trempealeau Roll

TREMPEALEAU , Wis.—Seven students attained tho A hon or roll at the conclusion of the
second nine-week session at
Trempealeau High School , Ben
Campa , principal , said. They
are Trixie Delaney and Judy
Stover, seniors ; Lester Ryder ,
sophomore , and Robert Hovell,
James Nehring, Peggy Wood
and Steve Johnson , freshmen .
Thirty-nine made the B roll.

Drop of Water
Starts a Fire

The city s contract requires the collector to pick
up wrapped garbage only,
the department says. This
includes food wastes only.
Paper milk cartons and
.cheese containers are perAnitted, but junk is another
matter, says the department. Trash disposal is the
individual's own responsibility, under the current arrangement.
Some individuals, thinking
collectors missed them,
have called the health department to ask for pickups.
In some cases, said Roy
Vose, sanitary inspector,
these have been deliberately
skipped because of unauthorized types of refuse present
in garbage cans.

Milwaukee
Cold , Says
Stowaway
HONOLULU UP) — A stowaway aboard an ocean freighter
told the Federal Bureau of Investigation upon his arrival
Tuesday that he came to Hawaii
because it was "mighty cold in
Milwaukee."
Arthur R. Quinell, 27, of Milwaukee, said he stowed away
Jan . 27 on the Matson freighter
Hawaiian Planter in San Francisco, when he couldn't find
work aboard a Hawaii-bound
ship.
He is being held on $500 bond
pending appearance before U.S.
Commissioner Henry W. C.
Wong.
The temperature in Honolulu
Tuesday was 77 while in Milwaukee it was 13 below zero.

Alma Application
For Federal Aid
Goes to Washington
ALMA, Wis. (Special) - Alma 's application to the state
Department of Resource Development has been forwarded to
Washington , D. C, for approval, the Common Council was
told Monday night.
Approval would entitle the
city to federal aid to prepare
a plan for the municipality and
area.
Bergie Ritscher reported his
survey of Second Street. Mayor
Allen Kirchner reported that
the planning commission is continuing study of possible improvement there.

For Shopping List Savings

DAILY NEWS ADS

District Court

salaries for the officials, to determine the number of clerks
and deputies assigned to an ofBy TERRY BORMANN
fice and to set Salaries for them
Daily News Staff Writer
and to pay premiums for any
bonds needed by these officials Plaintiff V. A. Bohr completor their clerks or deputies. ed a second full day of testiMINIMUM ANNUAL salaries mony this morning in District
would be $7,500 for the auditor, Court — with more to come,
clerk of court, register of deeds including cross-examination.
and treasurer and $9,500 for the Bohr, formerly of Lewiston,
sheriff. The board would be free now living in Scottsdale, Ariz.,
to pay more than these mini- apparently has neared the close
his painstaking summary of
mum rates, however. Any fees of
the
present condition of equipcollected by the officers under
he leased to King Gas &
the new system would be turned ment
Fertilizer
Co., Lewiston, five
over to the county.
years ago.
Effective date of the new system is to be Jan. 2, 1967, if
THE LEASE expired Dec. 31,
the Legislature does what the 1964, and Bohr alleges a breach
board is asking. No change of warranty by King Gas, in
could be made until the end of that they allowed the leased ferthe present terms of these of- tilizer equipment to seriously
ficers; the terms have two deteriorate. His testimony has
detailed this alleged damage.
years to run.
Answering questions put by
The new system would leave
only one man in the courthouse his attorney , William A. Lindstill receiving fees. He would be quist, Bohr today testified about
Donald Blake, court reporter, six further fertilizer applicators
who is authorized by statute to (he testified about six others
receive fees for making tran- Tuesday afternoon), 13 liquid
scripts of trials. This work is fertilizer storage tanks and the
done outside his regular hours. ordinary maintenance given to
Blake, however, is not a coun- these items.
Bohr said that of 13 fertilizer
ty employe in the sense that the
others are. He is an employe of storage tanks he leased to King
the 3rd Judicial District, and his Gas in 1959, only three were
salary is paid by each of the returned in usable condition.
The average life of one of these
11 counties in the district.
storage tanks is 10 to 12 years,
THE BOARD received and Bohr testified.
The Lewiston man said that
filed annual statements of fees,
expenses and salaries, submit- some of the tanks were new
ted by a group of county of- when leased but that others had
ficials that included commis- been in use for some years.
sioners.
CONCERNING six applicators
Sheriff George Fort, who re- at a plant outside Rochester,
ceived $17,753.22 in fees in ad- Bohr said today that all six
dition to his $5,500 salary, needed to be sandblasted and
grossed $23,253.22 in 1964. After repainted , most were missing
deducting $9,709.87 in expenses, a hydraulic lift-jack , pumps
however, his net income was needed repair and filler valves
$13,543.35.
on the attached tanks were
Clerk of Court Joseph C. rusty.
Page was paid a salary of $4,100 Bohr testified that applicators
and $11,249.35 in fees, making are normally kept clean and in
his total income $15,349.35.
good repair through yearly
Other incomes reported by of- check-ups conducted at the end
ficials Tuesday were as follows: of the fertilizer season in AuAuditor Richard Schoonover, gust or early fall.
$8,600 salary, $4,041 in fees, $12,- Paint is kept fresh and mov641.32 total. Treasurer Teresa ing parts must be kept lubriCurbow, $7,500 salary, $917.50 cated , Bohr said, because breakin fees, $8,417.50 total.
downs cannot be tolerated once
Superintendent of Schools Jes- the short fertilizer season bese B. Jestus, $9,699.96 salary, gins in late spring,
$463.85 mileage and expenses, With good care, an applicator
$10,163.81 total.
will last more than 30 years,
Surveyor James Kleinschmidt, Bohr said. However, he addno salary and no fees or ex- ed that knivees, hoses, pumps
;
penses.
and wheel bearings on appliAttorney S. A. Sawyer, $9,000 cators are subject to wear and
salary, no fees.
replacement during that perCourt Commissioner Loren iod.
Torgerson , $47.50 salary, no
A KNIFE will last from onefees.
Judge of Probate Court E. D. half to a full four-month season,
Libera , $14,500 salary, no fees. Bohr said. The rubber hoses
Register of Deeds Rollie Tust, will last irom one-half year to
no salary, $11,045.55 in fees.
three or four years, with proper care, he added.
COMMISSIONERS reported The applicator pump usually
the following incomes from the must be repaired once a year,
county in 1964:
wheel bearings can last indefiLen J. Merchlewitz, 1st District , $2,750 salary, $629.56 in nitely, filler valves should last
fees and expenses, $3,379.56 to- 20 to 30 years with proper
maintenance, tanks should last
tal.
Leo R. Borkowski, 2nd Dis- 30 years and four-ply tires may
trict , $2,750 salary , $533.10 in last around eight years.
fees and expenses, $3,283.10 to- Bohr testified that he had
turned o-ver all of the leased
tal.
Adolph Spitzer, 3rd District, equipment to King Gas "in
$2,750 salary , $1,120.52 in fees good working order" in 1959.
None of the damages he listed
and expenses, $3,870.52 total.
Carl O. Peterson , 4th District, had existed before the begin$2,750 salary, $713.96 in fees and ning of the lease, he maintained.
The strain of non-stop testiexpenses, $3,463.96 total.
James Papenfuss, 5th District, mony told a little on Bohr to$2,750 salary, $760.64 in fees and day. His memory failed him
on one or two points, and even
expenses, $3,510.64 total.
If the new salary system for his notes seemed to puzzle him
county officials now receiving on occasion.
fees goes into effect , the status KEEPING TRACK ot the volof the county commissioners
will presumably be unchanged , uminous testimony and the 109
and they will continue to re- exhibits was not easy for Judge
ceive expenses and per diem for (Continued on Page 18, Col. 4)
county business.
CROSS-EXAMINATION

Commissioners Check
Courthouse for Space

MADISON, Wis. IAV-A drop of
water started a fire in a Madison garage Tuesday . Firemen
said the drop from a ceiling hit
a hot light bulb used by a me- Where to put expanding counchanic working on a car , ex- ty offices in a courthouse that
ploded and ignited oil and stubborn ly refuses to grow any
gasoline in a pan under the car.
larger was the problem facing
The car was not damaged .
the Winon a County Board of
Commissioners Tuesday.
As yet, the problem is unresolved.
It came up Tuesday when
Rollie Tust , register of deeds,
reported to thc commissioners
on his findings regarding the
durability of microfilm.

READ

Expected
Tonighf
Bohr Continues
On Stand in To End Cold Blast

THIS QUESTION was raised
in December , when Winon a
County Abstract Co., Inc., proposed to furnish microfilmed
copies of documents for tho register of deeds for $185 a month.
Tust then snid
he questioned I -.
7
whether these V.OUnt"y
copies would
bo permanent ,
D-»-» ».,4
nnd the board [ POd ia
p o s t p o ned making a decision until Tust
could determ ine whether the
copies would Inst.
Ho said Tuesday that while
there is some evidence to indicate that microfilm might deteriorate in time , registers of
deeds in Olmsted nnd Carlton
counties have begun using mi-

crofilming. T h e s e registers
would not have adopted a system unless it was reasonably
sure to be safe , Tust said.
Advantages to using microfilm are that it is cheaper (6 to
9 cents a copy, instead of the
40 cents it now costs to make
a photostatic copy of a document) and takes less space than
do other copies, Tust said.
HE LEFT IT to the county
board to decide whether microfilm should be used here and , if
so, whether the abstract firm 's
offer should be taken. An alternative , it was suggested ,
would be for the county to buy
its own microfilming equipment.
Whatever the board decides to
do in this respect , however , it
would have to do something to
provide him with more office space, Tust said.
His situation is complicated
not only by the amount of records ho is obliged to keep, but
also by his being required by
law to give the abstract company access to his records nnd
a reasonable amount of working
space. Moreover , records must
bo kept in his office , even when
abstract company employes aro
using them.
The board decided informally
Tuesday that tho best way to

give Tust the space he needs
would be to move Jesse B. Jestus, county superintendent of
schools , out of his adj oining office.
THIS, HOWEVER , r a i s e d
three questions:
• Where could Jestus be given office space?
• Would it bo possible to cut
a doorway through the threefoot-thick wall now separating
Jestus ' office from Tust s?
• If the doorw ay could be
cut , how much would it cost?
Tlie commissioners toured the
courthouse Tuesday in an effort
to answer thc first question ,
but reached no decision.
LATER , THEY took another
tour, this time of the court arcn
on the building 's second floor.
District Judge Arnold Hatfield
pointed out some changes he
would like made in the room
arrangement there.
One other piece of business
was loft undone by the board
Tuesday, and action on It will
probably have to be taken after
this week's Welfare Board
meeting. It is the naming of
three candidates to fill the Welfare Hoard post now held by
Roy Swett , Dakota. His term expires in July.

Cold tonight, but not so cold
Thursday is the good news from
the weatherman today alter a
week of bitter weather.
For the eighth consecutive
day the temperature was below
the zero mark in Winona this
morning, the official thermometer registering —14 for the
overnight low.
Starting with Jan . 27, daily
minimums have read like this:
Jan. 2 7 — 6
Jan. 31 —15
28 —18 Feb. 1 — 7
29 -24
2 —21
30 -16
3 —14
High Tuesday afternoon was
3 above, the same as today's
noon reading.

MOSTLY FAIR and continued
cold tonight is the forecast with
a predicted low of 10-18 below.
Mostly fair and not so cold
is the prediction for Thursday
with an afternoon high of 10-15
above. Little change is the outlook for Friday.
There also was good news in
the extended forecast ior the
next five days. It predicted
temperatures for this area
nearer daytime normals of 21-

of —20 but In Canada, Edmonton hit the bottom of the thermometer with a reading of —34.
Light snow was recorded at
Alexandria, International Falls
and Redwood Falls in Minnesota and at Minot, N.D.
Other WISCONSIN lows during the night included: Eau
Claire 16 below, Wausau 15 below, Green Bay 14 below, Milwaukee airport and Madison 13
below, Racine 12 below, Loos
Rock and the Beloit - Rockford
area 11 below.
The temperature p u s h e d
above zero, temporarily of
course, at several state weather
stations at mid-day Tuesday.
The state high was 4 above at
Racine. Lone Rock had 3 above,
La Crosse 2, Madison 1, Milwaukee airport and Park Falls
zero. The others didn't make it.
Here's how the other half
lived: 83 at Miami International
Airport and 82 at "West Palm
Beach, Florida, 71 at Tucson,
Arizona, 69 at El Paso, Texas,
and 64 at Los Angeles, Calif.
Coldest spot in the nation
overnight was Aberdeen, South
Dakota, where it was 24 below.

27 aid nighttime lows of 2 below to 7 above. The forecast
saw warming trends Thursday
and Friday and additional rising temperatures over the
weekend .
Little or no precipitation was
included in the forecast with
the exception of some light
snow about Friday and again
early next week.

A YEAR AGO today the Winona high was 33 and the low
21 with only a trace of snow
on the ground . All-time high for
Feb. 3 was 51 in 1928 and the
low —28 in 1886. Mean temperature for the past 24 hours
was —4. Normal for this time
of the year is 17 above.
Although the cold continued
in Minnesota overnight, nowhere were temperatures as
low as Tuesday morning. International Falls posted a —20
reading for the state's low. Bemidji had —17, Rochester, Duluth and St. Cloud —15.
At La Crosse the morning low
was —17, coldest in Wisconsin ,
after a high of 2 above Tuesday. Fargo, N.D., had a low

Last Deer Return $5.90 of Every
Farm $100
To Latsch Park

An alert police patrol early
today captured the last of the
deer which were permitted to
escape from Latsch Prairie Island deer park Jan. 19.
The entire herd — a buck and
eight does — was feeding this
morning on the corn and hay
provided by Winona Chapter,
Izaak Walton League, operators
of the deer park — that is, the
entire herd with the exception
of the doe that was slaughtered.
The deer have been recaptured by baiting the entrance and
leaving the gate open . As the
deer returned they were put in

a temporary fenced off section
and the main gate left open. The
committee set up a watch to
close the gate when the deer
ventured inside it for food.
Early today police, who patrol the park regularly during
the night, saw the three last
escapees within the entrance
gate and quickly shut the gate.
"All remaining nine deer are
now back ," LeRoy Backus, a
member of the deer committee,
said, "and we want to thank the
police patrol for assistance. The
policemen have been very helpful in the recovery of the deer
aid in our investigations."

Fillmore Board
OKs Contracts,
Gets Bridge Plea

Hearing Held on
Town of Arcadia
Assessment Plan

PRESTON, Minn. ( SpeciaDThe Fillmore County Board of
Commissioners Tuesday acceptecTthe bids of eight companies
for furnishing some 40,000 cubic
yards of crushed rock requirements and made arrangements
for painting the wood trim on
the exterior of the courthouse
and the interior .
The board set Feb. 24 at 1:30
p.m. for the sale of 1957 tax
forfeited lands.
A PRESTON delegation again
asked the board to rebuild South
Bridge over the Root River in
the village. It is on the south
side of town and leads off the
square to South Ridge, the
swimming pool and hilltop park .
Villagers feel a sharp turn to
the left from the bridge should
be eliminated.
The citizens committee also
discussed blacktopping t h e
square around the courthouse
in the center of town.
Successful bidders on crushed
rock in stock piles or at the
crushing plant were : Hadland
& Vreeman Construction Co.,
Spring Valley, $1.45 per cubic
yard ; Hector Construction Co.,
Caledonia , $1.42; Kappers Construction, Spring Valley, $1.40;
Pederson Bros., Harmony , yellow, $1.30, and blue, $1.40;
Quarve & Anderson , Rochester ,
$1.30; Roverud Construction
Co., Spring Grove, $1.42; Floyd
Seegmiller , Decorah , Iowa ,
$1.25, and Patterson Quarries,
St . Charles , $1.20.
Eugene Hovelson, Preston ,
was hired to supervise the
courthouse painting job at $2
an hour, but not to exceed $100.
SUCCESSFUL a m o n g U
companies bidding on furnishing paint was Mississippi Valley
Coating & Paint Co., La Crescent. It will furnish Pittsburgh
6-70 interior Latex at $3.24 per
gallon; Pittsburgh varnish 83350 at $5.66 per gallon , and
W-H-Barber white shellac at
$4.14 per gallon .
Other bidders were: Fountain
Lumber Co.; Thomas E. Linstroth , Harmony; Berg Hardware, Fountain; Great Plains
Supply Co., Preston ; J. F.
Anderson Lumber Co. , Preston ;
Coast-to-Coast, Chatfield; Pavlish Lumber Co. , Chatfield!;
Chatfield Lumber Co., and National Bushing & Parts, and
Pugh's Paints and Wallpaper
Store , Preston.
The regular monthly board
meeting will be next Tuesday.
¦
ARCAfilA FESTIVAL PLANS
ARCADIA , Wis. (Special) —
Arcadia Lions Club has named
Vernal Solberg nnd John C. Sobotta to the booster button committee to assist Eugene Killian
nnd Ernest T. Reck. Previously
Solberg and Sobotta were assigned to different committees.
John Killian was p laced on hroiler pit construction , location and
operations committee in plr»ce
of Solberg. Thc club is preparing for next spring 's BroilerDairy Festival.

Is in Subsidies

By OVID A. MARTIN
Associated Press Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)—A government report showed today
that $5.90 out of every $100
farmers got for their products
in 1964 came from the Agriculture Department for complying
with farm programs.
During 1964, a record total of
$2,169,000,000 was paid producers in subsidies. In 1963, Uie
payments totaled $1,686,000,000,
and in 1962 they were $1,750,000,000.
Prior to 1957, farm payments
never exceeded the $763 million
paid in 1939. In 1933, the first
year of government farm programs, payments amounted to
$131 million.

ARCADIA, Wis. — A hearing
was conducted in Arcadia Town
Hall Monday afternoon on the
petition of Harold Lund and
other property owners for a
reassessment of all property in
the town.
Werner W. Doering, director
of the state Department of Taxation, conducted the 1%-hour
hearing and will notify Clerk
EmiJ Pierzina when a decision has been made.
Lund was spokesman for the
group feeling there are inequalities in assessments. Two or
three spoke against reassessment.
Harley Turk , Sparta, district
supervisor of assessments, was
present. Ralph Weisenberger
has been assessor about 15
years. Town residents were informed that real estate in the
town is being assessed at 54
percent of the value, which is
$7,271,520. This is the largest
municipality in Trempealeau
County.

Mother and 6
Children Burn
MAGNOLIA , Miss. (AP ) — A
mother and her six children
burned to death when fire today
destroyed their home 15 miles
east of here.
The father , Walter Smith, 34,
discovered the fire when he arrived home after working the
night shift in a factory at nearby McComb.
The children ranged in age
from 10 years to 6 months.
¦
The Lewis and Clark Trail
winds from the explorers ' 1803
camp at Wood River , 15 miles
north of St. Louis, northwestward along the Missouri River
and across plains and mountains
to a fort they built near presentday Astoria , Ore.

While 3.5 million farms received returns from products
last year, subsidies were limited to producers who complied
with department feed grain,
wheat, cotton, sugar and wool
stabilization programs or who
held conservation practices.
The feed grain program wa*
the most expensive, totaling $1,145,000,000. Amounts reported
for other programs included:
conservation $224 million, sugar
$65 million, wool $25 million,
soil bauik $190 million, wheat
$472 million and cotton $40 million.
Figures were not available on
the breakdown of payments by
state.
The feed grains covered by
the stabilization program were
corn, barley and sorghum grain.
These three had a 1964 crop
value of $4,944,000,000, as calculated by the department. Thus
the payments made on this crop
represented about one-fifth of
the total value.
The wheat crop was valued at
$1,774,000,000. Thus payments
were equivalent to about onefourth of the crop's value.

Kosygin Ready
For Viet Tri p
MOSCOW (AP) - Premier
Alexei N. Kosygin will leave
Thursday for Communist North
Viet Nam , official Soviet
sources said today.
The Soviets announced Sunday that Kosygin would visit
Hanoi soon, but did not say
when he would leave or what
route he would take.
A
Vietnamese
Embassy
source here said Tuesday that
Kosygin would pass through
Peking on his way to Hanoi.
A special plane left Moscow
late Tuesday night for Hanoi ,
apparently carrying Kosygin 's
advance party .
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of Annual Meeting
Stockholders and Patrons
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Wilson Cooperative Creamery

<

L

;

The annual mealing of tho Wilson Co-

<
1

^

operative Craamery will be held Thurs-

A4

day, Feb. 18, 1965, in the basement

4

?

of the Wilion Catholic Church. Dinner

4

r

will b« served at 11:30; business meet-

T

r
[

Ing begins at 1 p.m. Three directors will

S

be elected to three-year terms.

j

r

['
r
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DONALD SCHNIEPP,
Secretary
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They'll Do It Every Time

By Jimmie Hatlo i

Knighthood Would
Make Liz a Lady

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — The gossips Ln London are conjecturing that
kichard Burton will eventually get a knighthood , thus becoming
'.'Sir Richard the Lion-Hearted ," making Elizabeth Taylor "Her
Ladyship," or "The Lady That's Known as Liz." Lady Liz and
Princess Grace could, if they set their minds to it , give European
royalty some zip.
The Beatles, invading the U. S. in August, will appear in N. Y.
at snea Maaium. n n e yj
couldn 't find any place big?) |it, he ate a couple of times at
• Jimmy Durante, Eddie Jack- ! Al Green 's. 56th & 6th , which
son, Sonny King and Jack Roth ' boasts, "Every morsel a little
— and two clever girls — Diane bite of Heaven."
Hail and Annita Ray — opened ,
at the Copacabana in the great- BILL HOLDEN. Without Ms
est show there in months. Jim- lovely Capucine, joined his pal
my played a lot of his show ; Bob Strauss banging the bongo
toward his best audience , Peter \ drums and singing at the AfriLawfort_, who kept saying from j can Room , while Bill's date ,
tie ringside, "I love the guy, 11 Betty Furness, applauded. Holdlove him. " Jimmy still plays 1 en told friends he's got "comnosey with the chorus girls, say- lications" . . . Judy Garland
ing, "I want you to open a rented a town house here . . .
charge account at Klein 's," and Lee Remick's a candidate to do
belling his oldies such as "I put "Who's Afraid of Virginia
4 lead dollar in the slot machine Woolf?" . . . The Bostella, the
rind whattayuh t'ink come out j crazy dance where everybody
— THE MANAGUH!" Such ex- \ falls down on top of everybody,
3tiisite use is made of the ex- < gets launched officially by "Killuisitely beautiful chorus girls | er Joe" Pi ro, Luci Baines Johnthat this is perhaps the best j son 's dancing tutor, at Basin St.
Durante show we'll ever see. | E. tonight . . . We're having a
"prettiest hatchick contest" —
FACT IS. a lot of beautiful our first nominee is lovely bru<Sustomers were there, like gor- 1 nette Vicky Howard of the
geous blond German model-ac- Americana Royal Box , who 's
tress Louise Meyer, who's try- from the Bronx.
ing to write a play, and will do ,
so just as soon as she can find i The Disc Au-Gc-Go, newest
where to get one of those poet- ! discotheque, a duplex operated
ic licenses that very playwright by Norma Mathews and Pat Paterno , has a 2d floor glass cage
Seems to use.
with gals in black fringed biThe B.W. and I went to Mi- ; kinis twisting while guys ogle
to
see
Frank
Sinatra
;
Beach
ami
them from the first floor below.
and Joe E. Lewis open at the ! As it did in Hollywood, this
Eden Roc. Toots Shor sent ! gaze-up-at-the-gals g i m m i c k
them a wire, "You 're the should panic the town.
S*eatest team since Haig fc;
aig." During Frank's NY vis- ; TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: A
noted that his two sons
i fellow
have grown up: "The Cub Scout
became a Boy Scout, and the
Boy Scout became a girl scout."
. WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 3, IMS
j
WISH I'D SAID THAT:
"""
VOLUME IW, NO. 62
, There's a local teen-age delinPublished dally except Saturday and Noll- ' quent who's a failure at everydays by Republican and Herald Publish. : thing. For instance, he steals
Ing Company, 601 Franklin St., Wlnono, i
hubcaps off Edsels.
Minn.
i
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
j
Slnglt Copy — 10c Dally, 15c Sundsy
j "The use of a university is to
make young gentleman as unlike
tiellvered by Carrier—Per week 50 cents :
S weeks 525.50 their fathers as possible." —
M weeks S12.75
Woodrow Wilson.
By mall strictly In advancei paper »!op- 1
ped on expiration date. •
|
EARL'S PEARLS : Jack MinIn Fillmore, Hourton, Olmsted, Winona, ; ster, director of "Boeing, BoeWabashi, Buffalo, Jackson, Pepin and ! ing," says too many untalented
Trempealeau counties:
. . . $15.00 3 monlhs . . S3.30 ; people want to get into the theJ year
S! .35 |
C months .. . S6.50 1 month
ater : "Many of them wouldn't
Ml other subscriptions:
! even make a good audience.
M.55 '
1 year
$15.00 3 months
"LBJ's throat ailment had
$1.60
C months . . . M.M 1 month
many people worried," reports
¦end change of address, notices, undelf v- ; Ray Rieves. "In fact , I haven't
ered copies, subscription orders and other
mail Items to Winona Daily News, P. O. seen so much concern since
Ringo had his tonsils removed."
Second class postage paid at Winona. I
¦ox 70, Winona, Minn.
I . . . That's earl , brother.
1

! Voice of the Outdoors
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THE TRUE STORY OF HANK WILLIAMS - THE MAN
WHO PUT HIS WHOLE LIFE INTO EVERY SONG HE
EVER SANG OR WROTE !
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Fishing Good
ally, and where it has blown , and 9. The talks will be open to
White woodsmoke curling out ! there are a lot of deep drifts. |the public. He is chairman of
of the pipe of nearly every fish- j It is tough going for deer.! the weed control and research
ing shack on Spring Lake, Buf- ; There are lots of deer tracks in committee of the North Central
falo City . Wis., over the week- i the new snow along the shore- Weed Control Conference.
end testified that winter fisher- lines and on the islands.
Open Hunting Season
men were catching good strings
The deer tracks in the
Oct. 2, 1965 is the key date
of panfish. Nearly every fi shing
for the opening of hunting
shack on the slough was occu- above picture through an unthis fall. On that date, the
pied despite the near 20 below dergrowth of conifer show
the depth of the snow in
squirrel , rabbit and bowtemperature.
hunting seasons and raccoon
the woods. It is tough going
for
all
wildlife.
There
is
litseason
will open. Grouse
"The cold part ," one fishwill open Oct. 9, pheasants
tle natural food showing
erman, with his coat off ,
Oct. 23, and the iirearms
above the foot or more deep
seated in his shirt sleeves,
snow.
season for deer on Nov . 13.
told us, "is when you first
These dates are announced
come before you get the fire
Early Birds
early so hunters may plan
going. After that its just as
Two
early
spring or late win- hunting vacations.
comfortable as at home in
ter bird migrants visited the
your living room."
Federal Aid
battery of bird feeders around
Minnesota got more than
Stanley Apel's home in Buffalo
"When the fish bite you soon City during the present cold $750,000 in federal aid for game
forget the cold ," another com- spell , he reports.
and fish work in 1964. returns
fortable fisherman told us. He
from the federal tax on hunting
had a fine catch of bluegills ly"A homed lark and a j and fishing equipment show .
ing on the floor of his house. mourning dove came in for The Pittman - Robertson total
The woodstove had a red glow. some corn Monday morning, j was $460 ,422 and the DingellThis is the earliest that I , Johnson fisheries fund was $328,Shack fishing has been
have seen those two birds. " 064 or a (otal of $788,486.
remarkably good this winhe said. Normally 12 spe- |
ter. Stanley Apel , Buffalo
cies visit the feeders reguPhilippines Foreign
County warden , who was
larly, under present •weather
c h e c k i n g fisherman on
conditions. There is a lot of j Secretary Under Fire
Spring Lake Sunday said ,
good cover for wintering
"Nearly everyone has fish
MANILA CAP) — Opposition
birds in Buffalo City. Extentoday. Fishing has stood up
sive feeding is carried on by congressmen today demanded
since the beginning of ice
the residents there.'
[ fhe resignation of Philippine
i Foreign Secretary Mauro Mcnfishing this winter. It usualWeed Talks
' dez for refusing to demand an
ly slumps off when it gets
Dr. 0. Hale Fletchall , profes- apology from U.S. Ambassador
cold. "
sor of field crops. University of ) William McCormick Blair Jr.
There are 30 inches of ice now Missouri , one of the top author!- ! Blair has been accused of inon most sloughs and cars arc ties on pest icides in the control sulting the Filipino people by
being driven everywhere. There of weeds , will give two talks ' revealing in an off-the-record
is a good foot of snow gener- at Winona State CoUege Feb. ti news confer ence that an explosive shell had been thrown at an
American school at the U.S.
Clark Air Base , north of Manfla.
Mcndfv, said Tuesday an investigation of the incident by
the Philippine government revealed no grounds for asking an
apology from Blair.
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I'd like to suggest that being
an expert these days is almost
a must. And there's a good
chance that you're on the way
towards being one, unless of
course you already are.
For example, shoveling dirt
seems simple enough tor anyone
of normal ability to master. Yet ,
I was surprised to learn that
an expert at the task can thr ow
more dirt than the amateur .
Seems some men were doing
just that — throwing dirt , and
one fellow was considerably better at it than the rest.
No, he didn 't work faster. He
just eliminated one complete,
time-consuming action , and in
the over-all effort , he worked
less and accomplished more.
The next time you are shoveling
dirt , grain , or what have you,
watch yourself. You will probably put in the shovel, lift it
up, settle the load by a little
up and down motion, and then
throw the load. It's that little
up and down motion to supposedly settle the load that makes
the difference. It's not necessary , and if eliminated, in a
matter of time, you will move
more of whatever you 're shoveling and conserve energy at the
same time. My point is, that
whatever your task , there is
very likely a better way to do
it.
THE EXPERT is one that is
very skillful, having much
training and knowledge in some
special field . Training you have.
When one works eight to ten
hours a day. he 's getting practice or training, if you please.
But that isn't enough. To be an
expert , one needs knowledge.
This can sometimes be hard
through schooling, but I wager
the average man or woman
could learn more on his own
than what he already knows
about his task in life. I think
right here is where many a person has settled for the norm. As
long as no one complains , he
figures he puts in his time and
draws his pay, so what 's to
learn.
I guess the thing to learn is
not to be so easily cont ented
with yourself . I once read of a
door-to-door soap salesman that
ended up owning the factory.
Now you can be sure he asked
himself some questions about
his task in life and le arned
some answers. That made the
difference between door-to-door
selling and being the man in the
head office.
I CAN'T imagine working at
something I didn 't like doing.
It seems that would be almost
as repulsive as trying to eat
something that didn 't taste good .
Yet, of ten people express unhappiness as they speak of
thei r daily labor.
Being an expert at a task
calls for time and effort. Many
an unpleasant task can be made
pleasant by mastering it — by
doing it heller — by knowing
more about its purpose, what
part it plays in an over-all effort . So. what to do?
Ask yourself some searching
questions. Talk with people who
know more than you about the
task . Read all you can find on
it . In essence, say to yourself ,
"If I'm going to practice anything eight hours a day, I'm going to master it. I'll be an expert. " And remember, experts
are in demand.

Nuclear Ship
To Visit Japan

TOKYO (AP ) - The U.S. nuclear ship Savannah is expected
to visit Japan sometime in May
during a cruise of Southeast
Asia , the newspaper Tokyo
Shimbun said today.
Another U.S. nuclear s.hip, the
submarine Seadragon , is currently in Sasebo, southern Japan. Left-wing groups there
have staged protest demonstrations.
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Go-Slow Sign
On Banking
System Probe

DANCE

He said he had received reports of "irregularities" and
"we want to know the facts. "
Sen. Frank J. Lausche, DOhio, proposed in the Senate
Tuesday a sweeping inquiry into
banking practices as a result of
the closing of the San Francisco
bank.
Sen. Wallace Bennett , R-Utah ,
followed this with a statement
predicting that the banking
committee will call Comptroller
of the Currency James J. Saxon
as a witness.

PLA MOR BALLROOM
For reservation s call AT2S244

"We should take a carefu l
look at charges being made in
bank
some quarters that
charters throughout the country

Steak Shop

CLOSED
for INVENTORY

Thurs., Feb. 4
UNTIL 4 P.M.

CATALOG DESK PHONES WILL
BE OPEN. FOR
ORDER-TAKING PHONE 8-3695.
FOR EME RGENCIES CALL 3393.

OUR AFTER INVENTORY SALE
STARTS 4 TO 8 P.M.
Watch Tomorrow 's Dall y News
For Listed Sale Items.
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FAMILY NIGHT V
//
TOMORROW
M
md every Thursday! w2
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Roast CHICKEN

yon can cat! — Plus tfeiiorous KPI Vinj -is of mashed potatoes , rich (,'rnvy,
vegetable, rolls , beverage mid i«*_
cr<*am for
ti_f "jr
only
4>l-f «J

Children $1.00
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LARGE
FRESH
OYSTER
STEW

C FREE

%

% COFFEE and J
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4 A.M. to 11 A.M.
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY ONLY
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Third and Huff Street — Wlnon*

m

W ESTERN
BLUE BLAZE NO. 2

FUEL OIL
1C.Sc Per Gal.

GASOLINE
2C9c per Gai*

NO STAMPS—NOTHING FREE!

[ WESTERN }
AT THI END OF IAFAYITTE ST.
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lately have been handed out as
Democratic administration favors," he said.
But Bennett said any investigation ought to be delayed "to
give federal regulatory agencies
and the Justice Department
time to complete their looks at
the bank failures.
"This also will give time for
the dust to settle and to insure
that the committee's efforts will
(AP )
- not shake publi c confidence in
WASHINGTON
Chairman A. Liliis Robertson hanks."
hoisted a go-slow signal today
on a proposed broad-scale investigation of the national banking system by his Senate Banking Committee.
The Virginia Democrat said in
Fri.—Young Peoples Dane*
an interview he intends to wait
p.m—The Accents
1:30-11:30
on reports from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation and
Sat.—Tht Blu« Banners
the comptroller of the currency
Sun.—Th* Blut Banner*
on the failure of the San FranOld Tim* and Modern
Mixed
cisco National Bank before acting further.
Rochester's
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Especially happy for you, knowing how much
those cherished aounda mean. And for
themaelvM, because it's BO much easier to I
communicate. Bonson'a thoroughly trained "
to
consultants,
with the aid of modern
ved science,
have been able
provide impro
hearing
so
for
many. And they're backed by
Benson's
50-year reputation. It's worth a try
an
• - • d there's no obligation.

m Choice of various models to fit different heaving
needs or
• 10-day money-back guarantte—you hear
better you don't pay • Warranteed for two years
^m
mm —unlimited
or
of free consultation and replacement
of
^B repair defective parts • Choice payment term*
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I SEE OR CMU BEOH'S CONSULTS! SOON- I

Dining at its finest!

SUPPER CLUB

OaUsvilk , Wis.

IOO EXCHANGE BLDG.

PHONE 2554

WINONA , MINN.

50--YEAR REPUTATION FOR QUALITY SERVICE

Private Pensions Big Business

WASHINGTON (AP)-Private
tension plans have become big
usiness, a presidential committee said here and they
cost the federal government
about a billion dollars a year in
special tax concessions.
But the committee, headed by
Secretary of Labor W. Willard
Wirtz, recommended continued
government encouragement of
private retirement plans because "They represent a major
element in the economic securi-

ty of millions of American i
workers and their families." i
Thus, they have an important '
role in public policy, the com- i
mittee said.
The report said total Investments in private retirement
funds increased from $12 billion
in 1950 to more than $75 billion
now and are expected to soar to
$225 billion by 1980.
The report, the first of its kind
on pension plans and their rela-

Ford, Winner
Of 4 Oscars,
Seeks Another

him abandon direction of
"Young Cassidy," the story of
Sean O'Casey's early years
which he was filming in Ireland
last year.
He ls eager to get started on
his next film, "Seven Women."
It is a tale of China before the
Communist takeover and stars
Patricia Neal, Margaret Leighton, Sue Lyon, Flora Robson ,
Betty Field, Mildred Dunnock
and Anna Lee, with Eddie Albert in a brief role.
"People have been asking me
what the hell I'm doing directing a bunch of women when
I'm supposed to be a man 's
director," Ford said. "Well, I
like to switch around. They say
I' m a director of Westerns , and
yet the best ones — or at least
the award winners — haven't
been Westerns at all."
He referred to his Oscar
winners : ".The Informer," 1935;
"The Grapes of Wrath ," 1940;
"How Green Was My Valley,"
1941, "The Quiet Man," 1952.

tion to public policy, said private retirement plans now cover
about 25 million workers and
pay out about $2.75 billion a
year to nearly 2.5 million beneficiaries.
While recommending continued tax concessions that give a
special break to private pension
plans, the committee recommended a tightening of the law
to prevent abuses and assure
financial responsibility.
Other recommendations of the
committee included one to assure that a worker will not lose
his benefits if he leaves his
place of employment. This could
be done by refunding pension
contributions in cash or leaving
them in the fund for retirement
benefits later.
Another recommendation was
for a study of "Portable " pen sions, under which a worker

transferring to another job
could bring his accrued pension
benefits with him without any
loss.
In its recommendations aimed
at insuring financial soundness
of pension plans,the committee
said uninsured pension funds
now invest half their new money
in common stocks. It recommended a ceiling of around 10
per cent on the amount of pension funds that could be invested in the stock of the employer
company or its affiliates.^
The committee also recommended a change in tax Jaws
that now treat lump sum payment of retirement benefits as
long-term capital gains. One
method *would be "an appropriate averaging device which
takes into account the individual's future income status," the
committee said.

By BOB THOMAS
HOLLYWOOD (AP ) — John
Ford only film director to win
four Oscars, marked his 70th
For your vote» and support in
birthday in his usual style —
Monday's
primary.
gruff but sentimental.
The creator of movie classics
spent Monday as he has most of
his 50 years in films — hard at
work. The only interruption was
Candidate for 3rd Ward Alderman
a luncheon tendered him by exPAID ADVERTISEMENT — Prepared by Klassa Volunteer Committee, A.
ecutives at MGM, where he is
J. tcleckbusch, Secretary. 412 Laird Street, WJnona, and Inserted at tha
regular general advertising rale.
preparing his next film.
"Tendered" is the proper
word; they were so concerned
mat tie would
object to the
luncheon t h a t
they planned no
c a k e and no
speeches. But
Ford, a Navy
your vote of confidence
a d m i r a 1 who
making mo number 1 in
runs a taut set,
was pleased by
Tuesday's Primary. May
— The
anCOCHRANE, Wis.
the observance.
r
o
f
nual meeting of Buffalo
Valley, ¦
"It has been a
our paths cross again on
Inc., will be held at the Cochdelightful day ,"
rane Grade School Annex here
April 5.
*ora
he said afterj
Monday at 8 p.m., according
ward . "The lunch was charm- to O. J. Sohrweide, secretary,
ing, and I have had phone calls i Officers will be elected. Ail
or telegrams from nearly every- j members of this nonprofit group
one I know."
j working on the Buffalo Valley
Ford , also displayed his vigor recreation project find others inat 70 by taking a swim in his terested were invited.
¦
Bel Air pool.
Want
a
special
first course for
"I can still lick anyone
around," he blustered. He is a small company dinner? Serve PAID ADVERTISEMENT — Prepared by Jim D. Mohan,, 370 East Third
back up to 175 pounds after tiny buckwheat pancakes filled
Street, Winona, Minn., In his own behalf and Inserted at the general advertiling rate.
dropping to 140 in a double with sour cream and topped with
pneumonia attack that made red caviar.
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CARPET PRICES
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Buffalo Valley
Meeting Slated
For Next Monday
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KELLY'S

We are determined to reduce our carpet inventory regardless of cost or loss of profit.
If you need carpet and want to save money
HURRY TO KELLY'S NOW!

Over 2500 Square Yards
OF

Nylon and Acrilan Carpet
Select From Famous Mills Like Lees & Barwick
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NfW necklines- 32'38*

coprl.. tarred legs,claj.

tk waij r m conon _ 20%

nylon; 601 cotton, 40%
A ntron ®. This sale onl y!
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.^ pastels.

3 Day^By - Reg. 47<:
JUMBO 3UAr
SOAP TAIW
PADS
JUHIDU
Big bag of 30
soap-filled steel
wool pads.
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Your Choice of Any Carpet in Our Huge Stock
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No-stick Cooking, No-icour Cleanup!

"V

Jt,.., e..,..o.cl..i. .I»«ni»um with
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SHOP AMD SAVE EACH WEEK AT SI WEST THIRD STREET IN DOWNTOWN WINONA

iHigh Profits Good News
I For All Who Hold Jobs

-*
'
: THE FIGURES ARE In , and It iMini
that American corporations earned a record profit of $32 billion last year. This is
good news for everyone, whether he knows
it or not
;¦ It is good news for stockholders , who received dividends of $22 billion. It is good
news for the Treasury, which taxed the
profits and which taxed them again as dividends.
It is good news for those who hold job s
In business , because profits make jobs
more secure. Anyone whose security is tied
to insurance , private pension f*'inds and
such can feel good, because a large part
of the dividends paid went into such institutions.
BUSINESS invested ten billion of th»ir
earnings rather than paying them out to
stockholders. The results of this will be
flj any. New plants and stores will spring
up around the land , offering new job opportunities and more p leasant working
conditions. New products will be offered,
making life easier , more rewarding «r
©ore healthful.
I This high level of re-investment indicates business confidence in the economy,
and it also assures business activity as the
money is spent on construction and other
jot-produci ng activity.
Ten billion dollars seems like a lot of
money, but it wasn't nearly enough to finance all the expansion business planned
to do. So additional billions in depreciation
•prrite-offs were re-invested. And corporations borrowed from banks, insurance companies and other sources to pay for even
more growth.
'
> THE CONTINUATION of high profits
ind business confidence are necessary elements in our future economic growth, and
Offer the greatest promise for reducing our
remaining backlog of unemployment.

No Quick or Easy
* Solution in Sight
A ENROLLMENTS AT St. Cloud St.U

College now have reached 5,242 for the current winter quarter, which is an all-time
peak. Ten years ago — back in 1954 — the
college had 1,964 on-campus students.

Busin ess Mirror

Some colleges, to help solve the problem, have raised standards of admission to
eliminate students of doubtful college caliber. Some others have raised their tuition
costs, a less desirable step from many
points of view. A third alternative, and one
we hope will not have to come, is simply
to accept a maximum enrollment , and then
close the doors to all others. That would
be the ultimate in both hardship and shortsightedness.
ADD TO ACUTE nosds for additional

buildin g space the also imperative need
adequately to reward our faculties so that
they arc not drained away to competing
institutions in other states , and the whole
situation i.s put into sharp perspective, with
dollar signs all over the place.
No quick nor easy solut ion is in sight ,
bu! one will have to come. — St. Cloud
Dail y Times.
a

Thieves stole 27 cases of Beatles records from a Seattle warehouse. In some
quart ers there ' s talk of Riving them a
meda l if they 'll come forward.
¦
Up strong nn«l couniKPoiif. . tie not afraid nor
dlMiiavpd . . . for Uipre ho more with tm than
With hirn —II. Chmn. 32:7.
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Are We To Get
More Snoopervision?
To the Editor *.
Winonans take notice.
Three county board members would like to slap you
again with the personal
property tax on household
goods. You got rid of this
nuisance tax once before,
but a bunch of country
squires would like you city
slickers to have a little more
snoopervision.
So, Winonans, have yourselves a dash of taxation
w i t h o u t representation
Somebody's great , great,
granddaddies got a mite perturbed about this sort of
thing around Bunker Hill,
and that's when old King
George got himself the first
large batch of redisricting.
Fred Leicht
627 Market St.

AND THIS YEAR some of the states already
have presented spending programs up by 35 to
60 percent.
Higher tax rates or new taxes are only one
revenue source. For most states much of the
year's increased total take will come from prosperity itself. In 1964 economic expansion accounted for about half of the gain in collections.
As consumers spend more this means more
sales tax revenues. Incomes of individuals and
corporations are up, and those states taxing incomes are benefitting. Property values are rising in many places — and bringing in more
for the tax collector .

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1955

Grand opening of a new automobile agency
will be held Feb. 11 and 12. The firm, KroppClawson Motors, Inc., is located on 2nd Street.
Robert Kropp is president and general manager
and Del Clawson is vice president and sales
manager.
"William S. L. Christensen was elected to.his
second one-year-tenn as president of the Winona Contracting Construction Employers Association.

research scientists in this area.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1915

Julius and E. W. Stanke have arranged to
go to the Panama Exposition.
Less wood is being brought on the market
at present by farmers than there was before
the heavy snowfall, as the roads are bad.

Seventy-Five Yea rs Ago . . . 1890

A letter was received by W. H. Yale from
the supervising architect of the Treasury enclosing a view of the new government building
here.
C. W. Merritt , chairman of the board ot
trustees of Homer , is in town talking to local
men regarding a new wagon road across the
lowland at the east end of the city, thus reducing the distance to that city from here .
Frank JRbeinberger has returned home from
a month' s visit at Nauvoo , 111., and Chicago.

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1865
It has been a marked characteristic of tht»
present Winona & St. Peter Railroad Co., since
its advent here , that it has done all its work
and carried on all improvements in a very
quiet and unostentatiou s manner.

Try and Stop Me
By BENNETT CERF

In Pinsk , nnd ambitious young man called upon a marriage broker ;ind allowed
•as how he would take unto himself a bride
— if the dowry was big enough. "I' ve •_.(> _
just the girl for you . " enthused the brok er. "Her name i.s Olg.i, and she has a dowry of twenty-five thousan d rubles. Unfortunately, she has only one leg. " "No ," said
thc young man .
"Aha ," smiled llm broker . "How about
Natalie? A fifty-tliousaiid-ruble dowry, but
she can't see or hear. " "No," said the
young man. "Maybe you 'll have Petrushka ," urged the broker "A hundred thousand rubles is her dowry — hut I ' m sorry
to say she's insane ." "Absolutely not ," said
the young man — but then , wistfully , ho
Inquired , "Have you a client , maybe , who
has only one leg, can ' t see or hear , and is
insane all at one time?"
The marriage broker nodded sagely, and
folded up his list of prospects "1 can 't
do business with you ," he admitted. "You 're
to much of a dreamer. "
At hustling Austin College in Sherman ,
Texas , I was solemnly informed hy a funloving senior that the moon is inhabited
by a strange-looking rare of Furries , and
that the leader of said Furries is distinguished by a giant headp iece lhat looks like
an enlarged hypodermic needle. Is it necessary to add that be is known as the Furry with the .syringe on top?
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(Editor 's Note: Letters must be temperate,
o/ reasonable length ond
signed by ihe writer.
Bono fide names of all
letter-writers will be
published. No religious,
medical or personal controversies are acceptable. )

By SAM DAWSON
AP Easiness New? Analyst
NEW YORK Wl—Record state budgets are
front page news almost every day in one section or another of the nation. Often they are
linked to plans to raise state taxes.
Taxpayers using lower rates in computing
their federal income tax just now may find any
savings quickly drained away at the state and
local levels.
The total of revenues to be raised through
various taxes by the 50 states in 1965 appears
headed for a rise of $3 billion or more in 1965.
This would bring it above $27 billion. It has
been growing at an average rate of 8 percent
a year since the early 1950s. But in 1964 it rose
20 percent to $24.2 billion.

ALSO THE STATE and local governments
increasingly profit from Uncle Sam. Total federal grants at the end of World War II ran
around a billion dollars annually. In 1965 they
are expected to be about $10 billion .
The Tax Foundation , a privately financed
watchdog of the tax system, says that much of
this year's expected record jump in state budgets is due to increases by the largest states.
It says California's proposal will give it a
$4-billion budget, to top all the other states.
New York , with a gain of $500 million, will go
to $3.5 billion. Oth ers the found ation lists include ¦Wisconsin, up 37 percent; New Hampshire, up 52 percent; Wyoming, up 56 percent;
and Idaho, with its education spending budget
up 60 percent.
The big increases this year are largely concentrated in educational needs, the foundation
reports. And it sees this as the likely pattern
over the next few years.
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Sfate Budgefs
At New Highs

f y*Frre-*¥ears hence, the St. Cloud State
CHlege will have 8,000, according to conservative estimates. It already is the third
largest educational institution in Minnesota. And as our population continues to
grow with more and more young people
feeking educations, from kindergarten
through college, the need increases apace
tor adequate facilities, both in buildings
and in faculties.
Twenty-Five Years Ago .. . . 1940
These needs cost important money , and
A total of 4,934 stations are now served by
indeed the demands of education al all lev- the local branch of the Tri-State Telephone &
els reflect the size of the budgeTwhicl the Telegraph Co., the largest in the history of
legislature now is forced to consider. the city.
Schools presently comprise the largest sin"Modern Pioneers" dinner was held in Minneapolis in honor of outstanding inventors and
gle spending item in the state.
TOO MANY young folks? W« can hardly take that view since every child, In the
accepted American tradition, is entitled to
educational opportunity. We now provide
that without question for youngsters from
kindergartens through high school. "We
have been striving to accept them into our
Colleges — state and private — as well.
The biggest pinch presently is at the college level where booming enrollments
have created a real problem.

'. . . Then We 'll Get Them To Rebuild It Our Way !'

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Pro-Kennedy Attorney
General Takes Over

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - T h e
man chiefly responsible for
the appointment of Nicholas Katzenbach as attorney
general was Abe Fortas,
self-effacing, close friend of
President Johnson , who
first of all turned down the
job himself , later recommended Katzenba ch.
Inside fact is that the
President moved heaven
and earth to persuade Fortas to take the job. Lyndon
is one of the great persuaders of all time, and he
worked hard on Fortas over
a period of weeks.
Fortas, however, argued
that if he became attorney
general he -would be doing
double duty — running the
Justice Department , also
handling all the matters
LBJ puts on his shoulders
already. It would be backbreaking.
"Besides," he told the
President , referring to his
wife, "Carol is absolutely
opposed . She won 't think of
my taking on any extra
work ."
"Well , if Carol says no,"
replied the President, "I
won't try to put myself
ahead of her. "
Fortas then recommended Nicholas Katzenbach ,
who has done a competent ,
workmanlike job as acting
attorney general.

long time, Bobby Kennedy
had no love for then Vice
President Johnson . A n d ,
while they are now friends,
a poorly concealed, cutthroat campaign is taking
place in New York, Wisconsin, and California by
Kennedy cohorts to build
up political machines which
will support either Teddy or
Bobby Kennedy, not Hubert Humphrey, for president in 1968 or 1972.
IN WISCONSIN, for Instance, an investigator for
Ex-Governor John Reynolds, a strong Kennedy
supporter , has even been
probing the campaign expenses of Vice President
Humphrey when he ran
against John F. Kennedy
in the 1960 primary showdown . This is reaching a
long way back to ensnare
the vice president , but proKennedy forces are doing
it.
In New York , new Sen.
Bobby Kennedy has " thrown
the Democratic organization into turmoil by backing
a faction which is undercutting liberal Mayor Robert Wagner. The Democrats , thanks to Johnson's
sweeping victory in New
York , now control the New
York legislature for the
first time in 30 years. However , the bitter intra-party
battle between Kennedy
and Wagner forces has
made it almost certain that
the Republicans will be
hack in power at the next
election.

WHAT THE public doesn 't
realize is that the Justice
Department has now become the No . ! politica l
arm of every administra tion. No longer is the Post
Office Department , now
largely under civil service ,
a political office . The political power ' has veered to
the Justice Department ,
which can decide to prosecute or not to prosecute for
income tax evasion ; whether to pardon or not to pardon ; and whom to appoint
as judges , U .S. attorneys ,
U .S. marshals .
This is why Harry Truman appoi nted Howard McGrath , chairman of the
Democratic National Committee , as attorney general ;
why Eisenhower appointed
Herbert Brownell , former
Republican national chairman , ns AG; why Kennedy
appointed
his campaign
mimager , Brother-Hobb y, tn
the same post .
By appointing Katze nbach , however , Johnson has
either taken the Justice Department out of politics , or ,
if it remains in politics , tho
politics eould be pro-Kennedy. For Katzenbach and
most of the executives under him aro Hobby 's men.
It' s no secret that , for a
THE WIZARD OF ID
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In California, the Democratic party is also torn
by factional fighting, with
Speaker Jesse Unruh, a
Kennedy man, undercutting
Gov. Pat Brown, now a
strong Johnson - Humphrey
supporter .
The California Democratic
in-fighting has been so bad
that Nixon, now a citizen
of New York, belatedly
wishes he'd stayed in California . Republican pastures there look greener
than New York's.
THE KENNEDY'S are
long-range planners. The
patriarch of the family,
Joseph P. Kennedy , was
maneuvering for one of his
boys to he the first Catholic
president long before politicians-im-the-know, let alone
the public, ha"d any idea of
it. The Kennedy boys are
long-range planners again ,
right now .
That's why the politicos
are scrutinizing the Katzenbach appointment. They
know that , as acting attorney general, Katzenbach
carefully followed the Bobby Kennedy line. He has
continued Bobby's feud
with Jimmy Hoffa , even
peppering newspapers with
lengthy government - paid
telegrams to oppose news
stories with which Justice
disagreed . He also followed
Bobby 's line on I. G. Farben , and on refusal to depbrt war criminal Andre
Artukovic and onetime Nazi
friend Nicolae Malaxa.

"It' s hard to believe that Christmas has come and
gone isn 't it , dear?"
—

Sales Tax Fairest
To AU Involved
To the Editor *.
3 have just heard Frank
Theis' opinion of Governor
Rolvaag's proposed budget
and would like to state my
opinion.
Mr. Thies said that by using the governors' proposed
budget the $4,000 - $7,000
income group would actually save money , as this way
they would only pay an additional $17 in taxes , per
year, (for a couple with 2
children) whereas they
would pay $90 out for a sales
tax. If this is true, then
imagine what those with a
'larger income »(and with a
higher ability to pay) could
contribute! Then perhaps
we wouldn 't have to have
these tax increases every
year . Also our visitors to
Minnesota would help pay
our taxes as we do theirs.
I have lived where there
was a sales tax and before
experiencing it , it seemed
rather gruesome to me, but
after experiencing it , it
seems more fair all around.
The man that has a new
car every year will pay a
sales tax on it , if he can't
afford the sales tax he
couldn't afford the car anyhow. It's much easier to lay
out a few pennies here and
there day by day then to
send in your savings at the
end of the year . In time
your mind automatically
adds the sales tax to the
price of things.
Also, I would like to know
why the $4,000 - $7,000 income group must take the
largest increase in income
tax. I was always under the
impression that we lived in
a democracy, where everyone had a voice in the government, but now we see
"money talking. "
People in the $4,000 - $7 ,000 income group can't afford to play politics, so we
have stuffed d o w n our
throats a budget the "money man" has set up so ho
can make more and keep it
even after taxes!
If our state is so bad off
financially, why did our
p u b 1 i c-minded legislators
DOUBLE their wages? It
would be nice if we could
do that with ours, (hen wo
wouldn 't have to take me
big tax increase either! It' s
time they 're finding ways
to cut expenses instead of
adding more. There has . to
be an end! If these i ncreases keep on , naturally welfare costs will go up. we 'll
all be on it!
Mrs. Wesley Pierce
Lewiston, Minn .
¦
Says "night-to Work"
Laws Insincere
To the Editor:
There is much feeling being generated over so-called
"Right-to-work" legislation
nnd the repeal of section
14 B of the Taft Hartley
Act. It is a catchy title , used
only to hide the real motives
of tho sponsors of the "right
to wreck. "
With his letter in the Jan.
SI Dally News Roy E. Voelker of Oskaloosa, Iowa attacks President Johnson 's
legislative program and tha
repeal of the "Right to
Work. " His letter spells
By Park«r »nd Hart
" — .__ ..

.

TNT for Labor Unions and
farm organizations.
The "Right to Work " is
punitive, class legislation
aimed at the working man
and woman. It is a misnomer because it actually denies what it pretends to
give, namely, the right to
work. It is reactionary because it nullifies all that
has been accomplished in
our states through the organized labor movement for
the mutual benefit of working classes and the stability of industry .
The "Right to Work" is
insincere because, while it
pretends to guarantee the
right to work, it actually
frustrates that right , in effect exposing labor to loose
security, a decent standard
of living and humane working conditions.
It makes a mockery of
the constitutional right to organize for the common good
and Welfare.
The union shop , in agreement with employers, is the
application of the principal
that those who enjoy the
benefits and advantages resulting from an agreement
shall also equally bear tho
moral and financial responsibilities involved.
A. B.. Guenther
713 Harriet St.
m

To Your Good Health

Coffee
Won t Hurt
Kidneys
By JOSEPH G. MOLNER. M.D.
Dear Dr. Molner: Can
the daily drinking of too
much coffee create a
kidney ailment? —MRS.
A. R.
I thought I answered this
question a little while ago ,
but maybe I didn't make it
clear. (And this won't be
the first time that somebody
has gone back to the doctor
and said , "I thought I understood what you said, but
I'm not sure. ")
Anyway, coffee will not
damage the kidneys. Coffee
may, in some amounts and
for some people, have other
unwanted effects, but it
won't harm kidneys.
Coffee will , however, .act
as a diuretic , meaning that
it speeds up the removal of
fluid from the body: the kidneys act oftener.
Naturally the caffein ,
which is a stimulant , can
cause sleeplessness, or rapid heart beat , or a sensation of nervous tension if
you get more of it than conforms to your physical or
nervous system. There are
perfectly good reasons for
not consuming more caffein
than you can handle.
Dear Dr. Molner: I
take medicine for high
blood pressure. But 1
have so much dizziness ,
and have had a couple
of falls. I am 70. What
can I do about this dizziness? - MRS . G. C.
Some of the medications
for reducing blood pressure
can cause dizziness , especially if the pressure is
reduced too much .
Many older persons actually need a pressure higher than "normal" to meet
their physiological needs,
and to be comfortable,
Hence a regulation of your
daily dosage may correct
the annoyance of these dizzy
spells. There may also be
other causes for your dizziness. You should mention
this symptom to your doctor.
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HARVEST THREATENS TO BE A LEMON
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of a freight train. Since then he has
lived in a realm of hospital rooms,
doctors , nurses and therap ists but
now he has learned to walk on artificial legs, "f'm going to be a doctor
so I can help little children out" says
Jimmy. (AP Phot ofax)
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ABOUT THIS QUESTION:

"A customer wnj lurlous when alio cut her leo «nrl lor*
* her dress on n lloor display. She nltracled much attention.
' When wo explained Ittat our Storekeepers l_ lability Iniurmice would pa/ her medical coifs otKl clothlno damaoo. »h«
became very aflreeabU. Is there n belter way lo achieve
customer goodwill?"

let us help you
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California agriculturalists feeling the pinch since
the so-called "Bracero program" — the importation of Mexican national farmhands — ended Dec.
31. The California Department of Labor is conducting a crash program to find domestic replacements. (AP Photofax)
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CLARK & CLARK, INC.
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LOUIE SCHUTH ORCHESTRA
EVERY SATURDAY NITE
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Phono 4970
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of building at Arkansas City, Kan . O. L. Little , p lant ma nager ,
said damage would be at least $200,000. No one was injured.
(AP Photofax)
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I CALLAHAN'S \
STORE
H

JBLAST DAMAGE . . . Southwestern Milk Producers Assn.
wa.s temporarily put out of business whon explosion ripped out
80 feet of one wall and caused extensive damage to interior

Stir Up Compliments
With Our Fine

|
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can be partially seen at right. Schirra and Major
Tom Stafford are the backup crew for the flight.
(AP Photofax)

William H. Tolbert (left), manager of the Ventura
County Citrus Growers Committee, near Los Angeles, talks with a fruit picker fro m Texas, Antonio Holguin, in a Ventura County lemon field
where the fruit may become unmarketable because
of a shorta ge of pickers. Lemon growers are among

| | . . . Jimmy Donahue , five , waits for
fi
taxi at Pawtucket , R. I., to take
|him to kindergarten as his mother ,
Mrs. Robert M. Donahue , stands
$
|by. Nine months ago Jimmy, a
!?
lively redhead , lost ' both his legs and
|nearly lost his life beneath the wheels

I
m
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TESTS RAFT . . . Astronaut Walter Schirra
|
|floats on a one man life raft in a tank at Ellington
|Air Force base in Houston during tank egress trainI ing with the Gemini spacecraft. The spacecraft
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MISS PATRICIA POTTRATZ'S engagement to
John Nystuen, son of Mr. aJid Mrs. Arthur Nystuen, Northfield, Minn., is announced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Pottratz , Eitzen, Minn.
The wedding will be Aug. 21. Miss Pottratz is a
graduate of Winona State College, where she was
a member of Delta Zeta sorority. She is a teacher at
Hawthorne Elementary School, Madison. Her fiance is a senior at WSC, majoring in business administration.

BEAUTY SALON WEEK . . . Mayor R. K. Ellings makes
lt official in Winona, when he signs the proclamation for National Beauty Salon Week, Feb. 14-20, as Mss Diana Timson,
chairman of the week, looks on. She is a member of the
Winona Affiliate of the National Hairdressers and Cosmetologists Association, local sponsors of the week, for which special
observances are planned. (Daily Mews photo)

KNOWLES

(Continued From Page 1)
ism," said Knowles. "They contrast what it would be 'nice' to
do with what it would be wise
to do; they separate 'wants'
from 'needs.' They manifest my
concern that a dollar's worth of
service be obtained from a dollar expended."
The governor recommended
pay increases of five percent
the first year and seven percent the second for all university faculty members. And he
said he expected 20 percent of
the $6.5 million recommended
for instructional improvements
at the universities to be recovered through student fee increases.

THE ENGAGEMENT OF MISS Barbara Olson, Faribault, Minn., to Roger Dettle, 476 Lafayette
St., son of Mrs. Joseph Dettle, is announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Olson, Cottonwood,
Minn. Miss Olson is a graduate of Cottonwood High
School and Augsburg College, Minneapolis, and is
a supervisor of elementary music in the Faribault
Public Schools. Mr. Dettle was graduated from
Cotter High School and St. Mary's College and is
on the staff at St. Mary's.
CADETTE GIRL SCOUTS
ST. MARTIN'S CIRCLE M
OSSEO, Wis. (Special) — Ca- Circle M of St. Martin's Ludette Girl Scout Troop 293 met theran Church will meet at 7:30
Saturday afternoon at the City p.m. today at the home of Mrs.
Hall. The girls completed sev- Donald Bender, 66 E. Mark St
eral requirements for the hikers
badge. They learned to tie sev- j SHOWER FOR MISS JACKSON
eral knots and whip the ends of ! WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
ropes, and trail signs. They as- ¦— A pre-nuptial shower honorsembled first aid kits and dis- ing Miss Priscitia Jackson will
cussed simple first aid. A to- be held at Our Saviour's Lutherboggan party is planned for the an Church, Whitehall , Friday at
8 p.m. The public is invited.
group for Saturday.
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Values to $1.79

ALUMINUM KITCHENWARE
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Your choice of Cov ered Cake Pan , Covered
Pie Pan, fH.'up Coffee Pol , 12-Qt. Dishpan ,
Angel Fond Pan , 4-Qt. Cm eiert Saucepan.
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - The
burned bodies of Gilbert Lind,
about 60, and his wife , Catherine, 58, were found early today
by firemen called to the couple's burning home near the
Minneapolis business district.
Fire officials said the blaze
apparently started from a space
beater.
Two men occupying the second floor of the house escaped
without injury.
Tuesday night firemen rescued three persons from an

The personal property tax reduction would be the first phase
of a 10-year program to completely eliminate the levy. The
general property tax relief
funds would replace the money
drawn off by the 1963 Legislature to finance additional tax
cuts for the aged.
Knowles suggested that tax
relief now granted public utilities be eliminated to finance
$8.2 million of the $10.3 million
requested for general property
tax relief. The procedure would |
drop the pricetag on the special
package to $25.3 million and set
the need for new taxes at $137
million if the Legislature approved it as well as the entire
budget.
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apartment house fire. They used
ladders to reach Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Hovde and Mrs. Hovde's
mother - in - law on the third
floor.
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GREY — GREEN — BEIGE
|
| MULTICOLOR TWEED STRIPES
3.98
I Approx. Size - 18"x28"
7.98
App rox. Sire — 29"x29"
!j
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1 Approx. Sire — 28"x45"
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ALBERT LEA, Minn. (H P ) A junior high school student,
convicted of assault in the stabSa(6 lo4"r
bing of a teacher, today awaited
m^_.
^
the result of a pre-sentence inFnmouii Cannon cotton terry
vestigation ordered by District
Judge A.C. Richardson.
_ ..,
-j. _ .
jew
Charles S. Getzin, 17, was convicted Tuesday of first degree
aggravated assault in the Nov.
16 stabbing of his ninth grade
teacher , Orville Filbrandt, 26.
The teacher was hospitalized but
has returned to duties at Central
Junior High School In Albert
Lea.
Thc jury deliberated 3& hours
before returning the verdict,
Police said tho youth told
them after his arrest he hoped
he would be .sent to Red Wng
Training School , where a friend
P EASY-CA RE BLIND^
|
had earlier been committed. | i
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FABRIC SAVINGS ON NEWEST
COLORS, PRINTS and TEXTURES
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1EISURE SPORTS COTTON
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DAN RIVER* GINQBAM
100% cotton woven, checks
in Spring'" happiest colors.
Wrinkl-SHED* fininh.
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Used M yow t a t r a n c t it adds doorway btauty,
scrapes dirt,, snow ond mtd from shoes w i t h strips
* 100% Nyloo face carpeting permaoeacljr bonded to
ot
|
solid
raised rubber ribs. Drains away dirt and water.
I
Non-skid
bast keeps mm ba place.
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y CARPET-TO-RUBBER MAT |
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72x108" or Twin FiH-«d
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CARPET TO RUBBER MAT

Used laside your entrance it dri«t and c leans sKo» »#
protects costly carpeting. 100% Ny lon face carpet
permanently bonded to * nttching rubber base. Won't
I
| curl, bunch up, o* block door opening or closing.
1 Stays bright and dean with normal care. Perfect con| panion for "Mr. Outside".
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CHICAGO (AP) - A former
Army private has been charged
with delivering 15 United StnteH
pussporl.s to Soviet agents in
East Berlin.
Paul Curl Meyer , 25 , was arrested Tuesday by federal marnhals in the $95-a-month apartment he and his wife Yolnnda
had rented Monday.
A federal grand jury indictment charged him with four
counts of violating the federal
passport law.
If convicted , Meyer could foe
Imprisoned a maximum of 20
years and fined $B ,0OO, Meyer ,
employed by a news distributing
company, was jailed on $2, f»(K)
bond. No dnle was not for his
arraignment.
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Albert Lea Student
Convicted of Assault

Army Private Faces
Passport Charge
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MISS JUDY R O S E
SCHWEITZER'S
engagement to Charles Bernard
White, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles White, New Lisbon,
Wis., is announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey A. Schweitzer, Alma,
Wis. A June wedding is being planned. Miss Schweitzer, a 1961 graduate ef
Alma High School, is a
senior at Wisconsin State
University, Eau Claire. Her
fiance is a 1960 graduate of
New Lisbon High School.
He attended WSU at Eau
Claire, where he was affiliated with Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity. He is the
music instructor for the
Goodridge School system at
Goodrich, Minn.

Couple Dead in
Minneapolis Fire

BAND MOTHERS MEET
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special )
—The Rushford Band Mothers
will meet in the Activities Room,
Senior High School, Thursday at
3 p.m.

There was no pay Increase
recommended for general state
employes, but the governor endorsed a new retirement program for state workers and
teachers as a "reasonable" substitute.
The retirement program
would cost an additional $13.5
million in the biennium but tbe
expenditure was not placed in
the budget. Instead, Knowles
made it part of a separate package totaling $33.5 million and
said if the Legislature approved
it, taxes would have to be raised accordingly.
Other proposals on the added
spending list would allocate $9.7
million to the reduction of personal property taxes on farm
livestock and merchants' inventories, and $10.3 million to general property tax relief. •
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WE51GATE SHOPPING CENTER

THE ENGAGEMENT of
Miss Joan Lynne Thompson, Rochester, to Dale
Charles Eide, Rochester,
has been announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Thompson, Spring Grove,
Minn. A July -wedding is
planned. Both young persons are employed in Rochester.
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a
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HEAVY DUTY MATTI NG FOR
HOME AND COMMERCIAL USE

Homefu rnishings — Second Floor
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Couple Honored
At Nuptial Shower
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Friends and relatives gathered
at Club 93 Saturday evening to
honor Miss Susan Kotlarz and
Richard Gunderson at a prenuptial shower. Mothers of the couple were hostesses.
Miss Kotlarz, rural Arcadia ,
and Mr. Gunderson, Gilmanton,
Wis., will marty Feb. 27 at St.
Stanislaus Church here.
¦
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EXTRA FANCY, LEAN, SMALL

ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) —
Junior Girl Scouts will sell
cookies Feb. 19 through Feb. 28.
Delivery will be the week of April 5.
Proceeds of the sale are lised
to help defray expenses of
Scouts attending Camp Ehawee,
established Girl Scout camp
near Mindoro, Wis. Mrs. Dea
Fraust, junior leader, will be
cookie chairman.
MISS ANN LOUISE JASZEWSKI'S engagement
to Conrad Lee Palubicki, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hemy Palubicki, 478 E. Howard St., is announced
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Jaszewski,
519 Chatfield St. May 1 is the date set for the
wedding. Miss Jjtsrewski is an employe of Northwestern Bell Telephone Company and her fiance is
with Mileage Oil Company here. (Camera Art
photo)

It's Our February Home Furnishing
Sale Of Magee and Roxbury
Remnants

Carpet Sale
Choose /our wall-to-wall or room tiie remnants of
quality carpeting from Winona Furniture's large selection of fine values. Our prices are the lowest in
town . . . come in, compare for yourself. We prove
It every day!
SIZE
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Roxbury "Afterglow "
Acrilan light gold high
plush piles .
Magee
« "At Home " Acrilan,
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15x11

Magee "At Home " Acrilan ,
Holly Green
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Roxbury "Cinderella", Acrilan high pile plush and $195
loop. Celadon
j

«.Tl«.
15x15

Roxbury "Cinderella" Acrilan high pile plush and
loop. Forest Green
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Magee "Color Magic" Acrilan , heavy loop pile ,
Gold Chromatones.
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Roxbury "Exquisite" AcriIan , Oyster White
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Magee "Harbor View" Ac-
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Roxbury "Magical" , AcriIan . Tea Party Caramel
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Magee "Mountain
Shadows," Ait Wool,
Olive Mist
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Roxbury "Castle Royal"
All Wool , Olive Tones
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"Gallantry " Continuous
Filament Nylon , Blue
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Roxbury "Mark I" Continnous Filament Nylon .
Beige
Magee "Domain " All Wool
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Oakwood Brown.

GALESVILLE , Wis. (Special )
- "Ballet" will be the study of
the Galesville Music Study Club
when it meets Monday at 8 p.m.
in the Isaac Clark room of the
Bank of Galesville. Mrs. Harold
Williamson will be the leader.
Hostesses will be the Mmes.
J. 0. Beadle, Oscar Bergquist
and G. M. Wiley and Miss Edna
Bibby.
¦
GARDEN OF EDEN
T. 2
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
—Election of officers will be
held when the Garcten of Eden
Club meets Tuesday1* at 8 p.m.
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501 Continuous Filament Nylon
Wall to Wall.

Choose from 30 Decorator Colors!

Ottior Carpets From
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Ca»h 30-60-90 Day Charg*. T«rrm a« low ai
$5 Monthly

.^FURNITURE CO.
Pfion* 3145

"Where Fine Quality Furniture anil Carpeting
Js NOT Eipmrnve "

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

PORK SAUSACE

BEEF ROAST
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> 59c

a 29c

With so many drugs on the market, many brands have "similar"
or "almost equivalent" imitators. And a lot of these substitute!
ar* infe rior. In this pharmacy you tlways get the brand name
your Doctor prescribes. We regularly stock thc new drugs, and
pass along reductions in cost to our customers. So why not bring
your prescriptions to us for prompt, precise compounding ?

Braunschweiger ib 35c

Ham Sausage Lb 85c
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FACIAL

WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER

Phone 8-2927

400

OATMEAL "'- ' 39* »™
DRESSING - 29' cSffii
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RAISINS * 49- ~S

ic Prescriptions * Luncheonette

ir Wines and Liquors * Cosmetics
ir Gifts ir Gold Bond Stamps
ir Free Delivery

FIRM,YSLLOW

SWEET, SEEDLESS

GRAPEFRUIT 10 I 49
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FRESH ROASTED, JUMBO

PEANUTS

FIRM, RED, RIPE

TOMATOES

( FRESH, SWEET

CARROTS
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BANANAS
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3 WAYS TO BUY:
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OLD PLANTATlON-SrYLE

QUAKER QUICK

MAXWELL HOUSE

RICHELIEU WESTERN
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KEINZ

Baby Food

Ketchup

10c "-
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SMOOTH, WHITE , NORTHERN-GROWN

Ti

cake Mix

25c «»
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Chili Con Carne 4 !S 0i $1
MIDGET PEAS - % 25c
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Imperial Apple Danith
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Choc. - WhHe - Yellow
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PRAIRIE GOLD ENRICHED
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We Wil l Gladly Show Our Carpet Sample* At Your
Home. With Free Estimate* For Installation (No Obligation, Of Courso). Fast Servke On All Carpeting
r
lor*.
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BREASTS *• 49c GROUND BEEF
LEGS - - » 39c I
3 "- $1.00

SEEDLESS

or Herculon

Completely lnMallod

"SIMILAR* WJ

DURAND PTA
DURAND, Wis. - Dr. Ralph
Iverson , director of student affairs at Stout State University,
will speak on "Vocational Guidance " when the Durand PTA
meets in the high school gymnasium Monday at 8 .m.
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Music Study Club
To Discuss Ballet
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RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
—Mrs. Elmer Schueler gave a
book report on "The Thundering Scot," a biography of the
life of John Knox, when United
Presbyterian Women met Thursday at Mrs. Harley Larson's
home.
Mrs. Schueler, president, announced that World Day of
Prayer will be March 5. A quilttying bee will be held Feb. 18
at Mrs. Clarence Loerch's home.

WED 50 YEARS . . . Mr. and Mrs. Mike J. Ellinger,
life-long farmers of the Elba, Minn., area, noted their 50th
wedding anniversary Jan. 27. A family reunion to celebrate the event is planned for next summer. The couple
was married at Elba Jan. 27, 1915. They had eight children ;
Sylvester, Eyota , Minn.; Mrs. George Masters (Mildred ),
Minneapolis; Mrs. Stanley Ellinger (Sylvia), Rochester;
Earl, St. Charles, Minn.; Bernard, Wayne and Mrs. Donald Kingsley ( Rita ) , all of Elba; and Kenneth, Plainview,
Minn., who died two years ago. There are 45 grandchildren
and 15 great-grandchildren.

SOUP MEAT
"¦ 29c
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Magee "Filanyl" Continll0l,s Filament Nylon ,
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Rushford Women
Hear Book Review

LEAN RIB

SPARE RIBS
tb 35c

Ettrick Girl Scouts
Cookie Sale Set
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Three County
Road Contracts
Get Approval

Rochester io
Get New Post
Office Building

Man Killed When
Tractor Overturns >

RAPIp CITY, S.D. (AP) Dwight Qprd , about 50, was injure! fetally Tpesday whep the
ROCHESTER , Minn. - A
be§v;y duty traptflr he w?s drivwill b*?
ing slid on an icy farm road , ne\y BA$t o$ipe building,
built in Rochester , with con ;
turned over and pinned Km un- struction likely to begin in thp
derneath near his home in Red spring of 1906, jt
was qnnouncefl
Contracts for three county Valley, about six miles from in Washington.
highway projects were awaked ftqp ifl Cjty.
The str\ictm*e — with no cos*;,
Tuesday 3fterjl9QJ! to the low
design or site determined yet —
bjdders determined after that OSSEO CHIMNEY FIRE
will be financed by a private
morning 's letting.
to
OSSEO, Wis. CSpecial) - Tbe epptractor qnfj leased back
The "Winona County Board of Osseo fire department was call- tl^p federal government for $
Commissioners voted tb award ed to, § cjiimney fire at the years after its completion , accontracts for two surfacing proj- Howard Ives home, Rt. 1, Mon- cording to an announcement hy
ects to N. A. day at 6 p.m.
the office of Sen. Eugene 4.
, ; Roverud Co.,
-,
V-QUnty Winona, a n d
to grant the
v
n
J contract f o r
r
Pqq'Q__| erection pf a
bridge to H.
S. Dresser & Son, Winona.
The contracts were awarded
ry
after Gordon M. Fay,' county
checked
Highw ay engineer,
tbe
bids, which had been opened *\\
10 a.m. that day.

McCarthy, D-Minn.
Selection of a site by a real
esUte offippr from the Minneappljs flampn of % ?pst Cwce
3%at*tr$h$ is expected tp begin "www severs! weeks,"
according tp Adrian Wiw*sl> '«gippal qjfecfcr oi that office.
Offipiftls ssid tiie site selection WQlijtJ tftfie ixwn ppii tp
%ee fflWths . I^pp^flt trend is
fqr ppM QWcps tfl ^e bmilt op
thp edge # dowpiwp {u*eas, «*!WMb Wn*e} s^j^ this "may
npt hp the case in flpcjj ester. "
Spepi/jratipfls call for a structure wHn -a^ftut M* my, a?
i^^eh flpor spice, four titnps
i^pfp pletffirin area 3id three
tjroes rowe parking upd v^ide
at t]te
re^newver space thsip
present Post Qffipe, which w?s
cflpipteted in 193*1 at a cqst of

mm-

Getting liquor
For Teen-agers

Wabasha Board
Detaches Land

WABASHA , Minn. (Special )The Wabasha County Board of
Commissioners Tuesday granted
the petition of Reuben Gary for
detachment f r o m Common
School District 2OT, Hyde Park ,
and atta chment to Hampiflnd
District 2374.
Commissioners dismissed a
petition from Hyde Park District for dissolution because the
majority of the 26 freeholders
in the district hadn 't signed .
The petition carried signatures
of i'.i freeholders.
The board approved the annual road and bridge report of
li. J. Pinsonneaull , county engineer. It opened culvert bids
from Homac , Rochester , un<)
ftlk River Concrete Co. ; bridge
material bids from Wheeler
Lumber & Bridge & Supply, SI.
Louis Park , and equi pment rcnl<il bids from Dennett & Son ,
Plaiiivjcw ; << ¦ K Rietmann,
Oronucu ; Funlte Construction
Co., Theilman , and Patterson
Quarries , St. Charles.

Plainview M^n Fined
$50 on Chec k Count
WAHASHA , Minn. (Special) Before Municipa l .lutl^« Ktinncth
K;ill)i('imei* Tuesday, Kd MiHi'i" ,
:'(i, lilniiH'icu' , I'lc.- ided K"'Hy l'»
writiny a cheek on the l'epplc 'b
.Stale |J;i!ik , I'liiinvi i'W , without
hiiffieiwit fuudb , Tlie chuck w;it>
for $i:ir>.7».
Il«- wa.s .senleiiei-il to pay ft
%:>ti fine , $:>Si «f which w;i.s s»ia
jiended, and was ordered to
m.-iku Knslittdioii.

*

Mrs. Q|
PP fta&fluer. \{vw
in th,« Porpupipe area , first nfr
ticec] ?moie. $f»e QW\ pave a
telep^ppp |qt a hPipbor W)f
in thp alarm ab9"t 3" P-m- m
fire Iwd, a gopd ?tart ^hpn firemen arrived aqd Dathm^cppjd
be saved . Her Jnfshanq was m
ArkaiPSSW wl^en the fire hrq^p
out.
Insurance was carried op the

to leave.
«
Thp past earner of form 's
Jjq)je§t sftrwe, the Kaaba, pre.
server tm PlaPl? Stqnp, a metep|*ic rpplf

l\\anqfopr t\re

tqat Arahg cqijsidafed sqcreql lopg hpfpre^Pliammerj fpuq^ed Islam. Tjie ${ono
has tieen Bvprn stpooth l»y the
jjisses pi pillions of reverent
pijgripis.
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Here 's the f reezer emer 's delight^
at
R^ 0wl Inau ™ d Beef CHf * at fain ily- wt swing * this wee k Red
Ovo\ijrommmtvws&wbm^
boneless roasts, steaks, and ground chuck- W* Red Owl's wide wo rld
gf lns wtdBeef -every cut is guaranteed to p legse ^or y our money back !
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RED OWL FOR AS LITTLE AS

X PER

• 5 models to choose from-chest
type and uprights.
• FREE! pver $25 in frozen food with ani
Coldaire purchase.
• FREE! Up to 2690 Trading Stamps with cash
or time-pay purchase.
• FREE 10-12 Ib. Norbest Turkey with any new
freezer purchase anywhere in town (with propf of
purchase between .an.S and Feb. e . LSSS,

)
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Frozen Food Sale!
Fourth and f inal week of
M Out's Frozen Food Sale
RED OWL FROZEN
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BED OWL FROZEN (BEEF,CHICKEN OR TURKEY)
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SWIFT PREMIUM
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39^ Smokies

SWIFT PREMIUM, BY THE CHUNK

SWIFT PREMIUM
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IAZY MAPLE SLICED

MORRELL , BONELESS , READY TO EAT
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Family Size Savings f rom our Health & Beautytf Dep t.
^ Brownie Mix * lake luixs* Frosting Mix 4o, *>l{10
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Aqua Net Hair Spray „H, 58< Bathroom Tissue
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Accident .if Kellogg
WAHASHA , Minn. <\S|u*eiii! )
Weriiw Ziclie , M . Miiiiiej ipoliti ,
wa.s tin injured when his <'iu
went out ol control on ;m icy
htivtcti at Wuhwu) / til ut Ko|)(>m: Monday lmuuiiig. It \\\mi&rd off »ix );uai(] rxiiU mid cairn
ed an u.Minu il ed $(fl(l dai^ftuti («
Ihe left rear nnd ri^ht front
lerwltj fh and tli« right front door ,
officers .said, lie was golnf!
north. No citation wu« ititiiiud.

I^pap! 2" when he Iflst cpnt^p l,
vvpnj off tl(p highw-sy an *4 Nt
tree. He rgceiveci a baplt frac-^
ture, head lacerations, and severe cuts on the right hand and
left ejbpvV ;' It i^ expectp^ he
will be incapacitated for sonpig
time but is reported in satisfactory condition. He was brought
tp the hospital by an ambulance
from Zumbrota.

n?i|es pprthwlat qf p«ranq and
ia iqj fas jr<»m, Arfeansaw-

M«. Rppnis
ARKANSAW, Wis- (SMCMpf - Lopgs^orf, rural Arjcaqfaw ,
a cqllecl tt)p Dwaqq" ^eparttnent
— Pawl Wiebusch , 36, Goodhue, The home apd ^PHtebts
Vm •O «-rq. .^qen s^p rt 9f]c«l a
Rt. 3, is a patient at Lakg Gjty eo-yegr-pWin area Pflttp
.
W6 f t ® lfl •s|qrnn§y
iMfl ieiJMd If^ni^l Mf omM -3 destroy^ ^P fif
.im, w. smi %Ck
puran-4
v«ll«}Wt _ep f ]r- mn %ep tpipptes
car accident ?qTOay- Me ""8S which
iatW m said
tfavelipg pn GQpdhqe Cpqnty were ca«ep fqpsggy*
it was put. IirBfppq vera ready

ELK R-fVER, Hfipp. (AP ) Steven Dpnj els, 21, Big Lto^ke ,
a
plpa^o|gujity Tuesday
pbar^e i]\e$%] PWre^neflt <#
liquor k* ?ppnect.ifip wift th p
death pf a tee^e Appki*. yqutP
last rt|pvetif|fc|pr.
4u<ke Wliipm T. Jpfasfip sentenced Ppiejs \o 6Q dpys ip
j ail
District Judge W\\\m TPgpjels' sen•Jghnspnpf stayed
60
days ang piacepi
t^ppp
fumj op protiatipfl iw an Iwtetpr ffi ij ]ate tjipe.
Papieis was apposed oi procuring Mqpqr fpr two teen£gp
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ROVERUD'S price yv?s $84.567.92 f or surfeciqg Coldly State
Aid Highway 18 between Utica
and Lewiston , and 447,988.69 for
surfacing CSAH 5 south of New
Hartford.
Dresser 's price for constructipn of the bridge , which will
carry CSAH 37 over the Whitewater River northeast of St.
Charles, is $37,928.
The board vojed to advertise
for bi<js for grading and crushed rock surfacing of County
Road 103 from thp south coupty
line to CSffl li southeast of
Ridgeway.
In other action related to
county highway projects, the
board adopted a resolution
awarding $400 to Western Union
Telegraph Co. for land taken for
right of way for improvement
of CSAH 15. The firjti had viat
reached an agreement with th,?
county in negotiations with other affpcted property qwners last
October.
OTHER BUSINESS by the
board included :
• Establishing a planning
and zoning fund , which is to
contain money contributed by
townships and matched by th*
county, and authorizing payment of $8 a meeting to members, ex officio member^ and
the legal adviser of the panning and zoning committee .
• Awarding a contract for
hospital and medical insurance
fpr county employes to ?lue
Shield, whose representative,
Frank R. Beipds, Winpna, had
appeared hefqre ttje bp?rd earlier ln the day. Also pj*esen*
ft . to
solicit the conf r aci; w^s
FBoerboon , Faribault, representing Minnesota Blue Cross and
Minnesota Ipcfeinjiity, Inc.
Last year, Blue'Shield had the
ipedical contract , and Blue
Cross had tbe hospital contract.
The county will pay a premium of $5.52 an employe this
year.
• Accepting a contract and
bond from St. Charles Press,
one of the newspapers to be
awarded a printing and publishing contract by the county last
month.
• Approving monthly bills.

LAKE CITV CRASH PATIENT
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special )

Arkansaw Farm
Home DestroyedI)

twitaFF mm Mm,j a
jyp ^.ff - - w ^H-y w^Wm. 9lm *M Wa?q1 deter-

youths. T\ie yPvMs fell as^eea in
a car. One ,' Darwin Chrjstiaq,
of carbpn
17, AnoHa^ died
monoxide poisoning.

Man Admits
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Postal Savings
May Be Dropped

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Post- j
master General John A. Gronouski said today he will ask
Congress to take the postmen
out of the banking business. He
js convinced it is a losing proposition after 54 years.
Since its peak year in 1947,
•Gronouski said in an interview ,
the number of depositors who
save through their post offices
has plunged from 4.2 million to
just over 1 million.
Total deposits have dwindled
from nearly $3.4 billion to $416
million. The average individual
account has dropped from $808
to $387. The interest rate is 2
per cent, compared to the 3 or 4
per cent offered by commercial,
federally insured banks.

"If I didn't think tbere were
good reasons to eliminate the
Postal Savings System," Gronouski said, "I'd feel obliged to
ask Congress for a higher interest rate. I think 2 per cent is
intolerably small, and we're
doing people a disservice when
they can go across the street to
a bank and earn more."
But the postmaster general
feels he faas "two good reasons
for eliminating the system: The
decline in the use of the service
and President Johnson's order
to trim out the dead wood. And
this fits ^the definition of dead
wood — important in the past ,
but of little use today."
The Postal Savings System
was born in 1911, when waves of ,
immigrants were coming to the '

United States. They were accustomed to saving at their post
offices in Europe — a practice
that flourishes today in many
countries.
The United States had no
widespread banking network.
Financial panics of 1892 and
1907 had shaken public confidence in the banking system.
"So Congress instituted postal
savings," Gronouski said.
"These people were attracted
by the fact that their deposits
were backed by the U.S. government in perpetuity."

Republican Group
Is Changing Name
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Committee to Support Moderate
Republicans, established during
the 1964 campaign, is changing
its name to Republicans for
Progress and is opening a
Washington office this week.
The group said in a statement
today that it "is establishing
itself in the capital in order to

U
TOP GRADE A"

i

assist creative and constructive
Republicans strengthen not just
the party's 'image' with the
American people, but its record
of achievement."
Former Mayor Charles P.
Taft of Cincinnati is chairman
of the group.

bill to remove the 25 per cent
gold backing on Federal Heserve bank deposits. Long was
seeking assurance that passage
of the measure would make unnecessary any tourist tax.
Dillon said tourism is an im- \
portant factor in the payments |
problem because it accounts for !
a $1.75-billion annual deficit.

¦

Tourist Tax
Being Studied

Advertising Industry
WASHINGTON (AP ) - Secre- Praised by Humphrey

tary of the Treasury Douglas
Dillon was asked Tuesday by
Sen. Edward V. Long, D-Mo.,
about reports the administration
is considering taxing U.S. tourists who go abroad $50 or $100.
He replied that ell aspects of
the U.S. balance of payments
deficit are being studied but
that no decision has been made
on possible remedies.
The m.atter came up during a
Senate Banking Committee
hearing on an administration

WASHINGTON (AP) - "Vice
President Hubert H. Hiunplirey
said Tuesday that the advertising industry brings "to democracy the freedom of choice —
and without freedom of choice
there is no democracy."
Speaking to members of the
Advertising Federation
of
America and the Advertising
Association of the West, Humphrey called advertising the
"essential Bnk between manufacturer and consumer."
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Snow and Cold
Farms
Fewer
Toward
Trend
Skating
Cuts
US*
procommodity
of
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present
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has
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number
of
farm
i
greater
federal
aid
to
maintai
By OVID A. MARTIN

Associated Press Farm Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Johnson has said boldly
something about agriculture
that most politicians have recognized out have been reluctant
to discuss publicly.
Is his budget message to Congress, the president said that
tanning alone cannot be expected to provide a decent living in
Uie future for more than about
one million farm families, even
with continued federal assistance. This is slightly less than
a third of the families now trying to make all or most of their
living from agriculture.
Johnson's statement came as
a shock to many farm leaders,
particularly those whose organizations have been pressing for

family farms, and to members
of Congress whose constituents
are largely rural.
Heretofore, government farm
leaders often have denied that
the programs they were administering were contributing—in a
negative way—to exodus from
the land. In many past presidential election years, the candidates have promised to work
for the preservation of family
farms.
But it has been apparent for
many years that technological
advances in agriculture have
been driving many out of agriculture because they could not
match the required new techniques. Many have sold their
land to neighbors who were
more efficient producers. The

clined about 60 per cent since
the mid-thirties despite the outlay of more than $30 billions on
various farm programs.
This Johnson message said
bluntly that many now trying
to support themselves in agriculture must find other ways of
earning a living. Some, he said,
may continue fanning but only
if they find non-farm sources of
income to supplement meager
farm earnings.
In giving this picture of a
need for a big reduction in the
number of farmers who do nothing but farm, the president went
a long way toward outlining the
farm program objectives of his
administration.
He will recommend a shortterm program continuing some

grams for a few years. But he
will outline in time long-term
farm policies designed to use
government funds to help agriculture's unneeded find other
opportunities. Secretary of Agriculture Orville L. Freeman is
working on the long-range program which may be outlined in
a message to Congress next
month.
¦
ARCADIA PATIENT
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Mrs. Harry Davis is a patient
at St. Francis Hospital, La
Crosse.
¦
PATIENT FROM Ettrick
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) —
Gust Erickson, farmer living
just north of Ettrick, was taken
to a La Crosse hospital by ambulance Sunday.

Snow and extremely cold
weather took its toll at Winona's five skating rinks in January, the- park-recreation department reported today.
Total attendance at the rinks
was 16,934, compared with 21,966 in December. Lake Winona
had 9,103 skaters in January ;
Athletic Park had 4,654; East
Center, 2,557; Thurley (estimated) , 400, and Glen View (estimated), 250.
The number of hockey players was estimated at 2,447, with
Lake Winona rink having 920;
Athletic Park , 712; East Center,
665, and Thurley, 150. A total
of 2,038 hockey players were
counted during December.
Twenty-two youths are registered in figure skating classes,
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BLAIR, Wis. - The Public
Service Commission will hold a
hearing at Madison Feb. 19 at
10 a.m. on applications by
Blair's water public utility for
authority to make improve-'
ments and increase rates.
The city proposes to build a
150,000 - gallon concrete reservoir, drill a new well on the
south side, install iron removal
faculties in the old plant, build
a small pumphouse, and lay
mains at an estimated cost of
$135,000.
The utility asks permission to
increase rates to help finance
the proposed additions.

Stockholm Village
Buys Old School

U.S. Airman
STOCKHOLM, Wis. - The old
in Stockholm has been
At Frankfurt school
purchased hy the village for $1. .
It will be used as a meeting
place and community center.
structure was built '¦
Has Meningitis inThe1905brick
and used until 1963. Aft-

FRANKFURT, G e r m a n y
(AP) — An American airman at
Frankfurt's giant Rhein-Main
Air Force Base has contracted
infectious meningitis, - U.S. Air
Force officials announced Tuesday.
Immediate measures were
taken to prevent spread of the
disease and treat persons who
had been in contact with the
airman, identified as Airman
l.C . Norman Spence.
The Air Force said Spence
had just returned from a flight
to bases at Chateauroux,
France; Sigonella, Italy; and
Wheelus, Lybia.
The Armed Forces Radio Net-
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NASON ON EDUCATION

Understanding Is
Key to Knowledge

By LESLIE J. NASON , Ed. D.
University of S. California
A student's first task is to
grasp meanings. He must understand what he reads and he
must recognize important points
as they are made by his teacher.
To do this, he must do more
than just sit and read or sit and
listen. He must search for the
kernels of knowledge.
Having read a section in a
textbook , he should be able to
state in a couple of short sentences the important nc knowledge gained. If he is unable to
do this, either he did not search
with sufficient vigor as he read,
or no points were made that

er the Stockholm school district
consolidated with Pepin, the
building was used as a classroom until the Pepin school was
enlarged. The village will pay
all recording and legal fees of ,
the transaction.

work broadcast an appeal for
all persons who visited the
Rhein-Main noncommissioned
officers' club during the weekend to report to their medical
officers. About 1,500 responded
and were given treatment, the
Air Force said.
Meningitis is an inflamation '
of the membranes enclosing the
brain and spinal cord and often
is fatal if not treated promptly.
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were worth his further consideration.
AT THE END of the class
period, a student should be able
to recount the major ideas developed during that period.
There are seldom more than
two or three.
Here are a few suggestions
to help listeners achieve this
goal:
First, a preview of materials
before they are covered gives
a background for listening.
Second, careful attention to
statements made by the teacher at the beginning of a period
often helps a student select the
important ideas.
Third, a student should be
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OSSEO, Wis. (Special) John Leadholm was elected
president of Osseo Lutheran
Church board.
Other officers elected: Donald
Rogness, vice president; Dr.
George Markgren, secretary,
and Allen Anderson, treasurer.
Four committees were organized. The committee on evangelism and worship electedI
Allen Anderson chairman andi
Lester Void secretary. Edwin'
Anderson and Alvin Pederson
complete the committee.
The committee of steward-'
ship elected Dale Amundson,
chairman and Melvin Krienke
secretary. Ralph Oftedahl andj
Leland Chase are on fhe com-.
mittee.
The Chrsitian education com-.
mittee elected James Julsoni
chairman and Carl Foss secre-.
tary. Donald Rogness is a mem-.
ber.
The committee of property*

and management elected Gordon Hong chairman aad William
Paulson Jr ., secretary. Dr.
George Markgren is on the
committee.
Charles Rongstad is chairman
of the new church planning
committee. 1. H. Jensen Is secretary. Other members are
Sam Budalh, Gaylord Holmgren and Reidar Oftedahl. A
vote of confidence was giver)
to the group to go ahead with
its research.
¦

Eilzen Cub Scouts
Hold Pinewood Derby

EITZEN, Minn. (Special) In a pinewood derby at a meeting of cub scouts and parents at
the Eitzzen community center
Friday night, Gary Welper won
first; Jerry Deters, second, and
Paul Graupmann, third.
Awards were presented by
Cubmaster Milton Staggemeyei
to Larry, Bulman, Jerry Deters, Jerry Burmester, Donnie
Burrichter, Steven Beneke, Paul
Graupmann, Bobby Schoh and
David Kruse.
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One-House
Redisricting
Plan Offered

ST. PAUL (AP) — A resolution calling upon Congress to
submit an amendment to the
states to permit apportionment
of one house of state legislatures
"on factors other than population" was approved Tuesday by
the Senate Elections Committee.
The resolution was sponsored
by three senators from rural
areas — J.A. Josefson of Minneota and Stanley Holmquist of
Grove City, Conservatives, and
C.J. Benson of Ortonville, a Liberal.
No one appeared to oppose the
proposal. Spokesmen for the
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Minnesota Employers Association and the Citizens Legislative
League saoke in nqppott ef Jt
at an earlier meeting.
It was brought rat daring tb*
discussion preceding cemmitte*
approval that even If threefourths of tbe states appro***
and the amendment becomesa
part of tbe federal Constitution,
the M i n n e s o t a Coastitatioa
would have to be changed.
The state Constitution now requires apportionment of both
houses on a population basis. '
Sen. Nicholas Coleman, St.
Paul liberal, recalled that the
voters of the state had rejected
such an amendment in 1980. He
added that "we will save oar
speeches" for the campaign
against an amendment to the
state Constitution if it ever
comes up again.
¦
You might like to keep a Jar
of tarragon-flavored mustard on
hand to add to olive oil and wis*
vinegar dressing for salad.
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start of yoiir discussions of each
question and follow these statements with illustrations, examples and additional discussion."
THROUGH THIS interview.
Bill learned what all students
should realize — that it is not
enough to know the answers, one
must be able to communicate
them to the instructor successfully.
Bill compared his answers
with his class notes and recognized his failure to profit by the
instructor's carefully thoughtout wordings. In preparing for
and writing the next examinations, Bill kept this in mind and
was rewarded with "A" grades.
Improvement of scholarship
comes about through conscious
effort. The area in which most
students need to be more persistent is in the grasping and
communicating of ideas!
¦
For a company buffet : garnish potato salad (made with
an oil and vinegar dressing)
with cooked frozen artichoke
hearts and canned pimiento.
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alert to fmusual phraseology
and word usage in the presentation of ideas. Instructors often
give much thought to how they
state new ideas to bring out
precise meanings.
A student who recognizes and
uses the same or similar phraseology in his summary is preparing himself to write examinations in a manner most acceptable to the instructor.
BILL, A JUNIOR in the university, received a "B" grade
on an essay-type examination
with no indication as to why the
paper did not receive an "A".
A conference with the instructor followed. On being informed
what the answers should have
contained, Bill pointed out that
each of his answers did actually include the required ideas.
"But," said the instructor,
your statements were hidden
and scattered through several
paragraphs of explanatory discussions. They were too difficult
to find and evaluate in- a rapid
perusal of your examination paper. You should have made
these points succinctly at the
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Hearing Feb* 19
On Blair Rates
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the department said. Lessons
are to be given at Lake Winona
rink on odd-numbered days in
February, with the exception of
Saturdays and Sundays. Youths
may join by reporting to the
classes at 4 p.m.
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IT'SSUMMER-TIME in the WINT ER TIME at RAMDALL'S! AT LEAST YOU'LL THINK SO WHEN YOU SEE THE VAST DISPLAYS OF SUMMER-TIME FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ON DISPLAY IN OUR STORE THIS WEEKEND,AND THAT'S NOT ALL,
IN THE PRODUCE DEPT. HAS BEEN
at Deep-Cot Prices,
IN
FOR
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EVERY
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By GRETCHEN L, LAjyjpgEj Vfqty
FTER four months of hospitalization, a lpv^y and Messed
te V*-, A fnep.; fe'saitfqitf Tyler, who
A mt tem?**
lives ne# tRuSJi8$pic«, is a gre^t {Jird lovgr g|id tjgntfs birds
a-f. f . W-V;$? gM? "PA ^iW ^§P?P e§e PJlon aft ttie
ban<js tyen* and releases 'them.
tpfls fly M«> »t. we pa*fef«Uy
In this y i$y bird ban^ (^ho n^sf be licensed )" kpep h|ird
'
' '
$atigtics all over thp country.
' Mrs. fyte Phfln 'pd WS ibat at her back yard feeder she
had just netted an<| Jt>an{Jp(i tWQ fe^tjfpl pqrflle finches and
she wanted to bring tbem right over to show hiel When "she
arrived a few minutes later I was in the therapy room working wjtfc gevenrwjiiqd saadtags flttach gd fo my "a^Ie;" Ste
brougl$ thg Mffls jn 8 PIMfflipF )jke $ tjlap) f hj *t t)ox yeilpd
with qgt, j fff.ftgy sat aHJetly.
Pf
Th,*a 6l*5sle ft^PFIPPQP PTOle finches is ''sparrow ¦dipped in, raspberry juice." The size of a sparrow, their feathers
are afl-exqyigite jfl sejhade with iridespem )|gta and, they
have the l§rge tiijch lull tar crqpfffji g segds. §Iip foqjt out a
fipch and cradled the little bird in her Mini, il sat quietly,
looking around and occasionally nipping" her' finger , but not
violently.
I stroked the lovely Little creature and let it nip my finger. T*)en I laid my fingers over its rosercolored breast feathers and thought I felt its little heart flutter. My own hea*rt
leaped" into''my ' throat, and' for the first time ' in months"'oi
hospital cpnfwpnjppt, I fej| free.
It hrogghf a rpsl} 01 beautiful memories - 3 flpck qf wild
pyrple finches §ittipg ill piy old apple trep §il|ip(|e^e£l against
soft.sweet paean of greeta rosy rising sun aind singing their my
tanje chic^ees darting to the new day. I rernem^red
ing down out pf § tree fo sji on my hai^d and nip up a sunflower seed. The feeling of a sm'alli wild creature sitting
so trustingly on one's hsind fi}}? Q^e w jfl] exquisite joy .
I remembered, too, the pugnacious cardinal that baffled
me last year. A brilliant mala cardinal had gotten himself
trapped on my screened back porch- ana was thrashing
around against the screens. So 1 *ent out with a dish towel,
caught him in it and tried to release him out of the door.
But he seized my index finger with his thick horny beak and
hpg on. The harder I tried to pry him loqsp ffte tighter he
gripped my finger, and it began tb hurt like everything.
I shook roy ha*nd apd the carina! flapnefj witty it. So I
went in J ttj e kitchen and sat
^owji , with (he cardinal still
clamped like grim (je ^fh to jfly nap*^.
"How si|lyF Must I go through lite with this bird fastened
to my finger?" I thought. Then with a final effort I pulled
and pried the powerfiil bepk ppefy loosed tlie bird and out
of the door he flew chattering indignantly. It's one of my
sillier memories — My iiidex finger had a lfirge blood blister
for two weeks.
each other
kept running
^ in a touras though j ousting
narnent. At ftrst. she thought ,
4<T}iey must be showing off
fqr ' a fem ale pheasant. J
giig§s spring 3*id the courting season are here."
But there was no hen
pheasant in sight, so she
decided $ey wpre just playing at war games to amuse
themselves. Then the next
morning she saw one lone
gorgeous m a l e pheasant
rushing at a spot in the
yard , flapping his wings
wildly apq Pecking with his
htfj. Then s*te $aw a fat gray
squirrel sitting placidly in
qne spot and eating the
birds' corn A- in what was
undoubtedly the pheasants'
own private dining spot. This
wept on UHtii the pheasant
finally scared the squirrel
away.

More on Mjnpesota tyrcjs:
My sUter 'aiid brother-in-law,
who }ive on Cedar Lake , Minneapolis, feed hundreds of
Thicks- along thp shore and
the bjrds cpme right up info
the yard to eat. Since the
ducks have left for the south ,
a number of pheasants have
taken their places as steady
boarders. Every mqfiiing
and evening one can see a
dozen or so gorgeous male
pheasants eating corn and
grain in the yard, and each
pheasant seems to have
stgfeed out a favorite little
spot ^s (lis private dining
room in the yard .
About dawn the other
morning my sister watched
them from the window jjhd
saw six handsome cock
pheasants in a strange performance. Gathered m the
middle of the yard they

More about birds —and how the other half lives:
In a Palm fleach newspaper \ read {hat preparations
are being made for an elaborate ball to be called "The Flamingo Bj)U" -witfi |icjtefs a] $100 apfece. Sg id fhp article,
the Hia"Decorations will atinclude many pink flamin goes
of thefrom
race tracjj
Miami- The president
leah race tr^ck
wLll have the birds shipped here m special padded trucks.
Dujring the ball the birds will be ip individual whUe cages
around the ballroom."
Anqfher ball to he given in Palm Beach this month wm
be called "The Snow Ball." The paper quotes the ball s
chairman as saying. "A snow ball will be divine for Palm
Beach - A leading New York decorator will create a fairy
winter wonderland in the club. The entire baljrpom will bo
white ' flnd sjlver. We're even going to banket the entire entrancew ay with snow which we will have made at a local ice
house. "
¦
Well , that's life. Winter balls in Minnesota usually have
While
a spr ing or summer theme , yvith flpwprs apd greenery.
balls in trop ical Florida faye a spoty theme. *p])D gra ^ (or
snow ) on the other side of the fence is always a prettier color.
LIBRARY AT TAYLOR
TAVWft , Wis. (Sipecj fil) rAttcndants q\- the Taylor public
library this month will be Mrs.
fyissoll Larson, Saturday; Mr.s.
L,ee Casper , Feb. 13; Mrs. Alvjn Npjspn , Feb. 20, n ntl Ml^WiHiam qerfl, Feb. 27. Fifty
new honks arrived this WBpk
fram the tra veling library at
p.

— .'

Madison of which 25 are for
children. Library hPUTs are 2:30
to 4 p.m. every Satur day¦
WHITEHALL CHAMBER
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—The fpgujnr monthly meeting
of the pnambcr pf Commerce
will bo held nt thp C(ty Cafe
today nt 6 p.m.
•
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Area Canoe Trail
Program Planned

Bill Regulating
Street Cars May
Be Discarde d
By ADOLPH JOHNSON
Associated Press Writer
One of Minnesota ' s most famous laws seems likely to come
to an unceremonious end during
this session of the Legislature.
Among a host of suggested
changes in a reviser 's bill — a
proposal to do away with quantities of obsolete and unneeded
provision s in our statutes — is a
repealer for the Brooks-Coleman
Act.
The law was enacted in 192 1
and provided for regulation of
streetcar fares by the state Railroad and Warehouse Commission.
Before that (ares were set by
city councils and streetcar fi rms
and their operati ons were a political issue in every local campaign.
Even after its passage , controversy continued to an extent ,
with attempts to repeal the law
made at a number of sessions.
Repeal is due now because
streetcars are a thing of the past
and the bus companies that now
provide public transportation
are regulated under other laws.
Minnesota legislators and liquor dealers are watching with
considerable interest developments in New York in connection with that state 's fair trade
liquor law.
There a large liquor retailer
is defying the fair trade law and
is offering periodic specials at
prices considerably below those
set by the manufacturer.
Under the Minnesota law ,
enacted in 1951, prices are set
by the wholesaler.
The reason for the close watch
is that any weakening of a fair
trade law in one state tends to
have an effect on laws in other
states , even though they may be
dissimilar.
While there has been considerable talk on occasion , up to
this time there has never been
introduced a bill to repeal Minnesota 's law.
Instead , there have been periodic efforts to strengthen the
liquor laws. One such bill, in
again this session after failing
before, would ban importation of
liquor by individuals.
Under present law a person
can bring in one bottle without
payment of tax .

Association of Commissioners of
Insurance met in Minneapolis,
[he governor addressed a letter
to each delegate urging him to
support Magnusson for the presidency of the association. Magnusson was elected.

auceo e-tperimeniany lasi year . Briggs ; "B" division - affir-

begin Sunday afternoon and end
Friday afternoon following.
Boys start at a base camp,
where they remain for one or
two days. The time will be
devoted to canoe instruction,
camping skills, orientation and
recreation .
Depending on each group's
skill and choice of locale, the
actual trip will take three or
four days. Although the Root
is a highly scenic river and
wilder than the Chippewa , Schiller said, it is difficult to travel
unless water levels are adequate .
Groups will be limited to seven boys. Dean Snowberg, Minneapolis, will be senior guide.
Snowberg, who is preparing for
professional YMCA work, led
the program which was intro-

A canoe trails program for
junior high school boys, sponsored by the YMCA , will be
broadened next summer to include more and longer periods.
Called We-No-Nah Canoe
Trails, the program provides
small group camping activities
for boys 12 and older. Groups
will take downstream trips on
either the Root or Chippewa
River , as they choose, said Larry Schiller , YMCA youth director.
Four periods are scheduled ,
beginning June 20. AH periods

Both YMCA members and
non-members may participate.
Schiller said.
¦

Osseo High Debaters
Prepa re for Sectional
OSSEO, Wis. ((Special ) - Osseo High School debaters are
planning for the sectional eliminations at Chippewa Falls McDonell Feb. 13.
Should they earn four wins
there, they would be eligible for
the state tournament in Madison in March.
Debating for Osseo are: "A"
division — affirm ative, Linda
Kershner and Carolyn Klatt, and
negative, Lon Herrick and Tim
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FIRE AT GALESVILLE
GALESVILLE , Wis. (Speciall
—Firemen were called to the
Gerald Rail home Monday at
8:13 a.m. to check; a chlmnej
fire.
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FALSE TEETH
With Mere Comfort

FASTEETH. » pleaBWt alkaline
(non-acid ) powder, holds false teeth
more firmly. To eat and talk ln mon
comfort . Just sprinkle a little FASTEETH on your plates. No aiimmy
gooey, pasty taste or feeling. Check!
breath). Gel
"plate Tdcr" (denturedrug
counter
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Pork Chops
j Pork Chops
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WHOLE BEEF

Friends of Cyrus Magnusson ,
state insurance commissioner
whose term has just expired, are
pretty confident that he will be
reappointed ,
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WILSON SPECIAL

LONDON (\V
Prime Minister Harold Wilson says world
niK loar w;ir is inevitable if the
Western allies don 't protect nonnuclear nations against the
threat of Red China ' s A-bomb.
Answering questions Monday
ni fiht on a television program
marking his first IOO days in
office , Wilson exp lained why lie
had decided to keep British
ho-mbct s f u s t ot the Suez t '.unul
when his election platform
pledged JJrilain would abandon
independent nuclear power.
"This vonnlry 'x strength Is
going to depend on our world
role and nol hi'ij ig i-orailed in
Europe ," he .s aid.
"We now have the silualion ol
the Chinese nuclear weapon.
"We have non-nuclear conntries , including India , who want
,snme safeguards against that ,
ot herwise we are going to find
India. Pakistan and all countries in Asin , nnd perhaps Indonesia before long, and the
Middle East , becoming nuclear
powers.
"Once this lwi|i|>rns , w orld
nuclear war is inevit able ," Wil
son declared.
The prime minister did not
propose any working solution to
the sit uation beyond saying "we
attach the greatest priority thi s
year lo working out with our
Hllie.s SOUK * kind ol force to protect non-nuclear powers against
the threat
of the Chinese
bomb. "

NELSON, Wis. (Special ) The council of Grace Lutheran
Church will meet Thursday at
8:30 p.m. at the church. The
Ladies Aid met this afternoon
with Mrs. Alfred Christopherson
as hostess.

MIAMI BEACH, Fla. (AP) A researcher in road development says paving the nation's
highways with "dashing, vivid
colors" can help reduce accidents.
"Colors alert drivers and an
alert driver is a safe driver,"
John P. Walaschek told a National Bituminous Concrete Association meeting Tuesday.
Walaschek, of the market development division of the Neville Chemical" Co., Pittsburgh,
said a $190,000 expressway
ramp was declared a "death

C^

WILSON CERTIFIED

Wilson Fears
Nuclear War
Is Inevitable

CHURCH COUNCIL

trap" after six fatal accidents In
1962 The ramp was painted yellow, he said, and there has been
no major accident on it since
then.
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Supporters of the bill, which
Include the office of the liquor
control commissioner, believe
that enactment of the law would
act as a deterrent , even though
It would be difficult if not impossible to enforce.
Department spokesmen acknowledge that they can't search
cars indiscriminately to make
sure they are not carrying untaxed liquor.

They recall that It was Gov.
Karl Rolvaag, then lieutenant
governor , who persuaded Magnusson to accept a state job in
the first place.
He served as former Gov. Orville Freeman 's executive secretary from 1955 to 1959 before
Freeman named him insurance
commissions
Last year when the National

Wants Highways
In Vivid Colors

mative , Merrie Sieg and Nancy Myhre, and negative, Gerald
Otto, Dale Benner and Ralph
Gunderson.
Topic is "Nuclear Weapons
Should Be Controlled by an International Org anization .''
This season Osseo debaters
entered tournaments at Chippewa Falls, Menomonie, and Wisconsin State University, Eau
Claire.
¦
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hosp ital
Visiting nours: Medical and surgical
patients : J to 4 and 7 to 8:30 p.m. CNo
eMIdren under 12.)
Maternity patlenti: 1 to 3:30 ind J to
1:30 p.m. (Adufft only.)

TUESDAY

ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Mary Yahnke, 307 Mankato Ave.
Mark Carey, St. Mary's College.
Miss Alaina Mohr, «17% Dacota St.
Ronald Mitchell, 273 Chatfield
St.
Tara McGovern, Rushford,
Minn .
Gwendolyn McGovern, Rushford , Minn.
Rory McGov ern. Rushford ,
Minn,
Mrs. Duncan Green. 830 40th
Ave., Goodview.
Mrs. L e R o y Gudmundsen,
Homer Road.
Harold Koehler. 718 W. Sth St.
Terry Flanagan, 678 Main St.
Mrs. John Stoll, 25? E. 4th St.
Thomas Glenzinski, 358 E.
¦Wabasha St.
Mrs. Raymond Beach, Minnesota City.
DISCHARGES
Jeffrey Woodard , Winon a Rt.

WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 3, 1965

Winona Deaths

Two-State Deaths

Milton Buchholz

George Kells

Milton Buchholz, 56, native of
Winona, died at his Milwaukee
home Tuesday.
The son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Buchholz, he had
been a resident of Milwaukee
about 20 years . He was a bookkeeper for a tile firm.
Survivors are : His wife; two
sisters , Mrs. Edward (Myrtle)
Wendlick and Mrs. Howard
(Dorothy ) Wetzel, both of Milwaukee, and two step-brothers,
Herman Wondrow, Rochester,
and Bernard Wondrow, Winona.
Funeral services will be at 10
a.m. Friday in St. Paul's Cathedral , Milwaukee.
Otto Buttenhoff

Otto Buttenhoff , 72, Waseca ,
Minn. , native of Winona, died
there after a short illness.
He was born here Aug. 18,
1892, to Julius and Bertha Kleist
Buttenhoff and married Bertha
Schueller May 20, 1926.
He started with the Chicago
and North Western Railway
here when he was 16 and was
a boilermaker at the Tracy ,
Minn., roundhouse until his retirement Aug. 1, 1957. He was
a veteran of World War I, a
past commander of the Waseca
VFW Post, a member of the
Eastern Star, the Tracy Masonic lodge, the Winona Consistory
and the Boilermakers Union.
Survivors include two children , Capt. Orville Buttenhoff ,
Newport News, Va., and M. F.
Schueller, Anaheim , Calif., and
two grandchildren. Mrs. Buttenhoff died in September 19S3.
Funeral services were held
Jan. 27 at Waseca. He died
Jan . 24.

GALESVILLE, Wis. — George
Kells, 80, died Monday afternoon
at a Whitehall hospital.
He was bora Feb. 18, 1884, in
Waukesha, Wis., to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Kells. He married
Mayme Hammond Jan. 26, 1906.
She died in 1963.
He was a member of the Masonic lodge here and was a
carpenter.
Survivors are: One s o n ,
Clarence, Minneapolis; three
daughters , Mrs. Robert (Gladys)
Dickey, Durango, Colo.; Mrs.
Orris (Dorothy ) Monson, West
Salem, and Mrs. Ray (Florence )
McKeeth , Billings, Wont.; four
grandchildren , and five greatgrandchildren .
Funeral services will be conducted at 2 p.m. Thursday at
Smith Mortuary here, the Rev.
Robert M. C. Ward of First
Presbyterian Church officiating.
Burial will be in Pine Cliff
Cemetery here.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 7 until 9 p.m.
today and after 9 a.m. Thursday.
Robert A. Schuchard
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MAPS BASED on those prepared by the U. S. Weather
Bureau predict precipitation in most of the Upper Midwest
for the next 30 days to be near normal, while temperatures
should be much below average.

ELGIN, Minn. CSpecial) —
Robert A. Schuchard, 75, died
Tuesday afternoon at his home
Hugh Miller, 419 Harriet St.
here after suffering a cerebral
James Bell, 707 E. Broadway.
hemorrhage.
Mrs. Richard Wantock and
He was born at nearby Brembaby, 380 Pelzer St.
_ _ ¦ _ ¦¦ ll
E>: : :Btt_P ::::::|_U_P^__K;v:::':l
z9&mxXi
en March 9, 1889, to John and
Timothy Theis, 715 W. Broadway.
Anna Schuchard. He married
Randolph Vick , 427 E. SanBertha Brehmer Oct. 11, 1910,
(Continued From Page 3)
said that all the bolts, tines,
VIGOROUS AND WINEY I
bora St.
I
MILD ANO MELLOW
RICH AND FULL-BODIED
at Potsdam. They moved to Elknives and hoses are missing off
Scott Schneider, 612V. E.
gin in 1929 where he owned the Arnold Hatfield either. At one one applicator . The machine is
Broadway .
Elgin Oil Co. She died in 1945. point he asked Bohr to refer to inoperable, he testified. "It's
Donald Willis, 221 Peker St.
Survivors include three sons, exhibits by their assigned num- in such bad condition, I don't
J^^^U^XA
_u^L
BIRTHS
l^L.
___________M
Arleigh, Elgin; Virgil, Milwau- bers rather than the separate know where to start," Bohr said
¦
I
AW M * 1 J I^^I Ef
mmWi* mm ^^1Ef
numbering
system
Bohr
used
Mr. and Mrs. L a V e r n e
of another applicator.
kee, and Robert E., Denver,
in his notes.
Schwantz, Altura, Minn., a
(A fertilizer applicator in' 3-LB. BAG
j Colo.; nine grandchildren ; eight
3-LB. BAG
/
Edward C. Tarras
I
3-lB. BAG
(Bohr had been referring to cludes a tank for the fertilizer,
daughter.
great-grandchildren;
and
one
Funeral
services
tor
Edward
Fort,
WiMr. and Mrs. Jon
applicator No. 7; that's plain- a pump with hoses and long
C. Tarras, 420 E. 3rd St., will sister, Mrs. John (Hulda) Mar- tiff's exhibit No. IS, for ex- "knives" which cut four to eight
nona Rt. 1, a son.
tin,
Elgin.
One
daughter,
four
Mr. and Mrs. Mario Posla, be Thursday at 8:30 a.m. at brothers and three sisters have ample. )
inches into the earth. The pump
507V. E. Sanborn St., a daugh- Watkowski Funeral Home and died.
The heating problem in the forces liquid fertilizer through
at 9 at St. Stanislaus, the Ht.
ter.
Funeral services are being courtroom appeared to have metal tubes at the back of the
REG $2 25
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lynch, Rev. Msgr. N. F. Grulkowski of- ' completed by Johnson and been solved. The jurors pro- knives and into the ground,)
ficiating.
Burial
will
be
in
St.
(58 E. Belleview St., a son.
Schriver Funeral Home, Plain- nounced themselves comfort- BOHR similarly described
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gordon, Mary's Cemetery. Friends may view.
able in response to Judge Hatcall after 2 p.m. today. The
622 W. King St., a son.
field's question early in the crude repairs, parts missing or
Rosary will be said at 7:30 by
off machinery and general rust,
Mrs. Michael Schaeffer
morning.
Msgr. Grulkowski and the Holy ARCADIA, Wis. (Special)
particularly in the valves, of
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
Defendant's
attorney
William
—
Name Society.
Mrs. Michael Schaeffer, 55, died E. Crowder might begin this the other applicators.
LA CRESCENT, Minn. - Mr.
at 4:45 a.m. today at St. Jo- afternoon what promised to be A touch of humor lightened
Henry F. Lockwood
the courtroom as Attorney Lindand Mrs. Wayne Pruka, a Henry F. Lockwood,
seph's
Hospital here, where she a lengthy cross-examination.
51, 525
quist slid several pictures across
daughter Saturday at Grand- Dacota St., died of a heart at- had been a p atient several
A FOUR-HOUR detailed sum- Judge Hatfield's desk. One of
view Hospital, La Crosse.
weeks.
tack about 8 a.m. today at his
OSSEO, Wis. (Special) — At home.
The former Frances Palkow- mary of deteriorated or dam- the pictures slipped through a
REG. 49c
JANE PARKER I-LB., 8-01. -S"
f *X3S£&afe£
Osseo Area Hospital:
ski,
she was born'May 18, 1909, aged fertilizer equipment was crack in the desk top and could
He
was
a
mechanic
and
truck
not
be
retrieved.
given Tuesday afternoon by
Mr. and Mrs. Wallis Moyle,
in Fairchild, Wis.
Testimony continued with
Bohr.
Osseo Rt. 4, a daughter Jan. 27. driver for N. A. Roverud Co.
She
was
married
Nov
.
25,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schwock, Born Aug. 19, 1913, at Den- 1941, in Our Lady of Perpetual Bohr referred to pictures and Bohr telling the jury about the
nison, Iowa, to John and ArRt. 1, a daughter Thursday.
Help Catholic Church here. some of the actual machinery state in which he found 19 ferMr. and Mrs. Terry Moore, a villa (Todd) Lockwood. he had The couple moved to Wauman- which , had been introduced in tilizer tank trailers after the exbeen a resident of the city about dee after their marriage, and evidence. He detailed damages piration of King Gas's lease. He
daughter Thursday.
to six fertilizer applicators and frequently referred to notes in
WHITEHALL, Wis. CSpecial) 50 years. He was married Sept. had lived there since.
Juicy slices of orchard-fresh apples, delectably seasoned .. . baked
—At Tri-County Memorial Hos- 2, 1933.
j She was a member of the St. to 19 liquid fertilizer tank trail- detailing the damages.
inside a flaky light crust. Enjoy this fine pie — save cash, too!
He was a member of St. Mar- Cecelia Altar Society of St. Bon- ers.
Every one of the 19 trailers
pital:
j
Mr. and Mrs. R a y m o n d tin's Lutheran Church and the iface Catholic Church, Wauman- *** The former Lewiston man needed to be sandblasted and
REG. Wc 10AF
JANE PARKER ENRKHED
KG. 33c
JANE PARKER
repainted , Bohr maintained.
Schrock, Blair, a son Jan. 25. Teamsters Union.
dee.
This was both because of deep
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Johnson, Survivors are: His wife, MarSurvivors are : Her husband;
rusting and because King Gas
garet ; five sons, Norven , Wi- two brothers, John, Milwaukee,
Blair, a daughter Jan. 27.
painted its name in large
TAYLOR , Wis. (Special) - nona; Robert. Quincy, 111.,; Dar- and Valentine, California, a n d
Sdters
on the sides of the tanks.
Nr. and Mrs. Emil Nandory Jr. win, Winona; Donald , U . S. three sisters, Mrs. Stanley (CarYour Choice: POWDERED SUGAR,
'Sig, trailers are about 14 feet
W mmmM E_»*_l DSMM MC
a daughter Saturday at Bl&ck Army, Germany, and Melvin, olyn) Gabriel, Appleton , Wis.,
AHJCl FOOO Rlltfl *¥*
River Community H o s p i t a l , at home; three daughters, Mrs. and Mrs. Leo (Elizabeth ) HOLLYWOOD, Calif . (AP) - long and 5 feet high , Bohr said.
SUGAR
or
PLAIN
CINNAMON
Black River Falls.
Walter (Maurine) Holzworth , George and Mrs. Ignatius (Pat) Pearl Bailey, famed alike for
NEARLY EVERY trailer*.
"* " '"" "i? .
«f MW<*
Vour chance to save 6c on a dozen of
Mrs. Lowell (Doris) Goss and Sonsalla , both of Arcadia. Be- her casual comedy and her filler valve was rusted and unMrs. Harold (Janet ) Pflughoeft , sides her parents, one sister has husky blues -voice, is in Mount usable, Bohr testified. Tires on
truly taste-exciting donuts. Such a ClllHlllt10H ROUS 35*
WEATHER
Sinai Hospital suffering from
Winona; 15 grandchildren , and died.
some of the trailers were flat
delicious variety to choose from, tool
"heart
strain
as
a
result
of
one sister, Mrs. Mark (Lou) Funeral services will be conand on others were replaced by
EXTENDED FORECAST
overwork
,"
says
her
doctor.
Hiama, Whitney, Tex . His par- ducted at 10:30 a.m. Saturday
six-ply models. Bohr said the
MINNESOTA - Temperaat St. Boniface Church, the Rev. The physician said the 46- trailers were turned over to
tures through Monday averag- ents have died .
year-old
singer
is
undergoing
James Coke officiating. Burial
ing from 6 degrees above sea- Fawcett Funeral Home is i will be in the church cemetery. tests in the hospital's intensive King Gas with eight-p ly tires on
completing
arrangements.
all wheels.
sonal normals extreme southFriends may call at Killian care unit.
Three trailers had bent towwest to 15 degrees below seaFuneral Home after 7 p.m.
poles, one had a bent axle , Bohr
sonal normals extreme northMunicipal Court
Thursday. Ros ary will be said Alma High School
said. Two wheels had studs
east. Warmer Thursday , colder
at 8:15 p.m. and 9:15 p.m^ the
broken off , making them unFriday, warming trend over
WINONA
latter led by Father Coke. Ros- Names Honor Students usable in their present condiweekend. Normal highs 12-21 Philip J. Gernes , 21. 473 E . i' aries Friday will be said at 8
north , 21-27 south. Normal lows Broadway, pleaded guilty to a ' and 8:30 p.m.
ALMA , Wis. (Special ) — High tion , he added .
11 below to zero north , 2 below charge of driving after suspenhonor students at Alma High The compressors with gasoto 7 above south. Little or no sion of his driver 's license on
August J. Sell
School for the semester ending line engines, part of each trailer
precipitation south and less U.S. 61 — 14 Saturday at 1:40 I ELGIN , Minn. (Special ) — last month were Charles Ear- rig. also were, in many cases,
than .10 inch north in occasion- a.m. He paid the $35 fine im- i August J. Sell, 64, died Tues- ney, Jeanne Mahlman , David rusted , according to Bohr. He
The rich, delicious flavbr of fine Concord grapes is in every dab of
al light snow about Friday and posed by John D. McGill as the day night in his rural home Antrim and Barbara Bautch ; said that only six of the 19 trailers
had
compressor
covers
when
again early next week.
this
fine jelly. Get this big, big jar and save extra cashI
seniors
;
Carol
Bartz
,
Nancy
here
after
a
short
illness.
alternative to 12 days in jail .
they were returned by King Gas.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
Police said Gernes has five pre- He was born near Stockton , Passow, Nancy Denk , Barry He leased all 19 with covers ,
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS vious driving violations on his April 6, 1900, to Emil and Aug- Christopherson , Barry PurringANM PAGE
MB., 8-01. JAR
JMV PAGE REALLY FINE
High Low I»r. record , including one in June usta (Hanson ) Sell. He /armed ton and Rebecca Peterson , jun- Bohr testified.
Albany, cloudy
25 0 .. J964.
GAS LINES were misslnj* on
j in thi.s area almost all his life. iors ; Marvis Knospe, T o m
Albuquerque , clear . 62 28 ..
David Volkman , 19, Rushford. ( He never married . He was a Bautch and Suzanne Schroeder , t,vo of Hie compressor engines,
At.anta , clear
34 17 .. pleaded guilty to a charge of member of Trinity Lutheran sophomores , and Bruce brovold , and two of the engines had
CREAMY SMOOTH or KRUNCHY
3-U. 5-01. CAM
AHH PAGE
Bismarck , clear .. . -1 -13 .. careless driving on West Broad- Church here.
freshman.
cheap pulleys substituted for the
Boise , clear
00
39 :i() .. way Tuesday at 1 p.m. He was Survivors are : One brother , Jeanne Mahlman , Barry Pur- clutch-type pulleys with which
rington
Boston , clear
,
Marvis
31 15
Carol
Bart/.,
Emil
,
Elgin;
three
sisters
Mrs.
,
Bohr
leased
the
engines.
making arrangements to pay
MARVEL
Chicago , clear
3 -3 , the $:I0 fine , as the alternative I1 Alvin (Ida) Hoenk and Miss Knospe , Tom Bautc hand Suz- None of the conditions he deCincinnati, clear ... 14 -4
I Emma , both of Elgin , and Mrs. anne Schroeder all were taking tailed above were present when
to 10 days in jail .
Ceveland , snow
13 -2 .02
Forfeitures (ull on charges John (Bertha) Todd , Green- fi ve academic subjects. High he leased the fertilizer equipgo to students with ment , Bohr testified as Tuesday
Denver , clear
215 4
of parking in a snow removal wood , Mass. , and several niec- honors
Detroit , snow
. 2 0
2 T zone):
es and nephews. One sister has marks ranging from A minus to afternoon testimony drew to a
A plus .
Fort Worth , cloudy 44 ;*0
close.
Conrad Block. M' Y,\ K 2m\ St.. idied.
Twenty-five students finished
Helena , .snow
. 1« f) T $10, Tuesday at l:lf> a.m. at T.\ 1 Funeral services will be at
2 p.m. Friday at Trinity Luth- the semester with honors: B
Honolulu , clear
. 7 7 64
Washington St.
eran Church . Hie Rev. " O. H. plus to A minus. Twelve were
Indianapolis , clear
« -<>
R . G. Dybevik , 24 , Minnesota
Jacksonville , clear . 61 31 .10 City, ?1(), Monday at 11:15 p.m. Dorn officiating. Burial will be taking five academic subjects.
A&P
SUPER-RIGHT
Sixteen were given honorable
in Elgin Cemetery.
Kansas City, clear 29 12
on 4th Street.
mention
,
with
marks
from
B
Friends may call at Johnson
Los Angeles, cloudy 64 47 ..
William Brown , llll W. Waba- & Schriver Funeral Home, to B plus. Nine were taking
Loiisville , clear ... 17 1
Jan
25
at
11:47
sha tit.. $10,
.
Plainview , from noon Thursday fi ve academic subjects.
Memphis , clear .... 30 17
p.m. on 3rd Slreet between utitil noon Friday and after 1
WABASHA , Minn. (Special),
cloudy
80
04
Miami
.. Johnson and Washington .streets.
The
Wahasha City Council
Milwaukee , clear . 0 -!» .. Brown 's cur was towed away. p.m. Friday at the church.
Pallbearers , all nephews, will Germany Ponders
Tuesday night received a check
Mpls. -St . P., clear . -fi -16 ..
Can*
b<* Richard Bolton , Ralph Tiede- Break With Arabs
mmj fl Can.
for $:( ,25f>.f(0 from the MinneNew Oi lcans , cloudy 4it 40 ..
mann
,
John
Sell
nnd
FIIIIC
CAM
S
Kenneth
,
tonka Boat Works as its share
Okla. City , clear . 3«i l«> ..
BONN , Germany (AP) - of operational proceeds of the
Robert and David Hoenk.
20 -5 ..
Omaha , clear
Monday
Chancellor Ludwig Erhard met municipal boat harbor. This was
Philadelphia , clear . 31 13 .
12:57 p.m. - .*).'li) K. .'lnl St.,
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AIRPORT WEATHER
West Germany claims it is the Wabasha Herald , appeared beDAILY
DAILY
( Nort h Onlra l (»)*ervution _ > and I' v-inch hose line.
CLOVIS, N.M. (AP > - Four legal government for all of Ger- fore the council lo recommend
•
Max , temp. 2 above Tuesda y
South America 's northernmost candidates compet ed for two many. President Gamal Abdel an airport for the city for the
a|""J p.m.; min. temp. 11 below nations , Colombia and Venezu- vacancies o-n the Clovls School Nasser of the L'-A.K. was re- convenience of tourists and rectoday at. 7:45 a.m.; 3 above ela , are planning joint projects Hoard in 19«3, and 2,C>06 votes ported angered by West Ger- reation seekers who fly in and
man arms deliveries to Israel. have to land at some distant
today al noon ; clear sky ; vis- to help the peoples who live a were cast.
¦
ibility more than 15 miles; threadbare existence in remote
Voters balloted again Tuesfield. It WJIS referred to the
Mix equal quunitiea of honey seven-member planning comwest-nor th west wind at 1(1 mountains , deserts, plains and day, with four candidates seekV Can* 55C
O Cam 59C
m.p.h.; barometer .'tfl.,'Mi and jungles along the 1,4(H)-mile bor- ing two vacancies on the board, and catchup and use as a baste mission , of which Harry Schmit
falling; humidity 50 percent.
for baked spnrcribs.
and 2,606 votes were cast.
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Is president.
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Marina Operator
Pays Wabasha
$3,255 for Yea r

69c

Luncheon Meat
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2 21 43c

Grapefruit Sections
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I
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PICT RIPE PEARS
CAT FOOD
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GE WALL CLOCK - Mrs.CarI Philllpsen
KODAK CAMERA -Andy Janikowsk!
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Redmen 6 Frolics
Past Gusties 16-1

They had so much fun at Terrace Heights Tuesday night that
a goalie wound up playing forward and scoring and a forward
lost a shutout while playing
goalie.
The unique situation came
about after Dennis Cooney had
packed a hat trick into the first
six minutes of the first period
and St. Mary 's was well on its
way to a 16-1 victory over Gustavus In an MIAC ice battle.

WITH COONE1T, 150-ponnd saphomore from St. Paul , scoring
St. Mary 's first three goals, the
Redmen opened & 7-0 lead at
the end of the first period and
pushed it to 11-0 at the end of
two.
It was then that a muffled
suggestion floated out of the
temperatures aid
sub-zero
reached the ears of Coach Keith
Hanzel. The result was that Jerry Archambeau, sophomore
goalkeeper from St. Paul, was
chipped from his spot at the
end of the rink and inserted at
Bob Magnuson 's wing position
on the second line. Magnuson
took his turn shivering in the
nets.
When the third period was
over, Archambeau had been
credited with an assist and a
goal , but Magnuson had let Linnerooth out-fox him on a one-

BUT WHILE the third period
completed the^-laughter," there
was some serious hockey played in the first two stanzas.
Cooney counted from Andre'
Beaulieu at 4:54 of the first,
again from Beaulieu and Brian
Desbiens at 5:02 and from
Beaulieu at 6:22 for what must
be one of the fastest hat tricks
on record. He wound it up by
scoring five goals and being
credited with an assist.
Captain Andre; the scourge
of the MIAC a year ago, was
the supreme helper Tuesday,
firing in a pair of goals and
ladling out seven assists to
teammates.
Freshman Jean Cardin also
produced a "hat trick" and added two assists and Desbiens

Basketball
Scores
HIAWATHA VALLEY—
Kenyon 7], Cann«n Falls 40.
ROOT RIVERSprlng Grove at, Houston to.

Peterson W, Mabel 7*.

Canton tl, Caledonia »>.
•l-STATEOruiaik* lulhcr U, Rollingshma
Holy Trinity 7».

NON CONFERENCEUmi Sacred Heart 70, Immanual
Luther «.
Waieca H, Owalonna (I.
Red Win; 72, West St. Paul 31.
Wabasha 75, Pepin S4.
Lakeville Ai, Randolph 51.
Fall creek 72. Fairchild M.
Eleva-Strum 77, Arcadia 4(.
Gale-Ettrick Tl , Durand M.
Spring Valley J9, LeRoy U.
Nelllsvllle M. Alma Center Lincoln
»0.
OTHER GAMES—
Elmwood 71, Somerset 45.
Superior Central 73, Superior Eait il.
Plum City tr, Boyceville 4>.
Cornell M, Thorp «3.
WISCONSIN COLLEGES
Stevens Point V, Plattevilie 41.
Chicago Teachers 105, Northwestern
(Wis.) «l.
St. Norbert »., Eau Claire 7*.
Whitewater 7*, Milton al.
George Williams Tl, Trinity if.
COLLEGES
EAST
Syracuse 87, Niagara 7».
Boston College 10?, Massachusetts ff.
Holy cross II, Dartmouth 71.
Duquesne 11, Kent Stata 59.
SOUTH
Davidson U, VMI 71.
Miami (Fla.) 100, Miami (Ohio) 15.
Virginia Tech «, Richmond T4.
Morehead 103. Marshall M.
Murray W, Middle Tenn. TA.
High Point IOO, Guilford II.
Winston-Salem 9(, Morgan 11.
MIDWEST
Minnesota 70, Northwestern ea.
Creighton It, South Dakota ia.
SOUTHWEST
Baylor 77, Texas Tech 74.
Texas 7», Rice 45.
SMU ltd, TCU n.
FAR WEST
Santa Clara 72, Memphis 7»
Southern California 101, Hawaii 71.

Of 1st . Win 69-60

THE VICTORY ran St, Mary's
league-leading record to 9-1 and
made the defending league
champions 94 on the season.
Gustavus is 0-8 in the conference and 1-8 overall.
St. Mary 's travels to St. Paul
to meet Concordia in Aldrich
Arena Friday and then returns
home to host Augsburg at 2
p.m. Saturday at T e r r a c e
Heights.

District Throe loams go to
the post March 1 to begin eliminations that will send one of
the cItilis into the Region One
tournament at Rochester ' s Mayo Civic Auditorium March 16 ,
17 nnd l»
Tlio Kasl and West Suh-Distriot tournaments Ret under way
March ! with the District Three
tournament semi-finals scheduled for Iho Mayo Auditorium
March il and the finals March
12 .

ROOT KIVER
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them relinquish th« ball and
fall behind.
Mel Homuth neared the coveted 4O0-point mark for the
year , and edged nearer the alltime Spring Grove school scoring record by potting 23 points.
Homuth now has 398 in 12
games this season.
Lowell Trehus hit for 21 and
Wayne Gulbranson 15 for other
Grover top scorers. Doug Poppe
had 16, Bruce Carrier 13 and
Terry Rendall ten for Houston.
Spring Grove won the "B"

game 37-36 in two overtimes.

PETERSON 80
MABEL 79

Peterson almost blew a huge
early-game lead in the final
minutes Tuesday, but escaped
with an 80-79 victory over Mabel.
Spring Grove gained a share
The Petes surged ahead 30-18
of first place Tuesday night ,
at the end of the first period ,
GUSTAVUS (1)
ST. MARY'S (14)
pulling into a
«
Agents
O
Archimbcio
53-38 at the half and 72-60 at
Lerlder
C
Btaullav
tie with idle f a
\^<tf '
the end of three before the
Hanson
LW
Dtsbitni
Rushford with (i_ 4g _ W§
Wildcats outclawed the Tigers
RW
Cooney
l£&
Watac*
a 69-60 victory jK*TOv_«#
Bljt iop
Morehead
LD
in the final period.
Llnnerooth
RD
Paradise
o v e r Houston. /iSSfi^'
With less than 35 seconds reMML.
GUSTAVUS SPARES: Peterson, Fatren,
Both c l u b s , IWrnmnr
Bowberg, Rosen, Vorman, Bund/, Swanmaining and Peterson up by
son, Okerman, Cakkberg .
Rushford a n d *Bmmpr
one point , the Wildcats missed
EMBARRASSED IS
ST. MARY'S SPARES: Thlbodeau, Car
t h e Grovers, f\y
three free throws which cost
din, Berrlgan, Magnuson, ulricti, Hoffnow o w n 6-2
man, Brekken, Anast, Verslno.
them tbe game.
WORD
FOR
THESE
2
FIRST PERIOD SCORING: SW—Coerecords.
Murt Boyum was hot again
ney (Beaulieu) 4:54; SM—Cooney (BeauIn other league action Tueslieu .Desbiens) 5:02 ; SM—Cooney (BeauDel. Iff)—A day J Tuesday, finishing with 39
SEAFORD,
lieu) till ; SM—Cardln (unassisted) 7:30;
day, Canton blasted Caledonia
points. Wayne Hasleiet had 19
(Paradise)
|0:1»; SM—
SM—Beaulieu
late and both somewhat em83-69 and Peterson squeezed
and Don Gudmundson 15 for the
Desbiens (Beaulieu, Paradise) 12:43 ; SM
barrassed
,
the
Bliddletown
past Mabel 80-79.
-Cardin (Magnuson) 13:45. PENALTIES
Petes.
and
Seaford
high
school
bas—None.
Robert Rommes matched
SECOND PERIOD SCORING: SIAketball teams finally meet
SPRING GROVE 69
Cooney (Desbiens, Beaulieu) :2I; SM—
Boyum's 39-point performance
here
tonight.
;
SM—Beaulieu
(Brekken)
4:10
Ulrich
HOUSTON 60
for Mabel and Rick Reuhman
(Cooney) S.- 35; SM—Cooney (Beaulieu,
The game was scheduled
totaled 16.
Bishop) 10:28. PENALTIES: SM—BerrlSpring Grove overcame a
gan (high sticking) 5:52 . r_
for Tuesday, but because of
Mabel won the "B" game.
five-point
Houston
lead
with
THIRD PERIOD SCORING: SM—Desa scheduling error. Middlejust better than three minutes
biens (Beaulieu) 1:55; SM—Cardln (BerCANTON 83
town 's team trav eled to Searlgan, Archambeau) 2:45; SM—Archamleft in the game, and took a
TIPPED AWAY . . . Dennis Dvoracek (24) , Minnesota ,
beau (Berrlgan, Cardin) t : l l ; G—LinneCALEDONIA
69
ford
and
—
you
guessed
it
69-60
decision
over
the
Hurriroolh (unassisted) 9:37; SM—Berrlgan
and Ron Kozlicki (right) , Northwestern, both leaping for a
— Seaford showed up at
(Cardin) 13:56; SM—Thibodeau (Ulrich,
Canton
led
all
thff
way in upcanes
.
baskettip
the
ball
away
in
first
half
of
Big
Ten
rebound ,
Brekken) 14:23, PENALTIES: SM—ThlMiddletown.
setting Caledonia 83-69. "
The Hurricanes were leading
bodeau (tripping) 9:25.
ball
game
Tuesday
night
in
Minneapolis.
In
background
is
STOPS: Archambeau
« 5—f
The towns are about 60 j The Raiders were ahead 26Page 20
58-53 with 3:30 showing on the
Magnuson
. . *— (
Minnesota 's Mel Northway (44> , and Northwestern 's Jim Pitts
16, 52-38 and 63-47 at the quarmiles
apart.
but
a
Grover
press
made
clock,
Wednesday, February 3, 19€5
Angelo
11 » 13—M
(15). Minnesota won 70-66. (AP Photofax )
ter breaks .
Norm Gillund returned to the
Raider lineup and pitched in
33 points. Dean Jones had 17,
Darwin Halverson 16 and Don
Fay 12.
For Caledonia , Jack Hauser
hit 22, Jon Ask 16 and Burl
Clark and Mel No rthway each
break the tie. Clark then came
gan would have taken advantage
It -was purely a case of the
BIG TEN
Haar 12.
W L
W L
notched 18 points, while Lou
of the Minnesota troubles.
ball
as
Northup
with
a
loose
right
place
Gophers
picking
the
The Warriors captured the
2 ?
Michigan
J • Northwestern
Hudson
and
Dvoracek
added
33
As it was, Northwestern—a
"B" game 32-23.
1 ?
Minnesota
4 1 Ohio Stale
western worked for a shot , and
home court—and the
—their
each for Minnesota. Burns had
1 4
team not likely to finish in the
Iowa
4 1 Purdue
Dvoracek was fouled with 27
1 4
right opponent to suffer through
Illinois
1 1 Wisconsin
18 and Ron Kozlicki 17 for
first
division
of
the
Big
Ten)
2
Michigan
Stare
t
5
Indiana
seconds remaining.
one of their worst nights of the
Northwestern, now 2-3 in the
had the Gophers gasping until
Big Ten.
season.
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - MinThe lean juBforforward sank
Archie Clark and Dennis DvorNorthway grabbed 18 reacek broke it open in the final
both charities for a 67-64 lead.
They shot poorly (36 per cent
nesota 's Gophers are lied for
J 2 minutes.
bounds to lead the Gophers to a
's
Jim
Burns
counNorthwestern
2
67
per
cent
from
from
the
field
,
second place in the Big Ten
44-40 edge in rebounding.
tered with a field goal with 15
Minnesot a led 32-26 at halfthe free throw line), they were
basketball race today, thanks to
The Gophers play Saturday at
time, and built 10-point margins
seconds to go. However, the
whipped on the backboards at
some nifty timing Tuesday
Michigan State.
at 50-40 and 53-43 midway
Wildcats were forced to press
crucial times , and they seldom
The Big Ten race becom es
and Clark took a court-length
night.
through the second half. The
got their offense working the
dormant until Saturday while
The Gophers edged NorthwesWildcats wiped out those leads,
pass and dropped in an easy
way Coach John Kundla wants
Indiana takes on .Loyola of Chifield goal for a 69-66 advantage.
tern 70-65 in Williams Arena to
however, and tied the score
it run.
'times—the last at 64-all
cago Thursday night . In other
Clark then stole an in-bounds
three '¦
up their conference record to
Against any one of four or
action Saturday, Purdue is at
with 3:40 to go.
pass, vtfas fpuled and bagged anfive other Big Ten foes, the
4-1, the same as Iowa and one
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Illinois, Northwestern at Iowa ,
other charity for the final marClark was fouled and hit the
Gophers might have been swept
game behind Michigan , which
No wonder Detroit has the
gin.
and Ohio State at Wisconsin.
second of two free throws to
off the court—certainly Michiis 5-0.
hottest club in the National Basketball Association today. The
Pistons are using mirrors.
Spo rts Scores
So it appeared Tuesday night
NBA
as the Pistons nipped Los AnTUESDAY'S RESULT S
geles 121-118 in overtime for
Philadelphia lit, SI. Louii US.
their sixth victory in seven
Niw York 113, Sin Francljco 102.
Detroit ui, Los Angtlii 111 (OT).
starts.
TODAY'S GAMES
The Lakers led 108-102 with IJ
Ntw- York vi. Philadelphia it S«»on.
Balt-iinor* ar Benton.
seconds to play in regulation
Emil'
League
at
Westgate
Bowl.
She
s
Menswear
to
leading
hot
streaks.
Except
for
my
sinBy GARY EVANS
Los
Angtlet
at
Cincinnati.
i
time. But Detroit' s Terry DisSan Francisco at Datrolt.
gles and doubles in the tour- 2,952 with his 225 and Hot Fish dropped 214-208 — 580. Katy
Daily News Sports Editor
chinger reeled off six straight
Bell led Breitlow to 872 with her
Shop was toppling 1,079.
nament, that is. "
NHL
points
in those 12 seconds and
By her own admission , Esther
203-461
and
Lucky
Five
skidded
Carroll
Colbenson
was
on
tarGoing into Tuesday night's
TUESDAY'S RESULTS
six more in succession as the
Pozanc is going throu gh one of |round of action , she held a 167 get for 170-218-215 — 603 to lead 2,420.
No games scheduled.
Pistons pulled away in the fiveGAME
those bowling streaks when ev- ; average.
Midland to 2,816 in the HiawaDoris Bay came up with a Chl<ago atTODAY'S
Ntw Y ork.
minute
extra session.
erything goes right.
i Elsewhere in the circuit , Oliv- tha circuit at Westgate. Rich big S41 for Bell Chimes, which
The victory lifted Detroit to
Everything, in fact, went so
Moham
slappd
200-202-200
—
602
hit 610, in the Working Girls
ia McWeeny wiped out 559, Shirwithin four games of third-place
perfectly Tuesday night that she i
j ley Squires 208—524, Betty to press House of Heileman 's to League at Westgate. KIS Gals
Baltimore in the race for the
now owns the No. 1 series in
997.
collected
1,527
behind
a
198
from
! Schoonover 514. Betty Thrune
final Western Division playoff
the city after breaking the
206—512, Ellie Hanson 503. Le- Bill Vogel collected 60O error- Sandy Davis. Teresa Eickman
berth.
women 's national honor count
i ona Lubinski 200—503 and Elsie less for Grain Belt in the West- knocked down 198 for BowlerIn a doublehcader at New
silence.
Dorsch 502.
gate American circuit , while ettes .
York , the Knicks topped Snn
Bowling for Pozanc Trucking j
Fran Hengel wa.s leading WestWINONA AC: Elks - Bernie
in the Hal-Rod Ladies City ! While Esther was bursting to
N'EW YORK <AP) - The Na- Francisco 113-102 after Philadelgate Bowl to 1.053 with his 236. Gerson 's 233-547 paced Home
phia raced past St. Louis 119League , she smashed a fil9 se- ! the national honor count , the
tional
Hockey League, a tight IOS.
ESTHER POZANC
ries to lead the team to 902 men were picking up four 600s. Lincoln Insurance spilled 2,898 Furniture to 1,039-2,851.
pped 570
WESTGATE BOWL: National little island in the sea of recent
619 Is Top Series
Dischinger hit two (ield goals
—2 ,625. She pitched lines of 195, LEADING THE way was Jim and Joe Drazkowski ti
— Bill Richter collected 244-537 professional sports expansion , in the closing seconds and was
203 and 221 — the lone blow { Weimerskirch for Ed Buck' s Ca- Errorless for Choates.
Shorty 's and Klinger 's may be ready Co take that fi rst fouled at the buzzer. He dropped
came in the third frame of her rnera in the Winona Athletic | LEONA LUBINSKI came up for
westward step towad the profit
second game when she missed a ( Club Classic League. He pound- ! with a top effort while subbing bombed 958-2,738.
both free throws , forcing a 108of television dollars.
j
HAL-ROD
LANES:
Twilightfive pin.
108 deadlock , and canned 10 of
ed 605 while Robert Bell was for Pin Pals in the Wenonah Gretchen Koehler led Gutter
Owners of the six NHL clubs , Detroit's 13 overtime points for
"IT VVAS A VERY, very good
Gals to 494-964 with her 184-354 . huddling at their annual winter a total of 33.
night ," she said. "Just for a
Lucky Ladies — Ruth Arm- meeting Tuesday, scheduled an
Elgin Baylor scored 47 point s
change I didn 't goof up after
strong notched 187 for R. D . unprecedented special conclave for the Lakers, whose other
two good games. I' m really
Cone and Alfrieda Fuglie 471 next month to discuss plans for star , Jerry West , was sidelined
tickled because it's the highest
for Hamm 's. Fountain City possible expansion. Los Angeles with a fever .
series I've ever had. "
dropped 887 and Standard Lum- and San Francisco are among
Their sixth victory in seven
So now that she smashed the
ber 2,546.
the cities known to be dickering starts.
um March 5 at 7:.*)0 p.m.
fi!9
to
overower
the
617
hit
by
Four City — Christenson for franchises in the league,
In the West Sub-District , lo he
Helen Nelson in the Women 's GOO
Drugs took team highs with which has been geographically A NEW FACE
played at Stewartville , Pine Is- i
Club howling tournament , she
989-2 ,800 while Earl Wanek was intact for 22 y«ars.
land collides with Byron March |
NEW YORK (AP ) — The
- made it 100 percent rcpresentaspilling 218 for Central Motors
The league h as been seeking a new-look Now York Yankees
1 at 7:30 p.m. and Stewartville
.
tion
in
individual
honors.
nt
9 p.m.
and Bob Kosidowski 570 for national television contract that have added another new face to
meets Dodg^ Center
Esther holds first place in
i ' a 17-5 first quarter gap against Bell's.
BI-STATE
The Pine Island-Byron winner single game with 2f>2 hit in thc
would alleviate any future their line-up, hiring pro football
W L
W L Immanuel
Luther and then
RED MEN S CLUB: Tuesday growing pains but the networks star Andy Robustelli to install a
meets Kasson-Mantorville nt Ladies City League last Oct. i:s. St. Felix
4 0 Holy Trinity
3 5
eased
to
a
70-47
victory.
Lima
J I Hokah St .Pcler 1 t
7::S0 March 4 with the StewartNile — Steve BelisJe pushed apparently aro demanding ex- phy.sicnl conditioning program
Lulhcr
5 2 Loretto
0 4
Five men finished in double date City Insurance to 941—2 ,- pansion as the price for a TV for the baseball players during
"1*1.1, NEVER FORGET thai
ville-Dodge Center winner tackTUESDAY'S RESULTS
l figures for Lima , with Al Weiss 699 with his 190.
ling Mazeppa at 9 p.m. the one, she said. "Last Saturday
package.
spring training.
Onalaika Luthtr It. Holy T rinity 7f leading the way with IS. Dave
same day . The winners of the I rolled a 250 my first game in
Onalaska Luther p icked up its j Bauer added 13, Ron Sinz 11 and
two March 4 games meet at the State 600 tournament . I
9 p.m. March 5 at the Mayo guess I' m just in one of those fifth win in Bi-State Conference Boh Sin/, and Bill Brunner ten
each.
Auditorium for the West Subp l a y Tuesday
Gieve wa.s the only Luther
night , by bopDistrict championshi p.
Am
player in twin figures with 13.
i
n
g
p
Rolling(AST SUBO ISTR-ICT
_^____JkJw
stont* Holy TriThe visitors copped the "B"
AT PLAINVIEW
/$T_Cl»K
ANTI-ICERS . . . TO PREVENT GAS LINE FREEZE-UP
March 1 — SI. Charles vi. Plainview
game however , 33-28.
¦ p m.
In
a
non-conMarch J - Lcwhton vi . Wabaiha, 7:31
ML THIS PLUS FREE GOLD BOND STAMPS
f f^O^>l_f
p m . j Lake City vi . Dover-Eyota , I p m
ference
game \ f&VVff \y
March 4 - ElQln vt. St. Ch»rlei PUm
involving a Bi- ^*\*S£mW Refer Resolution
view winner, 1:20 p.m.; detvliron-WAb *
hha winner vi. Lake CIt y-Dovtr winner
S t a t e tenm ,
\l
* pm
L i m a Sacred
'
To County Board
Final. — March 5, 7:>0 p m. al Roch
•tter ' a Mayo Auditorium.
Heart waltzed past Immanuel
WEST SUB-DISTRICT
Hy Tin-: ASSOCIATED IMJKSS Lutheran of Kau Claire 70 -17.
MILWAUKEE m-A resoluAl STBvVARTVILLe
Hamline University, suffering
tion calling for a damage suit
March 1 — Pine, Island v». Byron, 7 ll
p m., Stewartville vl. Dodge Crntri,
LUTHER 86
through its worst season in
against the Milwaukee Braves
fi.m
for alleged violation of federal
HOLY TRINITY 79
March 4 -- Pine Itlancl Byron winnei Conch .Joe Mutt on 's long and
vi. Kaaion Mantorville , 7:10 p m . ; Mew
coupon Is worth 50 EXTRA Gold
^__________^fi£|
hrillinnt career at tlie Piper
Onalaska Luther allowed Rol- a n t i t r u s t laws in their planned
S< ||
Artvllla-Ood BB Center winner vv Maiep
helm , has a golden opportunity lingstone Holy Trinity to catch move to Atlanta was referred
Stamps with purchase of $2.00 IPI ADVlBSj
pa, * p.m.
!>Sl
Final* .- rvlarch i. • p.m. at Koch to pick off its first
Minnesota up ni the half , but then roared by the County Board Tuesday to
ire at any Clark station giving Gold VijjlE^l^ffj
"SI
,
tter
Mayo
Auditorium
'a
•
Intcrcolh 'giate- Conference victo- away in the third period to latch its parks and recreation comStamps,
DISTRICT T H R E E
^mi^^
XmMk
.
-<Si
March • — Gait Sub District fiiam ry nf thc season tl«is week.
mittee.
onto nn Jt<>-7!) win .
plon vi Waal Sub-Dial rlct rhemplon
The Pipers, winless in eight
The resolution introduced hy
Luflicr held a 19-14 first-period
7:10, p.m.i
Rocheater wa. winona , I
p.m.
MIAC games and victors of only lend before the Hoekcts tied Supervisor Thomas J. Duffcy,
March 11 — ChemploruMp, I r m
two of 10 games this year , host it at 3R-3G at the half. Luther an attorney, urged that the
SI Thomas < :i !>) tonight and St. then opened a 13 point gap in county corporation counsel be
)D 0NL7 AT DICK RAINE S THROUGH FEBRUARY 16, 1965
jlp l
' s ( 1-7) Saturday night.
John
the third quarter , leading 'S3-50. authorized to initiate the suit
HORNETS SET
llutlon filtered this season—
For Luther, Dennis Lemke "to recover damages which
his lust as Hamline coach — scored 23, Rich ScrhiiltT*. 14 , Don may have been sustained by
TWO CONTESTS
y
with Mm colleginle victories . Ho Larson 19 and Ken Strntman Milwaukee County " when the
The Winona Hot nets will
was shooting for the magical ten.
National League approved the
i;oo mark -- attained by only a Ken Peshon counted 20 , Dave Braves' move in 1966.
journey lo Hochrstrr Thursday for a 7:30 p. m. hockey
handful of coaches nationally. Arnold 1!) and Chuck Rinn 14
¦
match with (In- M II J- II City
In the lone g.ime Tuesday for Couch Jack Rader 's outfit.
WOMEN'S BONSPIEL
club.
ni ght , Cm leton edged St. Olaf
In the "I, " game, Luther look
The next homo action for
72-70 in the Northfield warring. n 54-2') decision.
WAUSAU t/e\ — The Badger
the Hornets will coinr I'Vli .
Hick Chnp hit a basket in overWomen 's Slate Bonspiel will beLIMA 70
11 when SI. I'nul conn-h to
time to win it.
gin here Thursday with 32 rinks
4th 8, JOHNSON
WINONA , MINNESOTA
Ihe Athletic 1'nrli rink for u
Dave lleise of Winona counted
EAU CLAIRE 47
entered from 18 Wisconsin cit)
2 p.m, rijntfkt.
'.'..' for tlie losers.
Limn Sacrod Heart ripened up ies.
TUESDAY'S RESULTS
Spring Grovo «», Houiton M.
Canton ti. Caledonia »».
Ptttnon M, Mahal 7*.

Gophers Poor,Northwestern Poorer; Cats Fall 70-66

Torrid Pistons
Defeat Lakers
In Overtime Go

NOW OWNS FIRST IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS

Esther Pozanc Smashes 619 Set

NHL Looking to
Dollars From
Television Pact

District Three
Pairin g Set

MAIN "II •!.. Ixulston plays
Wabash, i al 7::* (» and Lnke Oily
meets I liner -Eyota .
-it (l p m.
Tho two winners play at 9 p in.
March - . for the right to meet
either Elgin, SI Charles or
J'l.'iinview nl the Muyo auditori-

Grovers Get Share

on-one break and lost the shut- scored twice and came up with
a pair of assists.
out.

»» ¦
^ w » » « « » p w » a i »* mm*
• a»»p»B»»»»

AS HAS boon tli o case in past
years , Winonn and Rochester —
tho
District' s two
(argent
schools will haltie in the District Semifinals Mnrch 9 at (I
p.m , following tho match of
East and West Sub-District
champions nt 7:110.
The. winners of the two games
moot March 12 at 8 p.m. to
decide who will enter the Region One tourney.
Rochester John Marshall is
the defending District Three
nnd Region One champ ion. The
J UG4 Rocket s were Mate tournament runncrs-up under Kerwin
Engolliart .
Tlio East Sub-District tournament will he plnycd ut Plainview . St Charles and the host
M-hool inert in an II p.m. game
March 1 with thc winner moving
into n '/ AMI p.m game wilh Elgin , winch drew « Jir.st round
bye , Minch 1

CAN TON CRUSHES CALEDONIA

Onalaska Romps
Past Rocket 5'

Hamline Eyes
Golden Chance
For Victories

CLARK GIVES YOU 2 DUPONT

i T^h M EXmlj
LD BONOStamps

S CLARK SUPER

:j
|

100

Sectional Glove Tournament Opens Tonight
Four , and possibly a few
more Winonans will be in
the annual sectional Golden
Gloves boxing tournament ,
opening this evening in Rochester 's Mayo Civic Auditorium.
Of the four , two are rated
as high favorites in their
respective divisions. The
two are Jim Donlinger , a
heavyweight, and Tom Van
Hoof , a middleweight veteran of many Golden Gloves
wars.
Donlinger, from Millville

and attending Winona State
College , just may fight
an exhibition heavyweight
match this evening, as he is
seeded into the semifinals
slated for next Wednesday
night at the same site.
S h o u l d Donlinger be
thrown into the ring in an
exhibition tonight , his opppnent would probably be
light - heavyweight Rusty
Clark of the Rochester Firemen . Clark is also seeded
into the finals .
Tonight's bouts get under

' ers, •who is one of the "questionables" f o r tonight's
travel , according to Local
glove trainer Jim Mullen ,
may rank as a high contender.
The other Winonan Mullen
mentioned as a possibility
of competing is Walt Maeser, a 20-year-old Lightheavyweight from Barrington , N.J., who is attending
Winona State also .
Cities tha t will be represented in the Rochester section besides the host city

way at 8:30 p.m.
The other top Winona
contender , Van Hoof , won
the sectional weHterweight
crown in 1964, but has beefed up a bit this year to
middleweight status. Van
Hoof may fight in competition tonight or he may be
slated for exhibition .
Most of the first - round
tourney action will center
around the lightw eight division . No favorite has been
established in this class , although Winona 's Milre Riv-

and Winona are La Crosse,
E l b a , Chatfield , Austin,
Preston and Caledonia.
Bob Boroviack of Caledonia is favored to defend
successfully the flyweight
crown he won in 1964. Arnold Henke of Preston is
his main worry.
In the bantamweight division , Dennis Irish of Chatfield looms as the favorite,
¦while in the welterweight
competition, Pat McGuir e
«f Austin and Wayne Ulrinj
of Chatfield are the logical
choices.

Wabasha , Cards , Redmen Triumph

A pair of Mississippi Valley
Conference teams were wiped
out in Tuesday night non-league
action , while one Dairyland
member was winning and another losing.

The Misssissippi loop squads , ville and Wabasha downed PeArcadia and Durand , lost 77-46 pin 75-54.
to Eleva-Strum of the DairyELEVA-STRUM 77
land , and Gale-Ettrick of the
ARCADIA 46
Coulee , respectively.
Eleva-Strum swept to an easy
Alma Center Lincoln of the
Dairyland lost 84-80 to Neills- 77-46 victory over Arcadia Tuesday.
The Cardinals led 17-9, 38-23
and 5S-36 at the quarter marks.
Greg Finstad paced three Eleva-Strum double-figure m e n
with with 20. Jerry Vetterkind
had 16 and Rog Tollefson 15.
Pat Maloney and Bud Benusa
each scored 13 for Arcadia ,
while Tom KostneT had ten.
NEW YORK (AP I - The ! The promoters of the Boston
In the "B" game, the Carfight racket, buried in Potter 's fi ght are talking about a Mon- dinals won 38-34
.
Field when Sonny Liston quit in day date in late May, probably
his corner at Miami Beach , has May 24 .
GALE-ETTRICK 72
come back to life with the reDURAND 62
Liston , recently acquitted of
birth of Floyd Patterson and the
John Nichols' 241 points paced
drunken driving charges in Denbelated discovery of George ver
, is back at work getting Gale-Ettrick to a 72-62 win over
Chuvalo.
readv for a chance to win back Durand. The victory avenged
i
As the health of boxing althe title.
a double-overtime loss to the
ways is directly related to the ;
Panthers
Jan. 5.
In
the
meantime,
the
hottest
status of the heavyweight cham- 11
Gale-Ettrick , which Friday
pio , another look at the title fighters are Patterson and Chusituation is in order. It is just a ' valo, who battled 12 tough had to go five overtimes just
rounds Monday night at Madi- to lose 72-70 to W est Salem, led
little complicated.
Cassius Clay Is the champion son Square Garden before a by 14 points at the half , 40-26.
with two reservations — ( 1) his sellout crowd of 19,100. PatAiding Nichols in the scoring
name is now Muhammad Aii terson won the unanimous deci- column were Steve Daffinson
and (2) he isn 't recognized by sion but, as he said himself , with 16, Steve ohnson with U
the World Boxing Association. i "Chuvalo gained as much in and Bill Sacia 12.
To fill the void , created by its ' defeat as I did in victory."
Dale Harschlip had 21 and
Garden officials are working Wayne Kralewski 19 (or "the
own action in stripping Clay of
the crown, the WBA is sanction- on a Patterson-Chuvalo rematch i Panthers.
ing a title bout between Ernie , with a target date of March 10. j The Redmen are naw 7-6 on
Terrell and Eddie Machen at |However , an early May date j the year . Durand won the "B"
Chicago , March 5. Of course, ! may be more realistic be<ause game 54-31.
Machen was beaten by Pat- j Patterson reported he had
terson July 5 in a lopsided fought with an injured left hand.
NEILLSVILLE 84
i Patterson said his doctor inmatch in Sweden.
ALMA CENTER 80
Clay, forced to postpone his formed him that the bone sepaWith 23 seconds left in the
rematch with Liston due to a ration on the back of his left Alma Center-Neillsville game,
hand'
should
be
cleared
up
in
a
;
hernia operation , is due in Bos- ;
and Neillsville leading 82-80, the
ton Monday to be examined by I month . He said be should De j
Hornets had a chance to score
the Massachusetts commission ready by late March but that ]
but lost the ball both
doctors and officials . He plans doesn ' t mean that he plans to twice ,
times and fell 84-80.
to go to Miami fr light work- fight Chuvalo again in March.
The Hornets , now 9-4 on the
"I want to wait a week or so
outs to be sure of his physical
trailed the entire ball
season,
capabilities before a new date is before I make any definite
game.
i plans," said Patterson.
set.
Gary Cummiags led the Lincoln attack with 25 points while
Dave Mayer had 17, Butch Sequin 12 and Lee- Artz 11
tt|BM ^^B^I^BHB ^I^B^^^ B^^I^D^H^m^HH i
Jim Sinek pitched in 29 for
LADIES CITY
COMMUNITY
Neillsville.
W.
L.
W
L
Hal-Rod
We»l0a!» Bowl
10
30
The Hornets also dropped the
Llr.ahan'i
Schl.ti Beer
13
5
10
JO
Sammy 's
Sunbeam Bread
13
S
jun ior varsity contest 36-35.
Buck' s Camera Shop
1» II

New Life for
Boxing Game

10
S
Schmidt' s Beer
Blumentntl Store
»
?
M/ll«r High Life
»
?
?
»
Onsn Bar
Ridqeway Creamery
I IO
7
11
Hackbarth Peed Mill
7
11
Bub' s Pilscn
Erdmann Trucking
1 13
REOMENS MON. NITE
W
U
Rrdmrns Ally.
5
Schmidts
'
7
i
8ub\
7
Sunbeam
5
?
Doirors
5
FOUR CITY
Points
Hal-Rod
31
G.rllcr ' s Oil
24
Bill' s Bar
Ola Style Laqcr
«' i
IA
Winona Truck Servlc*
31
Cl.rr.trnscn Oruqs
31
Lam 's Bar
Goiacn Brand F oods
31
Bu.mcstcr o.l
»'i
II
Mike 's Fina Foods
H
Crntral Mo!ors
F A Krause
II
Humble Oil Co
7
TWILIGHT
Mai Rod
W.
L.
a
0
Qi etn p, ni
'
I
Pin nuilers
. ... . 7
4
2
St-.kettrs
. .
''
1
Rain Orops
/ / / / / . / / A ./ ... 4
G Iter Gals
4
4
Tr JPH
3
S
7l•, ! r^ is
....
1
5
Al ¦, Gals
1
5
Bnwlnclles
1
7
Alley Galon
1
7
LUCKY LADIES
Hat-Rod
W. L,
1
Fountain Clly
•
S' j ndaid Lumber
4
1
4
Cta ;k & Clark
5
Hamm ' s Brrr
5
4
5
R . D Cone Co
A
Midway Tavern
«
5
S»ven Up
3
7
Coco cola
2
7
rVritgata
Bieitlow
Pin pals
Flnfsloni 's
S lut! o Girl
Lucky Five
Alloy Copers
Blue Turiday
Old Style

WFMOKIAM

. ...

MATIONAI.
Wcstiale
Lomsd ' s
Cniy Corner
Kelly ' s
Hlinqi' i ' s
Sliorly ' s
Skelly
'
Women 's
A.
Highway pur«
ELKS
Alhlalic dun
J C. Prnnoy ' i
Giainbelt ncrr
Home Furniture
Spelli Tex.ico
Hub' s Beer
Mam Tavern
AMERICAN
Westgata
Lincoln Insurance
..
Graham t McGuirt
Bub' s Be.r
» .. ..
Quality Chevrolet
Ha ser 's Blark Crows ... .
Co miry Kilchen
Weslgate Howl
....
Gralnbcll Bttn
Earl', Tre. Servlca
Swill Proms
Boland Mtg. Co
Bell' s Bar
M. Choate a. Co.
Merchants Bank
Winona Reddl Mix
....
Rainbow Jewnlon
,
HIAWATHA
IWoilgale
House ol Heileman'a
KAGE
TrICounl y Electric
Kulak Brothers
Midland coop
Norm 's Electric
SpHU oil
Schmlltys Bar
TUESDAY NIGHT
Rrd Men
Gain Clly Insurance
Gnltt Pharmacy
Mahlk. 's Bakary
Bravat

W.
13
B
a
»
5
4
4
3

>

. *

L.
0
4
4
4
I
»
I
»

Points
I'1 1
1«
171 ,
17
.,
1<
ll' i
•
5

/.//

W.
L.
t'AA
»
A
4
4
4
4
•
*
•
*
w
17
17
IJ
11
IS
13
11
13
111.
lo
10
10
t
»
I> ,
7

L.
7
7
t
t
t
11
11
11
12' ,
14
14
14
IS
IJ
U' t
17

Points
22
30
IS
H' I
.-. . . 1 1
10' .
»' i
7d
VV. I..
7
•
1 7
»
*'
I It

19 11
Cozy Corner
Mankalo Bar
16 H
15 IS
Togs 'n' Toys
16
Golden Frog
I*
H
14
Pools
H
14
Poianc TruckinB
li
It
Reddl Kilowatts
Home Furniture
1 21
» »
H.ddad' s
WIN ONA CLASSIC
Athletic Club
W.
L.
10
S
Hot Fish Shop
I
7
Hamm 's Beer
Golden Frog Supper Club
I
7
7
•
Bub' s Beer
Emil's Menswear
I
*
5
10
Ed Buck' s Carnora Shop
G0 GETTERS
Athletic Club
W
L
Graham & McGuire
f
*
»
E . B. ' s Corner
*
r trm t. Garden
I
7
K ramer Plumb«retl»
7
I
Circle G. Ranch
Winona Plumbing
.
*
MONDAY LEAGUE
Wlr.ona Athletic Club
W
L
13' i 2' i
Polly Meadow
Schl.ti Beer
12
3
7> i 7' i
Ahrens Plait Oil Co.
»
E-i-A End Coal Co
*
11
Home Beverage Scrvlct . .. 4
J
12
'»! Natienal Bank
V.F.W.
Hal-Rod
W
I1*
B.nkes Anco
I
Hamms Beer
17
I
U 11
U'asons Supper club
Blanches Tavern
15
12
Bubs Beer
ti
n
il
14
Abrams Furnace Co
14
13
Bakken Con. Co
Bernles DX
12
IS
12
IS
Winona Milk Co.
11
U
Oa.k Super 100
&
Krocoer
10
17
J» nc»
Teamsters
i
21
PARK REC JR - GIRLS
Hal Rod Lames
W
L
13
4
All Stars
Roadslders
12
4
Wild Cats
11
5
10
4
Beatlos
n
Busters
«
«
'"
G
B¦*
'
'
'
AII|'Y
a
0o l,*>
'
pl
s
!>"»»«»
"
"
A
12
Alley Rail
5
M
Fo r F' »
"
WESTGATE LADIES
W
L
Weslgate Bowl
Grulkowski Beauty Shop
13
«
13
«
Solrnnek's
Winona Typewriter
. 1 3
»
10
11
Midland Co or
»
H*drt«d' s
'2
Ken s Hardware
i
1*
ftLUEY
OUTER'S
points
Weslgalt u
17
Cuilay ' i Floor Shop
14
Fenske Body Shop
14
N.lsh's
Williams Hotel
II
»
Mohan 's Window Co
7
Montgomery Ward *
3
Jeanrllc 's B«auty Salon
3
Winona Dally News
"N TOPPLER*.
Weslgate
W
L
3
0
Winona Pain) J. Glass
3
I
Wa kins Man y King
1
2
Wally 's
1
Lincoln Insurance
2
Lakeside Cilies Service
1
2
2
Mam Tavern
1
2
Coca Cola
- I
0
3
Hamernlks Bar
WORKING OIRLS
W.
L.
Weslgela
4
Bowlerellas
•
4
Leaguellei
•
»
4
Ml Pocket!
»
Culler Dusters
*
»
»
"ell Chimes
K .l - S- Gals
•
'
«
Swjhbies
J
»J
Sweat Sl«le«ns
CITY
W
I.
Hal Rod
3S
7J
Merchants Bank
JJ
1>
Oasis Bar
34
34
Bunkes Apco
34
Wally F. CHy
"
13
27
Spaed Waiti
33
37
Llnahans Cate
,
2»' i
10'
Connlry Kllchen
37' i 12' ,
Hotel Winona
T
ecpsl Cola
"
Bubs Beer
'S
"
3S
3J
Graham 1 McOuIra
Jl
»
KWNO Ha^lo

|
.
i
'

WABASHA. 75
PEPIN 54

—¦

—~—
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This Week's j
Basketball |
Friday

LOCAL SCHOOLSNoHhlleld al Winona Hlgl', I p.m.
Cotter at Rochester Lourdes.
Winona Stale at Moorhead Sljta.
BIO NINEAlbert Lta at Rochester.
Faribault at Auslln.
Owatonna at Red Wing.
WASIOJA—
Byron at Hayfield.
Dodge Center at Wanamingo.
Claremont at Pine Island.
Dover-Eyota at Vest Concord.
HIAWATHA VALLEY—
Stewartville at Plainview.
Lake City at Kasson-Mantorville,
St , Charles at Cannon Falli.
Kenyon at Zumbrota.
ROOT RIVER—
Spring Grove af Rushford .
Houston at Mabel.
Canton at Ptterton.
CENTENNIAL—
Randolph at Ooodhue.
El .ln al Faribault Deal.
Wabasha at Mareppa.
MAPLE LEAF—
Spring Valley at Laneiboro.
Chatfield at Pr«5ton.
Wykoff a t Hinrvony.
BI-ST.ATEHckah St. Peter at Lima Sacred
Heart.
Wabasha St, Felix at Ciledonia Loretto.
WEST CENTRAL—
Alma at Taylor.
Gilmanton al Fairchild.
Pepin at Arkansaw,
DAIRYLAND—
Klair at Whitehall .
Cochrane-Fountain city al Alma Center.
Independence a1 Augusta.
Osseo at Eleva-Strum,
COULEE' Holmen at Trempealeau,
Wast Salem at Melrose .
Gale-Ettrick at Mindoro .
Onalaska al B angor .
NON-CONFERENCE—
Lewiston al Rollingstone Holy Trinity.
.Mondovi al Marshfield.

S a t u rd a y
LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Winona Stale at Bemidll Slate.
St. Mary 's at Gustavus.
Cotter at Sf. Paul St. Thomas.
WASIOJA—
Wanamingo at Byron.
Pine Island at Dover-Eyota.
Hayfield al Dodge Center.
West Concord at Claremont.
NON CONFERENCENew Richmond af Durand.

Amazing Warrior
Grapplers Romp
WAVERLY, Iowa — 'Winona j The versatile King, a halfback
State's fantastic wrestling team ; on the Winona State grid team,
continued its winning ways here too, stretched his string to eight
Tuesday night with a 25-10 in a row with a 6-1 decision over
crushing of Wartburg College. Bob Bye. King is from wresThe surprising Warriors, with tling-rich Owatonna.
nearly the same personnel as Tom Caron at 177 got hia
the team had a year ago when eighth pin of the year against
they had a losing season, push- Dan Graham at 7:23. He has
ed their unbeaten win string to an 8-1 record.
8-0-1 on the year. The tie came The Warriors host Bemidji
last Friday at Superior (Wis.) State at 3 p.m. Saturday at MeState.
m orial Hall in the second half
A FORFEIT at the 123-pound of a double header. In the first
division due to the lack of a meet, Winona High meets SL
man making weight to fill in Charles.
for the injured Larry Marchi- WINONA STATE 35, WARTBURO lt
123—Bill TuHord (W) won by forfeit)
onda , the team 's captain , cost IM—
Baird
(Win)
Mc.
Dale
Slav*
the Warriors five points. Wart- Wetiling
(W) M; 117—Perry Kin* (Win)
burg scored its other fi-ve when dae. Bob Bya (W) t-1; 147—Merit Sover(Win) dec. Mike Tower (W) <-l)
Dan Scrabeck was pinned by eign
157—Leo Simon (Win) die. Dive Long
Jim Brandau at 6:38 at the 167- | (eV) 7-2; 1(7—Jim Brandau (W) p. Dan ; Scra beck (Win) *:3>; 177—Tem Careu
pound class.
(Win) p. Dan Graham (W) 7:21; 1*1Two Warriors continued un- [' Larry Wedemei«r (Win) ». Terry Telltf(WJ l:5»; Hwt.—John Zwsllnsk)
beaten streaks. Larry Wede- : sen
(Win) dtc. Al Anderson (W) Io.
meier, younger brother of former Warrior wrestling - great I
Jerry, slimmed down to the 191
weight and took a fall over Terry Tellefson at l f59 to make it
nine in a row. He previously
had been competing at the
heavyweight class, but John
Zwolinski, former n a t i o n a l
W i n o n a 's FFA basketball
YMCA champ and a transfer J
! squad scored a 53-49 win over
from Canasius University, mov- the Wabasha FFA team Tuesed into that spot Tuesday. He day.
started a win streak with a 5-0
Winona was ahead 26-16 at tht
decision over AI Anderson .
i half.
THE OTHER Warrior with a
For Winona, Dave Belter
streak is 137-pounder Perry scored 23 and Lee Herold 15.
King, who never had been on a | Louis Lidberg led Wabasha with
wrestling mat until he entered 16, Gary Geim had 13 and Bob
Winona State.
! Bruegger 10.

Winona FFA
Tops Wabasha

A YEAR TO REMEMBERA BOOK TO TREASURE!
mi
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SHOT-STOPPER . . . John Kerr (10^ of the Philadelphia
76ers shoves an arm and a shoulder in front of Richie Guerin ( 15) of the St. Louis Hawks to break up his shot at the
basket in the second quarter of Tuesday night 's game in
New York . Kerr was charged with a foul on the play. Philadelphia won the game 119-105. It was the first half of a National Basketball Association doubleheader at Madison
Square Garden. (AP Photofax )

..iiu_nj._juiij-i. _ai ,,

an opening season 'victory over
America n U. revised estimate-s.
Thc picture is different today
with the Orange on the rebound.
They won their fifth straight

Cotter Frosh
Trip Lourdes Kenyon Tops
Cannon Falls

Preston Malmen
Topple Wolves

PHKSTON , Minn. - Pwston 's
wrcstliii f* le:im ran ils record to
7-1-1 with a convincing 4:i-5
win over thle Spring Valley
prep gnippler.s here Tuesday .
The Wolves ' only points caino
on a forfeit at nil ,

»J-Gary
Bixrreton
(P)
dtc
Tom
Wiilkrr (SV) a o i 101-J|ni Meyar (PI
dec . l.aVol Home |SV) *-«/ 113 -Joho
Arnold ,P) dec Sieve Larson (SVI *-0;
120 Jim Lillle (PI die LaVern House
<iV> 3 3, IIJ- Den Arnold (PI p. Kttrtr
Bacon (SVI l : 5 0 i lll- Vlnc« Arnold (P)
p Harold Clark. (SV) 4:2) ,
IH-Grne Slanpson (SV) won on fortell; 145- Phil Krucfilel (P) p. Chuck
Rathbun (SV)
4 lOi 114 Hod Oiooitrt
(("I dec, Oarw Vler/a (SVI 4-0 ; UJ—
Gary Chillnip(»«ri (PI d«c, Al Bly (SV)
14;
175 ITarr-cll Burgess (P) p Bob
Rathbun (SVI ]:55; Hwl - Bill Mangan
(P) p. Francis- Orotitr ( I V) S-.a*.

Bad gers Lea rn Stelter
Out W ith Knee Injury
MADISON (fl — Wisconsin 's
hopes of following its basketball upset of Not re Dame with
a victory over Ohio State received a jolt today with word that
(i fnot 11 sophomore Keith Stt'ller will be sidelined indefinitely
wilh JI knee injury .
Stelter , who scored 14 points
in helping the Badgers rally
from a 10-poinL deficit to a
!)tl-!H) ¦victory at Notre Dame
Monday night , si|>purcntly suffered lorn cnrtilafie when lie
twisted his knee in moving! out
lo fliiard n player with llt'/z minutes to play.

Spring Valley
Trips LeRoy
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Tuesday night with an 83-76 conquest of Niagara as Da ve Bing
registered his career high of 37
points.
The victory upped Sy racuse 's
record to 7-8 and the Orangemen are aiming to sweep their
remaining games against Manhattan, Georgetown , West Virginia , Colgate, Penn State , Canisius , St. John 's and Niagara.
; Davidson 's Wildcats , fifthi ranked in The Associated Press
! poll , extended their winning
j1 streak to 16 by defeatin g Virginia Military 84-78* and Minnesota '
edged Northwestern 70-66 to tie
Iowa for second p lace in the Big
Ten Conference.
In other games, Miami of
Florida whipped Miami of Ohio ,
110-85 . in what wags called the
Parentheses Bowl at Miami ,
Fla.

Cotter ' s freshman team scored ;i 51-45 victory over the Rochester Lourdes freshmen Tuesday.
Mike Schneider and Jack LiBing handed out four assists
p inski provid ed most of the
HIAWATHA VALLEY
storing punch for the Junior
W L
VV L nnd grabbed 17 rebounds , in adRi'mhlers , scoring id and 13 Lake Cily
-4 4 dition to his .'S7 points for Syra' 1 Plainview
Zumbrota
a 2 St. Cliarles
1 t
's home-court
points respectively.
triumph.
Kenyon
7 3 stevArtvllle
1 P cuse
Cotter trailed 1(5-14 at the end Kasson-Mant. 3 4 Cannon Falli 1 9 Davidson , now 17-1 , got its usual
TUESDAY'S RESULT
of the first quarter , but held a
stiff opposition from VMI on the
Krnyon 73, Cannon Falli 60,
211-24 ha lfl imp lead and 42-35 at
Keydets ' home court at Lexingt h e end of the third.
KENYON , Minn. - Kenyon , , ton , Va. The Keydets stayed
Munahan pitched in 15 points behind Steve Strandemo 's !!0 ! close until Charlie Marcon twice
for Lourdes.
points , frolicked to a 73-(>(l v/in converted bot h ends oi one-nndColler Frosh (51 )
Lourdes Froih («)
over tail-endcr Cannon Falls one free-throw situations to put
lo II p l l p
IB II p t Ip
j
Oricwskl 4 1 7
1 Manahan 6 ) 5 15 here Tuesday night .
Davidson ahead 82-74.
S.»rhli- r
I 1 1 A Whalen
13
0 4
The Vikings are now 7-3 in
Rick Barry, the nation ' s leadrhompin 0 0 0 0 Garleti
3 0 14
Hiawatha
Valley
Conference ing scorer , was outscored by
S.chne der 7 4 4 11 Ferguson 2 0 1 4
Lip nwkl
3 1 0 13 Rosener
0 0 1 C play. "'
Charley Coles for Miami of
1 )
McAfldw 1 0
Nlion
:,H. 0 4 1
Tom Di omMer scored lfl 1 Ohio , 41 points U: 2i) but the MiDiesam
2 1 1 !
Bocnnrn
3 0 2 4
.
_
_.
... _.
Malerus
10
1 , 3 points to lead the Cannon Falls j
! ami , Fla ., sUp- grabbed 10 re~
Tol.lv IB 15 Id 51 Wlllllmt 1 0 0 2
attack.
' bounds to help the Hurricanes
Total) 10 ] 13 43
In n game played Saturday, < hand the Redskins their second
COTTER FROSH
14 l« 14
»-5l
- Mantorville downed
¦ II
tOUKDfei FRO SH
f-45 Kasson
. It
straight defeat. Barry 's total
Stewartville (>:i r>r>. The game
put him over 2 ,000 points for his
had originall y been scheduled ,
career.
for Tuesday, hut was switched
hack because of Stewartville
floor problems .

H
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Syracuse Begins!
Journey Back

Wabasha led all the way in
posting a 75-54 win over Pep in
ii, non-league action.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Pete Ekstrand paced Coach
Syracuse, regarded as the flop
Chuck Karger 's Indians with 20 of the college basketball season
points . Dennis Iverson contri- only a few weeks ago is on the
j
,
buted 17, Jacik Kane 11 and way back
.
John Reinhardt ten.
The Orange were regarded as
John Lawson had 16. Dale a national power in pre-seaso>n
Bochscll 12 and Joe Murray 11 calculations , but six straight
foe* the Lakers .
defeats to Penn State , Cornell ,
Pepin copped the "B" game Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky,
41-35.
Louisville and Princeton after
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THE WORLD IN 1964

When the world' s foremost news gathering agency, The Associated Press, ia.
cooperation -with this and other member newspapers, decided to publish a memorabl e book of the year, it wanted to put out more than just another news annual
or almanac.
So it assi gned to the task the team of outstanding writers that made an all rime
best seller of The Torch Is Passed , the story of thc Kenned y tragedy.
TliV results were foreseeable — a volume that captures the excitement and!
im mvdiucy ol a great news year and that relates it to the American newspaper reader.
It ' s a sure bet as acollcctor 's item—something )w won ' t want to xniss-and
AS t j olid
ref erence book for student or general reader.

• THE WORLD IN 1964
j " WINONA DAILY NEWS .
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for
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WOULD IN l!i(ii ,tl $;) each. 1'lon.se reserve a copy for me:
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A

ADDRESS

SP1UNC. VALLEY , Minn. —
Send II i upy of (lie hook ns a fc ift from rcie to:
After trailing the entire first
half . Spring Valley had hot
'
third and fourth quarters and !• NAME
took a 511-54 win over LeRoy , I ; ADDRESS
The Wolves trailer! 21-lft and ¦
32-2!! at the <*nd of the first*two ; CITY AND STATE
periods, but led •t4-:tl5 at the end ' (DONOll: Y O r i t XAMK
)
;
of the third.
Stove Turhenson led Spring
Valley with 22 poin ts. Boh Ol(Reserved hunks wilt be ?>ui iJnl in F f b m n n / . I tuirtrrsfeird
son had 11 and Steve Mc,
„
,
Cihie 10. Arden Payne hit 14 for
j/ oti trill (ii 'Kiioti>Ic (l( ;i' m:; <ji)t in nil rd nre lo tlie reeipwni
LeRoy.
with a yi / l i n li/ icnlc.
In ihe "B" game, the Wolves
.
took a 37-:tl decision
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(Gift certificate
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in advance to

, .
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Crow w ing^ Johnson Back
In Form, Dances
Assessor Asked
Until 1 a.m.
To Resign

BRAINERD , Minn. (AP) The Crow Wing county assessor,
Harold Martinson , who set a 10
per cent across - the - board increase in real p roperty valuations, has been asked to resign.
The Board of County Commissioners requested his resignation
in a letter signed by Ross JCunkel , chairman.
Martinson said Tuesday he
would resign.
The- letter asked that Martinson resign effective Feb. 15 and
added , "We feel this will be in
the best interest of all taxpayers of Crow Wing County. "
Martinson. 45. was appointed
to the job in February 1962 to
fill o-ut an unexpired term and
was reappointed to a four-year
term Nov . 2.
He had asked for a increase
in valuations in 36 townships
and villages in the county. Howaver, the board said it told IVIartinso-n in July, when the commissioners met as a board of
equalization , that it did not ^vant
an across-the-board increase.
The increase has been appealed to the State Board of Tax
Appeals by the Crow Wing County attorney. But Holland Hatfield , state tax; commissioner ,
has asked that the appeal be
dismissed and a hearing on his
request is set for Feb. 16.
Ambrose Kottschade of Coon
Rapids , president of the Minnesota Lakeshore Property Owners League, appeared before the
commissioners Monday and said
he asked Martinson more than
a year ago to resign . Kottschade
claimed there -were discriminatory tax evaluations in the coun*
tyKottschade also said that Hatfield told him Martinson ora Nov.
20 asked Hatfield that bis original request for a 20 per cent
hike in evaluations be scaled
down to 10 per cent.
Martinson has been a target
of the property owners gro up for
some time.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi- Arch Dn 36":8 Mon Dak 40^4
387 k
dent Johnson proved he is back Armt St
65^s Mn Wd
in the swing of things — dancing Armour
92%
50 Nt Dy
at the White House again.
i AvcoCp 237 s N Am Av 51
Others in his Cabinet are still Beth Sti
367 8 Nr N Gs 597/8
ill . bui Johnson showed no signs Bng Air
65:l 4 Nor Pac SI 3/.
of his recent cold Tuesday night Brswk
9-r>8 No St Pw 39-14
as he delivered a toast in cham- [ Ctr Tr
68-";8
40'4 Nw Air
pagne , talked to a newsman for ! Ch MSPP 26'.i Nw Bk
47V.
a half hour and then danced un- C&NW
681.
53s 's Penney
til 1 a.m.
67V2
Chrysler 59r> 8 Pepsi
For critics who thought he Ct 'Svc
57-1.
81'i Phil Pet
might have slighted Vice Presi- jCm Ed
80
55 M Plsby
dent Hubert H. Humphrey by : Cn Cl
497s
55'i Plrd
not including him in the official ' Cn Can
58-4
51 Pr Oil
U.S. delegation to Sir Winston Cnt Oil
78=4 RCA
32'A
Churchill' s funeral . Johnson j Cntl D
58:: i R d Owl
27'/8
43-1.
50 Rp Stl
offere d this champagne salute: ; Deere
32 Rex Drug 31%
"A man who is valuable to Douglas
40 !,8
our nation and invaluable to Dow Chm 814 Rey Tob
du Pont 2564 Sears Roe 1293 i
me. "
East Kod 154 Shell Oil
GO'i
Hump hrey danced past mid- Ford Mot 55% Sinclair
58^
night too.
89%
j Gen Elec 99 a k Socony '
Johnson entertained 176 guests j Gen Fds 83% Sp Rand
14%
at a state dinner honoring Gen Mills 52 St Brnds 82" 4
"three great offices and three Gen Mot lOO-u St Oil Cal 73%
great Americans " — the vice Gen Tel
37' 8 St Oil Ind 43%
presiden t , House Speaker John Gillette
32% St Oil NJ 86%
MeCormack and Chief Justice Goodrich 58% Swift & Co. 63'.4
Goodvear 47% Texaco
83
Earl Warren.
In former days, it was tradi- ; Gould Bat 41 Texas Ins 100a i
43%
tiona l to give each of these offi- Gt No Rv 58 Un Pac
25% U S Rub 66%
cials a separate dinner , but Gryhnd
Johnson declared the three-in- ; Gulf Oil 59% U S Steel 52%
one event symbolized unity and i Homestk 45% Westg El 45%
27%
close accord in the executive , i IB Mach 442% Wlworth
legislative and judicial branches Int Harv 78% Yg S & T 44%
of government.
The honored guests seemed to
approve.
It was "a friendly family
gathering " in Justice Warren 's
words. The participants ranged
from Harvard Law School Dean
Erwin N. Griswold , to former
baseball star Jackie Robinson.
Johnson paused in the .long
red-carpeted corridor to engage
in a half-hour conversation with
dinner guest Richard L. Wilson
of the Minneapolis Star & Tribune. The president downed two
glasses of champagne and
brooked no interruptions as he
did most of the talking.

Senators Will
Senate Confirms
Hear
Jenkins
William Driver
In Baker Case
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate confirmed Tuesday President Johnson 's nomination of
W illiam J. Driver as veterans
administrator.
The vote was 75-7 for confirm ation.
The action came amid bitter
controversy over the administration 's orders to close 11 veterans hospitals and four soldiers
homes, and over Driver 's- role in
the orders.

Driver , a career government
employe, was nominated by
Johnson to succeed the resigned
administrator . John S. Gleason
J r. He is already serving as acting administrator .
The vote to confirm was foreshadowed Monday when administration forces defeated! 58-26 a
move to shelve the nomination
for a month , to await reports on
a congressional investi gation of
t h e hospital closings.

Blu-Golds Fall
To Si, Morbert,
Pointers Romp

By TIIK ASSOClAiKn 1'RKSS
Stevens Point , striving to offset a poor start this .season ,
streaked to its fourth , straight
St ale
Uni versity C onference
basketball victory T u e s d a y
night in overpowerin g P lattevilie Him.
In non-conference K ames , St .
Kni tierl betted Kim C) aire 'M -7li ,
Whitewater
defeated
hap less
Milton 74-li l and Chicago Teachers overwhelmed Northwe stern
of Wisconsin Ida-til .
Jerry l,; iwet/ki sc o r e <l Tl
points , while four iitj ier Pointers hit in double figur es . Plattevilie , which has a ,r> \ vi-vord ,
wa.s topper ) l>\ Can 1 'Olson wilh
II points .
At Kim ( 'laire , Lero y Weyncn
berg scored *.!'J points and Dave
Minton riintrihiiteil IH in hel p ing
St. Norticrt to its I2lh. victory in
III games. The Kniglr.s led fiV-l.' i
;it halflinte. Man Claire , wliich
lias a 2VA record , was led l>y
John Sella af with Z\ points and
Hon Zelek f with 17 .
¦
l OOTllAI.I. NOT III Iff
AIR fi-'OKCK ACADK.MY
Colo . (Al'l
Font hall Conch
Hen Min t in of thi ' Air Force
Academy said Tue sday "The
significan t \ allies ol loollial!
and mil' program are iiiiini
paned '' li' Y the classroo m cheat
ing si'iiiK.ial which caused HI"
cadet.*, |ii (jiiil .
: H ONORS
NI ' .W YORK (A l 'l
Don
Scliollmiclei , u inner ol an nn
prceedcin cd
lour
.swimming
gold mcd.il s al the lvxi-1 Olymp ic
(lames , i s llie yoilll ge.-.t athlete
ever lo rap t ill <¦ llie James K
Sulln an .Memorial A u.ir d as llie
nalion ' i, oi|t stiiii (lili;g amateur
performe r .
AIOKI

1 P. M. New York
Stock Prices

Bundy Reaches
Saigon Thursday
For New Report

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP ) — McGeorge Bundy, top
White House adviser of foreign
policy, is due in Saigon Thursday for a fresh appraisal of the
situation in South Viet Nam.
The nation is enjoying a
week's respite from political
uphe avals and the war against
Communist guerrillas during
lunar New Year celebrations .
Bundy heads a team of advisers -who are to report to Presiden t Johnson on developments
here, particularly the ouster of
the civilian government by Lt.
Gen. Nguyen Khanh. They left
Washington Tuesday night .

CHICAGO (AP ) — Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — Butter
steady ; wholesale buying prices
unchanged; 93 score AA 57%;
92 A 573/4; 90 B-/5&} 89 C 55;
cars 90 B 563/_ ; 89 C 56.
Eggs steady; wholesale buying prices unchanged; 70 per
cent or better grade A whites
28; mixed 28; mediums 24% ;
standards 25%; dirties unquot- irew YORK (AP) -The stock
market churned near its record
ed; checks 22.
high early this afternoon. TradCHICAGO (AP ) - Live poul- ing was active.
try : Wholesale buying prices un- The pace of trading picked up
changed ; roasters 23-26; spe- considerably from Tuesday and
cial fed white rock fryers 19-20. there was a wide assortment of
sizable blocks traded in a varieNEW YORK (AP)-(USDA)- ty of issues.
Butter
offerings
irregularly The market lacked group leaddistributed. Demand steady .
ership, although most aerospace
Wholesale prices on bulk car- issues were higher, possibly entons (.fresh) ; creamery, 93 score couraged by the British deci(AA) S9 ]/4-59% cents; 92 score sion to buy American transport
(A) 58^-59; 90 score (B) 58,- planes.
I
58%.
Wholesale egg offerings ade- On average the list was inching back and forth from plus
quate. Demand fair today.
(Wholesale s e l l i n g prices to minus territory.
based on exchange and other Steels, building materials and
drugs were a shade lower on
volume sales.)
New York spot quotation s fol- balance. Airlines, rails, utilities
low: mixed colors: standards and chemicals were mixed.
The Associated Press average
28-29%; checks 21Vz-23.
Whites: extra fancy heavy of 60 stocks at noon was off .1
weight (47 lbs min) 31%-33; at 336.7 with industrials off .2,
fancy medium (41 lbs average) rails off .1 and utilities up .1.
26V_ -27%; fancy heavy weight ,
Lockheed lost more than a
(47 lbs min ) 30%-32; mediums
point
as profits were taken on
(40 lbs average) 25-26; smalls
its jump of 2Vs Tuesday when
(36 lbs average) 24V2-25; peenews came that Britain planned
wees (31 lbs average) 19%-20M> . to buy planes from
Lockheed,
Browns : extra fancy heavy indications being that the
order
weight (47 lbs min ) 34V.-36 ; fan- would be for $200 million to
cy medium (41 lbs average) $250 million.
27Vi>-28 1/_ ; fancy heavy weight
(47 lbs min ) 32-33Vz ; smalls (36
U.S. Smelting climbed nearly
lbs average ) 25H-26; peewees 2. Down a point were Du Pont
(31 lbs average ) 19V_ -20M> .
and IBM.
Prices were higher in modCHICAGO (AP) - (USDA ) Potatoes arrivals 38; on track erate trading on the American
124;- * total U.S. shipments 297; Stock Exchange.
Corporate and U.S. governold—supplies moderate; demand
for round reds moderate, mar- ment bonds were mixed.
ket steady ; demand for russets
and round whites fair, market
GRAIN
dull ; carlot track sales : Idaho
russets 9.75; Colorado Russets,
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Wheat
6.50; Minnesota North Dakota receipts Tuesday 212; year
ago
Red River Valley round reds 399; trading basis unchanged ;
5.40; Maine Katahdins 5.25; prices
H* lower ; cash spring
new—supplies light; insufficient wheat basis
, No 1 dark northern
sales to quote.
il to 17 protein 1.79-1.85.
No 1 hard Montana winter
WINONA MARKETS 1.71-1.79.
Minn . - S .D. No 1 hard winter
Swift & Company
Buying hours are from a a.m. te 4 1.70-1.76.
p.m. Monday through Friday.
No 1 hard amber durum ,
There will be no calf market! during
the winter months on Fridays .
choice 1.73-1.75 ; discounts , amThese quotations apply as lo noon ber 3-5; durum 7-10.
today.
Corn No 2 yellow 1.20-U-1.213 i
A.II livestock arriving after closing time
«il' be properly cared 'or, weighed and
Oats No 2 white 60%-67l B ; No
priced the following morning.
3 white 58%-65%; No 2 heavy
HOGS
Top butchers, T90-23O
15.95-16.15
white 66%-69%; No 3 heavy
Top sows
13.60-14.00
white 64%-667 B .
CATTLE
The cattle market: Steers and heifers
Barley, cars 123; .year ago
steady; cows strong.
216; good to choice 1.08-1.38 ;
High choice
22.75
Top beef cows
13.50
low to intermediate 1.03-1.34;
Canners and cutlers
12.0O-down
feed 95-1.02.
VEAL
The veal market is steady.
Rye :No 2 1.1634-l.20 3i.
Too choice
28.00
Flax No 1 3.17.
Good and choice
.. ' ... "ZO.O050.00
Commercial and boners
. lO.OO-down
Soybeans No 1 vellow 2.93' .Froedtert IMalt Corporation

White House aides in Washington said Bundy is to consult
WASHIN GTON (AP ) - Chair- with Ambassador Maxwell D.
man B. Everett Jordan has ad- Taylor because Johnson didn 't
journed Senate Rules Commit- want Taylor to leave Viet Nam
tee hearings on allegations that while the political situ ation reBobby Baker and contractor mained unstable.
Matthew H. McCloskey engiKhanh ousted Premier Tran
neered a $25,000 political payoff.
Van Huong two weeks ago while
The next step in the commitTaylor was out of the country.
tee's inquiry into Baker 's afThe United States has not forfairs is a closed session Thursmally recognized Khanh' s reday at which Walter Jenkins,
gime.
former top assistant to PresiKhanh was reported considdent Johnson , has been subering
establishing a militarypoenaed to testify.
Jordan , a North Carolina I civilian council which would
Democrat , adjourned the hear- ' take the place of the High Naings Tuesday after Edward T. : clonal Coun cil -"dissolved by fhe
ttugler, an investigator loaned ! military last December despite
to the committee by the Govern- j U.S. displeasure.
ment Accounting Office , testiI Taylor and Khanh have had
fied .
i sharp differences.
I Bundy, 47 , a former dean of
Hugler said he had made a
detailed examination of local ; arts and science at Harvard
insurance man Don B . Rey- |University, served as a foreign
nolds' bank accounts from i policy adviser to President John
March 7, 1960, through June 29, |F . Kennedy. This is his first tri p
1961 — the period during which to Viet Nam.
Traveling with Bundy were
Reynolds said he made five $5,O00 cash paymei.ts to Baker — Lt. Gen . Andrew Goodpaster,
and found only $10,500 in cash representing the Joint Chiefs of
¦withdrawals that could not be Staff; Chester Cooper , White
•accounted for.
I House adviser on Far Eastern
L. P. McLcndon , the commit- |affairs; Asst. Secretary of Detee 's special counsel , said that l feii.se John McNaughton , in
as far as he knows no additional I charge of international sec urity
witnesses will be called on the affairs , and Leonard linger ,
payoff allegat ion. Jordan tol d a former ambassador to Laos and
reporter; "This cleans this up now deputy assistant secretary
of slate for Far Eastern affairs.
as far as I can see now. "
Secretary of State Dean Husk
Karlie r in the day, Donald R.
Connell y, an Internal Revenue went to Viet Nam on fact- findService agent assigned to exam- I img trips twice and Secretary of
ining Reynolds' tax sil nation , ! Defense Robert S. McNamara
'
testified lhat the Silver Spring, < five times , the last time in May
Md ,, insurance man told him l i il'.-l .
last October lie would t u r n over
his records when he had proof a post he resigned under fire in
Jenkins ' and President John- i O toher I%:i.
son ' s records were being exam
Reynolds told the committee
ined or when Sen . John J. Wil- lasl year he was thc "bag man "
liams . H-Del , (old him lo . Con- for channeling $:(f>, ()00 from Mcnelly was nol asked and did • t'loskey to Baker to the lillil )
not say whether Johnson ' s or Kennedy- Johnson campaign
Jenkins ' records were being fund Reynolds said he kept an
¦ additional $10 ,000 that he reinvest i gated.
ceived for being the inlermediWilliams ' private inquiry into ury.
Raker ' s
business
pursuits
The S:*.r»,0(l0 allegedly reprepreceded and impelled the senate ' s investigation. The broad sented an overpayment hy Mcpurpose of the committee probe Closkey ' s firm on the performis to find out if a conflict of in- ance bond for the contract to
terest was involved in Maker ' s build the District of Columbia *
p r i v a t e ventures while on the Stadium. The Philadel phia comgovern ment pay roll as assist pany got the contract as low
ant It) the* Senate Democrats
bidder
MARK TRAIL

^

_

Stocks Churn
Around Near
Record High

PRODUCE

..

Hours: 8 a.m. to * p.m.; closed Salur
days. Submit sample before loading.
(New crop barley)
No. 1 barley$1 .11
No. 2 barley
1.05
No. 3 barley
95
No. A barley
.86

Winona Egg Market

These quotation s apply as of
10:3O a.m . today
Grade A (iumbo)
(large)
Grade A
Grade A (medium)
Grade B
Grade C

16
11
.17
17
.12

Bay State Milling Company

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No .
No,

1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
1
2

northern spring wheat . .
northern spring whea? . . . .
northern spring wheal . . . .
northern spring wheat . . . .
hard w :nter wheat
hard w inter wheat
hard vv intnr whe^t .. . . . . . .
hard w inter wheat
rye .
rye

1.72
1.70
1.64
1.62
1.62
1 .60
1.56
1.52
). )/(
1, 14

¦
Clarify some butter and keep
it on hand ( in a tightly covered
jar in the re frigerator ) to use for
greasing the pans for butter
cakes and cookies. The result?
Double butter flavor !

LIVESTOCK

SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn, ijn— (USDA1
—Cattle 4,500; calve? 1,000; slaughter
steers and heiters lalrly active, mostly
steady;
cows generally steady; bulls,
vealers andn slaughter calves steady;
feeders scarce; average to high choice
1,050-1.250 Ib steers 23.50; mixed high
good and choice 22.50-22.75; choice 8501,050 Ib hellers 22.00-22.50; good 18.5021.25; utility and com mercial cows 13.0014.00; largel y 13.50 up;
canner
and
cutter 11.00-13.50; utility and commercial
bulls 16.5017.50; cutter 13.50-15 .50; choice
vealers
3O.0O-35.00,
good
24 .0O-29 .0O;
choice slaughter calves 18OO-31 .O0; qood
I4 .C0-17M; choice 81 i lb feeder steers
1P.O0; standard SM good 6OO80O Ib
14 .50-17.SO.
Hogs
7,000; fairly
active;
barrows
and gilts , steady to 25- cents higher; most
advance on uniform lots under 240 lbs;
all olhter classes fully steady; 1-2 200225 Ib barrows and qilfs 17. 75; mC5t
1-2 190-230 lbs 17.2517 .SO;
mixed
1-3
190-240 lbs 17.00-17.25, 240-140 lbs 16.7517.00; medium 1-2 I&O-180 lbs 15 5016. 75;
1 3 270-400 Ib sows 13. 75-14 ,50; 2-3 4D0500 lbs 13.25 14 .25; choice 120-160 Ib feeder pigs 14 .50-15.50.
Sheep 1,200 ; slaughter classes active;
fully steady; feeder lambs scarce bui
barely steady, choice and prime 80-llc
tb woo led slaughter Mmbs 24 00-24 . 50;
11B Ih 23 75; good and choice 70 85 lbs
23 00 23.50; choice and prime 108 Ib

DENNIS THE MENACE

Want Ads !
Start Here ;

torn ilBughter lambs No. 1 pelts 23.53;
itlllty and good slaughter ewes 7.00t.DO; choice and fancy *O-*0 Ib feeder
embs 23.50-24.00; good and choice 50-60
bs 21.00-23.00; good 4O-50 lbs 17.00-19.00.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO W -(USDA)— Hogs 5,000;
JUtehers 25-50 cenls lower; 1-2 190-M5
b butchers 17.50-18.00; mixed 1-3 ISOISO lbs 17.00-17.50; 2-3 250-270 lbs 14.2516.75; 1-3 400-500 Ib sows 14.00-14.75; 2-3
500-400 lbs 13.75-14.25.
Cattle 8,500; slaughter steers steady;
NOTICE
rour loads prime 1,250-1,275 Ib slaughter steers 25.75; high choice and prime
Thli newspaper will t>* responsible
1,200-1,350 Ib slaughter sleers 24.75-55,50;
far only on* Incorrect Insertion ot
good 2O.50-22.75; load high choice to
any classified advertisement pubmosfly prime 1,050 Ib hellers 24.25;
lished In the Want Ad section. Check
choice 800-1,125 lbs 22.75-23.50; good
your ad and call 3321 If a correc19.50-22.00; utility and commercial cows
tion must be made.
12.50-14.25; cutler to commercial bulls
14.50-18.SO.
Sheep 200; wooled slaughter lambs
steady ; a few small lots choice and
prime 90-100 Ib wooled slaughter lambs BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR—
24.00-24.50; cull to good wooled slaughA-3, 6
ter ewes 5.5O-7.0O.
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Help Wanted—Mai*
dependable
married
honest,
WILL HIRE
couple for farm work. Modern. Write
A-20 Dallf News.

Navy footballers scored only
140 points last season while
allowing the opposition 185
points. They wotf three of ten
games.

SALES MANAGEMENT
TRAINEES

HIRED MAN for year around work on
modern dairy farm. Must have some
man or
experience.
Either
single
young married couple. Write or Inquire A-1S Dally News .
iMAN FOR general farmwork or lust for
chores. /Aay live with family. Richard
Johnson, Rushford. Tel. 844-9108.
,
MAN WANTED-age 2W2, to take over
going business. Must have sales ability, good education, character and
pleasing personality. Permanent position offering thorough training. Writ*
A-16 Daily News.
MAN TO CALL on restaurants and Insti'
tutions, must have good meat background and references. Call or write C.
M. Hooley, Wholesale Meats, Stillwater,
Minn.

¦

Card of Thanks
MOR0USHEK —
Sincere thanks to all my frlendi tor
the flowers, sifts and cards durina my
stay In Community Memorial Hospital.
J
Mrs. Fred Moroushek i

Married men, under 35 years, who aro
dissatisfied with their present lob because of potential or money. Up to
J100 per week during training. Send
personal resume to A-I4 Oailf-Netvt.

(1st. Pub. Date, Wed. Jan. 20/ l»6i)
_—_
.
State ot Minnesota ) ss.
4
County of Winona
) In Probsts Courl Lost and Found
No. 15,773
In Re Estate of
HEREFORD COW—strayed to my farm.
Wanda L. White, Decedent.
Henry Lacher, Rt. 2, Winona.
Order lor Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution .
BASSET HOUND—6 months old. brown,
The representative of the above named
black and white, white tip on tail. 2
estate having filed her final account
while (ront paws, red collar. Strayed
and petition lor settlement and allowfrom 826 W. Howard. Reward . Tel. 6129.
ance thereof and for distribution to the
persons thereunto entitled;
REWARD to anyone knowing whereIT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
abouts of Hereford cow, strayed from
thereof be had on February 11, 1965,
Nodine. Last seen In Pine Creek area.
at 10:45 o'clock A.M., before this Court
Ross Papenfuss. Tel. Dakota 6*3-2841.
in the probate court roam in the court
house in Winona, Minnesota, and that Personals
7
notice hereof be given by publication ol
this order In the Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice as provided by GOT YOUR nine Irons ready? Then Bet
your entries in (or the Feb. 1 4th.
law.
Goophy Golph Tournament. It should
Dated January 18, 1965.
be quile a match . Ray Meyer. InnE. D. LIBERA,
keeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
Probale Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
FILTHY face on your wrlstwetch? We'll
Harold J. Libera.
even wash Its harits! Expert watch
Attorney for Petitioner.
repair . . . RAINBOW JEWELRY,
116 W. 4th.
(1st. Pub. Date, Wed . Jan. 20, 1965)
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
) In Probate Courl
No. 15,979
In Re Estate Of
Delia Morrison, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Petition lor Probate Of Will, Limiting Time to Flit
Clalmi and for Hearing Ttiereon
Jeanette Morrison having filed a petition for the probate of the Will of said
decedent and for the
appointment of
The Merchants National Bank ol Winona as Executor, which Will Is on file
in this Court and open to inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on February 11, 1965,
at 11:00 o'clock AM., before Ihls Court
in the probate court room in the court
house in Winona. Minnesota, and that
objections to the allowance ot said will,
if any, be Hied before said time of hearing; that the time within which creditors ol said decedent may file their
claims be limited lo four months from
the date hereof, and that the claims
so filed be heard on May 21, 19>65, at
11:00 o'clock AM., before Ihls Court
in the probate court room in the court
house in Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be given by publication of
this order in the Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice as , provid ed by
law.
Dated January IJ, 1965.
E. D. LIBERA..
Probale Judge.
(Probate Court Seal )
Streater, Murphy & Brosnahan,
Attorneys for Petitioner .
(1st

Pub.

Date, Wed.,

Jan. 27,

1965)

| BORROW HAPPINESS! Then, repay only Ihe money that brought It about.
Put a stop lo worry wilh en easy-toj
arrange, low-cost loan from the Installment Loan Department of
the
I
i
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK OF
I
WINONA. Tel. 2837.

Part-time Work
Available

National company needs 5 men In
this area to work a minimum of 15
hours a week for added Income. Must
have a serviceable car and want to
earn af least $35 extra or more per
week . For Interview contact Mr. Olson, at the Winona Hotel, on Frl*
Feb. 5, 12 noon to 2 p.m.

"

Attention

'
I
j
|
I

! CLOTHING altered to fit the new you,
| and measurements are kepi confidential, too. W . Betslnger, Tailor.

66 W. 2nd

i ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? I
Man or woman your drinking creates
! numerous problems . If you need and
want help, contact Alcoholics Annony
i
mous. Pioneer Group c/o General De
I
livery, Winona, Minn.
I
,
1
ATTENTION EARLY RISERS
right
with a hearty breakSTART the day
, fast at RUTH'S RESTAURANT. 126 E.
! 3rd. Open IA hours a day, except Mon.

PRINTER

TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELTS
SACROIL IAC SUPPORTS

5 GOLTZ PHARMACY
j

274 E. 3rd

Tel . 2S47

i Auto Service, Repairing

10

! FREE PICKUP and delivery when we j
i Install a new battery In your car.
\ ¦ FIRESTONE STORE, 200 W. 3rd .
|
~
i
-:

State of Minnesota ) St.
) In Probate
County of Winona
Court
;I
No. 15,986
j'
In Re Estate of
!
Martha Galewskl, Decedent .
Order for Hearing on Petition *or Ad
ministration, Limiting Time lo Pile
:
Claims and for Hearing Thereon
William H. Galewsk i having filed here- ;
in a petition for general administration jI
stating that said decedent died intestate
and praying that Victoria L, Galewski •!
be appointed administratrix;
!
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing '
thereof be had on February 1^, 1965 , ':
at 11 o'clock A.M., before this Court
in the probate court room In the court j'
house in Winona, Minnesota; that the
rime within which
creditors of said
decedent may file their claims be limited j
to tour months from the date hereof , i
and that the claims so filed be heard on
June 2, 1965. at 11 o'clock A. M., before !
this Court in the probate court room
in the court house in Winona, Minnesota,
and that notice hereof be given by pub<
lication of this order In The Winona
Daily News and by mailed nolice- as proi
vided by law.
Dated January 25. 1965.
E. D LIBERA,
Probale Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
George M Robcrtr.on Jr.,
Atlorney tor Pclltioner .
'
(Pub. Date , Wednesday, Feb. 3', 1965)
j
AN ORDINANC E TO VACATE
j
I
AN ALLEY
The City Council o( the City ol Win- :
i
ona, Minnesota, do .ordain:
Section 1 . That Ihe Easterly Fifty (50) J
feet of the alley
lying between Lots ;
and Twelve
(II) in Block ;
One ( 1 )
Sixteen (16 1 . Hamilton ' s Addlli&n to the
Cily of Winona in the Cily of Winona ;
be and the same Is hereby vacated and
abolished.
Section ?. This ordinance s^all take
effect and be in force from -and after
its pas' . age. approval and puhli calion.
!
Parked ot Winona . V.innesota February
I, 1M5.
«'
Harold Brie sath
i
Presiden t ol the City Council
AltfM'
i
John S. Carter
j
Clly Recorder
Approved February 2. 196S.
I
R. K. Elllnos '
Mayor

j

!

Business Services

j

INCOrV.E TAX RETURNS prepared by (I
qualified accountant. 201 ¦ W. Broad
way. Tel. 8-309J

Plumbing, Roofing

21

1

FOR THAWING frozen water pipes. Tel.
St. Charles 932-3640. St. Charles WeldIng & Machine.

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Jerry 's Plumbing

til E. 4th

Tel.

SANITARY

HEATING
Tel.

H. CHOATE & CO.

9394

PLANNING A NEW HOUSE? Choose
your plumbing ai. carefully as you
choose you r lot . Call

2737

Situations Wanted—Mole 30

|I WORK
|

DINGY, OLD FASHIONED launctry tub; '
have been replaced!
See the new
Srrva Sink Molded stone construction ,
Is
with vi rtually stain-proof surface
strong and sanitary, easy to keep clean,
Wall hung or metal storage cabinet
extra.
'

Frank O'Lauqhlin
R

PLUMBING 1 HEA TING
207 E. 3rd
Tel . 3703

Help Wanted—Female

Interesting full-time work in
all phases of department
stoie display. Aptitude for
attractive window , dept.
and counter displays as well
as store trim and decoration.
Contact
Mr . A. H. Krieger
Tel. 2871
Main Office

For clogged sewers and drains
Tel 9509 or 6436
1 year guarantee

&

DISPLAY
MANAGER

40 Hr. Week

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER

PLUMBING
E. 3rd St .

Excellent opportunity for
experienced auto or handfed Platen press operator
with lockup experience . Prefer applicants with minimum of 3 years experience .
Ideal location in beautiful
medium size town in Southeastern Minn . In your confidential reply state age ,
education , experience and
salary requirements . Write
A-9 Daily News.

14 i

BE CHOOSY) Insist on experts to clean j
your expensive carpeting . Insist on I
WINONA RUG CLEANING SERVICE, !
116 W. 3rd. Tel. 3722.
j

16J

Increased business this year
requires immediate expansion. We need : 1. Experienced furniture movers with
tractors. 2 . Moving men
without tractors — will assist in financing. 3. Men to
learn business. Paid training, loads and uniforms.
Write :

Hodgins Mayflower,

| LOFTY pile, tree from soil Is the carpet
! cleaned with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
I shampooer, Jl. R. t>. Cone Co.

!

WANTED

Two strong healthy, men, willing te
work .« hours per week . Car a
necessity married, age 21-37. Guarantee to start $110 a -week . See Mr.
Olson, Thurs., Feb . 4, 7 to * p.m. «f
the Winona Hotel.

W A N T E D by A hlcjh schoo-1 |unlor . Saturdays And after school. TeL
3506.

Business Opportunities

37

Commercial Buildings

26

ond crMll !
COMBINATION CASHIER
manager wanted
In popular
priced
ladies apparel <-.hop, experience pretcrrea bu ' YJ II*
Irsiln. rltAftcc
lor
advancement . Write A-17 Dally News. .
!,
LADY TO DO general cleaning on Thur». :
Write A-15 Dally News.
YOU CAN EARN »O-J40 weekly. No expnriencr necessary,
we Irnin
you. (;
Avon Cosmetics nre in great demand.
Write Hrlcn Scott, Box 76A, Roches
1er, Minn.

Two downtown building*, suitable fo r
(jrtraqr , marine operation , etc. Main
huildino, 30x60' , tin*, overhead door
in front , folding floors to rear, clean
dry ha'.ernrnt . t : ronl recently remodeled
for
dif.pl/iy
purposes
Rear
hu tldimi, 30x40' , htfs nrw roof, CQQcrplr (loor rt nrt drain , 3 folding gar«g< doors. All In excellent condition.

A partment Si te

300' Irontnne on \vr vicf rond ^onrrj
commercial
Rcnsonflhly priced At
J12750.

Downriver

Dale. Wednesday, Feb. 3, 1965)
MM)' nf level land on Servi ce Rnad
on Hwy 61 InYnl location (or motel
AN ORDlriAMCE TO AM.END
'
C O C K T A I L WAITRESS. Write A.13 Dally
or -..jr vke MMIon
THE CODE Of THE CITY OF
News.
WINONA. MINNESOTA, 1»5»
!
The City Council nt Ihe City ol WinE X P E R I E N C E D -HOUSEKEEPER -want- j
ona, Minnesota , dr> ordain:
\
ed, to live In and care for elderly cou- |
That Section 51 53 of Ihe '
Section 1 .
pie. Write A-12 Dally News.
|
Cod e of the City of Winona, Minnesota,
1959, duly passed by Ihe City Council
SUPER MARKET CHECKER—lull time ; 601 M' aln St .
Tet, 28*9
I
on Snplember 19, 1960, which section
j
job replacing 10-year employe. Good
establishes no-park Ing rtreas, be nnd the|'
[
working conditions Paid vacation , nossame Is amended by adding thereto the ! pllallrnllon Insurance . Experience pre| Money to Loan
40
following:
lerred hut not essentlrtl. Our employes
)
HUr-'F STREET on fhe east side, from
know ot this ad. Give complete details
the soulh line ol Sanborn Slreet to the
plus two references. Write A-3 Dally
norlh line of Howard Street .
News.
Section ?. This ordinance shall be In
force and take r-ffeef from and after
PLAIN N O IK - A U T O - F U R N I T 1 I R E
Ih p/i-.',ii(R . approval and publication,
HOUSEWIVES
170 E. irrt
lei 7914
Pa- .sed at Winona, Mlnnesnlw , February
Enloy ; Independent Income, Earn ni
j
M r v 1 a.m. tn 5 p.m.. Snt. 1 t m. lo noon
1, 1965.
you lr?arn Sp/sre time, lop quality
Harold Br lesnlli
plastic, food container company needs
President ol the C i t y Council
women to plan, participate In home
Horses , Cattle , Stock
Atle- .t:
43
partiev rim . Limy
No CKperionce
John S. Carter
needed Molt friendly people Make
City Recnrdrr
e x t r a money. Por private Interview,
SHRUND PONV ... yonrllno Mly colt,
Appioved February 2. 196V
call the distributor
nenrosr you ;
IS«. 1 el BUBMUfcJ .
II . H . I.TIInfjs
M H SAI.P5
Mayor
IOT S , Wabasha, SI. Pnul
NOTICl
I michorn Soles Commission' !
Te-I. m ? M
«« vclllna orrteir, Venl . IJ lo I; hof^
(Isl Puh Dntr. Wrd.. Feb , 3. 1965)
RAIMMOW SALES
/inrt
nhcpp.
I lo ) :M C.ntlln r.nle sl,irli
'
ADVERTISE MENT FOR BIDS
320a liloorrilnnton Ave.. Mpls.
noinnlly M 1 30. Vrnl nrrMnn Uie.
A G O R E O A T E SPREADER
Tel PA 1 2411
villi ho Mild Inler In »nl« . Snlo Dny
WINONA . MINNESOTA
mvcry r-flrtrty.
Senled proposal ¦, will be received up
to Mnmlay, February 15, 1P65, at 7:3011
(lit . Pub. Dale. Wed. Jan. la, 1943)
T O U R SOWS ilu« Feb 111 w i t h lec.antl
p.m , for furnlslilruj Ihe Clly of Winona, Stnte ot Minnesota j %,.
litter. Rny PetrrMin, HI. 2. Houfton,
Minnesota, for use in fhe Street Der«si. Buj iia .
County of Wlnonn
) In Probale Courl
pnrtnicnt with ona neuronal e spreader,
NO. 15 ,978
all In accordant*- wltti the vnecillcatlons
SPRINGING H O L S T E I N hellerj; HoMeln
In ft* Estate Of
bull lor snlc or lense, Irnin BOO Ib. dnm.
tllfrrtor r now on tile with the City
Jara Fuhlbruegge, also kn«wn as,
Spelli Broi., t ewi Mon. Tol. 2953.
Engineer.
Sarah Fuhlbrutgge, Decedent.
PrcposaK fiiu*. t he ncctimpanled hy !
Order lor Hearing on Pttlllon for Ad- P U R E B R E D Duroc honrj.
a certified check In the amount ol five
alio Landrso
ministration, Limiting Tims lo Pile
llonr. . Cllttard Unll, l.ane«boro, Minn .
percent (.*>'¦; ) of the bid.
Claim* and tor Hearing Thereon
(Pilot Mound)
The right to r r l e c t miy nnd all bids
Rebecca S, I uhlliiutooo havlnu filed
il hereby reserved .
herein a petition for oeneral admlnlslra
M/lll all l) l(l> to;
P U R E 0 R E D spotlcrt Polnnd China bonrs,
flon Ruling thai said decedent died
John S. Carter
priced lor quick Mile . Lowell DalicmK,
Intestate and praying that M/lnona Nn
title n, Minn. lei. St . Chflrlca m-Mi7.
City
Recorder
llonnl and Savings flank bo appointed
iHlmlnlslrnlori
I KV.SII Hohfrfn rows nn<t fielt«ri. H C.
(IM Puh. Date , Wed , Feb 3, l»65)
IT IS OROtl RI O, That rhe hearing
Mnlnrrin, Indi-po nrlcm o, wis
rel 984.
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
thereof be lind on Eebruary 11, 1965 ,
J :ISI .
FOR
at 11:00 o'clock A.M., beiore Ihls Courl
TRAILER MOUNTED ASPHALT
In Ihe probate roun room In lha courl
Nt'w from Beebe
MAINTENANCE UNIT
tiouse In Wlnofia, Minnesota; that Ih*
WINONA. MINNESOTA
time within which credltori of said
Sealed proposals will he received up ' decedent may file their claims he limit
lo Monday, February 15 , 1 US. at I X i rd lo lour monthv Irom the date hereof ,
For Mastitis
p m for furnish inu Ihr Clfy- of Wlnonn, nnd thai the ijnims so fllc<! be heard
Minnesota, tor use In Ihr Street De on Mny 21, 1961, ol ||:00 o 'clock A.M.,
7l)c
partment,
wllh
ona trailer
Mounted betor i this Court In Ihe probate courl
Save l(l* „ on cartons of 12
Asptialt Maintenance Unit, all In ac- room In the court house In Winona,
cordance wllh the srxic Ideations there- Minnesota, and that notice hereof be
fore now on (He with the C ily Engineer given hy publication ol Ihti order In
Animal Heallh Center
Proposal-, mus t l>r accom panied by a the Winona Oall y New. and by mailed
certified (heck
in the amount of five notice ns provided hy law.
pfrrenf (V , } o* ttw hjd
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
Onltnl January Iff, I9M.
44
Trm rlflht to re|ecl any and all lildi
I.. 0. L I B E R A ,
is hereby re-,rr vrrtt .
Probale Judge.
ROWCKAMP'S Ctllckj, Ghostla-y Pearl 63i
Mall all bids lo:
(Probate Criurt Seal I
While Rocks . Dny old and iloiled up
I
John S Carler , j
Streater , Murphy «. Ilromirtion,
to 20 wcoks. ROWKKAMP'S HAfCHCity Recorder I Attorneys tor Petitioner .
E.RY, l.ewltlon, Minn. Tel. 3741.
(Pub

, LOANS T,rS"

* THC f-ltfST mHQ -*H) GOTTA LtARH ABOUTVftlVI tt ' A CAR 151
ALWAYS- WCK TWf OOOflS WW* iA SWOT 0LOWIN' THE HORN.'
By Ed Dodd

KORTA-MAST

TED MAIER DRUGS

Poultry* Eggs, Supplies

44 Musical Merchandls*

DEKALB 20 weak old pullers, fully vac
elnaled, light controlled, railed on slat
floors. Available year around. SPELTZ
CHICK HATCHERy. Rollingstone. Minn.
Tal. MW-S311.

Wanted—Livestock

46

HOLSTEIN SPRINGING COWS and half
tr* wanted, also open and brad half
«r». E. E. Gremelsbach. Inc., Lewiston,
Minn. Tel. 4161.
~
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A real good auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattla on hand all
weeks, hogs bougnt every day. Trucks
available Sale Thurs. Tal. 3M7.

Farm Implement!

48

HORSE CUTTER — |n fair condition,
US. Clifford Jenson, Rt. 1, Whalan,
Minn. Tel. 447-2237.
WANT USED Allis Chalmers round baler.
Earl W. Gesme, Jolce, Iowa.
~~
""
USED CHAIN SAWS
'44 Wright saw , like new.
'43 Wright saw, A-l condition, *47.50.
Strunk chain saw with 20" bar, $25.
Used Simplicity snow blower, demo.
Used Homellte 420 chain saw, 20"
bar, reconditioned. Perfect.
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
2nd 8. Johnson
Tel. USS

BUY
WITH CONFIDENCE
when you buy MINNESOTA
farm implements. See the
Minnesota Manure Spreaders on display, especially
the 110 single beater spreader. Coming soon, the new
160 single beater manure
spreader. Check today for
details.

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"BREEZY ACRES'"

South on New Hwy 14-61
Hay, Grain, Feed

SO

EAR CORN lor sale. Dean Martin. Tel.
Peterson {75-5198.

Articles for Sale

57

70 Farms, Land for Sale

The Finest Woods

from all over the world are
used in the manufacture of
quality guitars . . . sprue,
from Alaska, rosewood from
South America , ebony from
Africa .. .
See The

Two Tops In Frets
Gibson & Epiphone
GUITARS
At Your Complete
Guitar Center

HALj^&ARD

Tel.

AUEBEN OLSON, Utlca
Tel. St. Charlei 9M-3796

Guitar Center
Telephone 8-2S21

BY BUILDER. New 3-bedroom*. large
kitchen, bulH-Irt stove and oven, dining
area, ceramic tile bath and shower,
gas forced air heat, attactied 2-car garage. Tel. 9745 or I-J592 for appointment.
IF YOU WANT to buy, Mil or trade
ba sur* to aee Shank, HOMEMAKER'S
EXCHANGE, SSI E. 3rd.
E. CENTRAL LOCATION. Walking dlstance to downtown. Churches, schools
close by. 3 bedrooms, living room and
dining room. Large lot. 2-car garage.
Oil heat. A cozy home with the right
price. Call us on this buy. ABTS
AGENCY, INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut
St. Tel. 8-««5 or afler hours : E. R.
Clay 5-2737; Bill Zlebell 4B54; E. A.
Abts 31)4.

FAMOUS ALADDIN blue flame keresent
hsateri. No smoke, no smell, burns 2J
hours on 1 gallon. Also ranges, gas or
oil heaters . Service and parts. RANGE
OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th St. Tel.
mi. Adolph WlehalowsW.

Wanted to Buy

175 Lafayette

WANTED-addlng machine.
900 E. 7th. Tel . 2017.

~

Hank Olion,

373 E. Jrd St.
We Buy
We Sell
Furniture— Antloues -Tools
and other Mcms.
Tel. 8-3701

IS HERE. See the snowplowj now on display at WINONA FIRE 8. POWER CO,
5< E. 2nd St. Tel. 5065. (Across Irom
the new parking lot).

"" DAILY

NEWS

-

MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
Bab y Merchandise
L U L L A B Y E:

CRIBS, full panel, adlustable
snrlng, large casters, plnstlc te'thlng
r^ 'ls. Choice of whiff? or chestnut finI'h . «9.55 HORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE, 3C2 Mankato. Optn cvenlnrjs.

65

LA7Y A BURBANK Rimett 30 Ihs . for
tl 50) cooklna and entlno apples 11.50
P'T bu. WINO NA POTATO MARKET ,
118 Mkt.

Guns, Sporting Goodt

66

BUY NOW
SAV E MONEY!
New prices on guns and ammunition have advanced .
While our present stock
lasts , we will sell at the
old prices.
NEUMANN 'S
BARGAIN STOI1E
121 E. 2nd St.
Tel . 8-2133
Houiahold ArticUs

67

IT'S terrlllc the way we 're telling Blue
Lustre fo r cleaning rufjs and upholstrry.
Rent electric ihaimpooar, ll. H. Chfrala
«. Co.

Musical Merchandise

70

We Service and Stock
Needles for All
RECORD PLAYERS

Hardt 's Musi.c Store
E. Ira ll.
II*

New Four
Bedroom Colonial

White clapboard wllh green shutters,
red brick chimney, double garage ,
mullloned windows. Big living room
with Virginia stone fireplace, Irultwood kitchen cablnels and ad|olning
family room, powder room, ceramic
bath , second fireplace ol handsome
rod .brick In basement. Buy now and
chose yoor colors. Can be completed within 30 days.

90.

Down

RENT

at 321 Main St.

~
3T6 ACRES

3-bedrcons apt. on Hrst floor Including living room, dining room, kitchen
and bath. Second lloor apt. has living room, 1 bedroom, kitchen and
balh . Separate entrance. Automatic
heat. Only 512,500.

Available

1. Select location
2. 148 II. dairy barn
3. 55 stalls, stanchions 8, water cups,
new ,
4. Jtm-ieswny pipeline milker complete, new.
5. Solar bulk lank Grade A milk
house, Chlcopo market.
«. Berg barn cleaner enclosed loading dock .
7. Paved barnyard.
t. (2) 50 It. silos with unloader.
,. Large loafing shed
10. 40 K M Quonset mechlne shed.
11. Steel corn cribs
17. Several other sood buildings.
13. An all modern larm houitv
14. F.H.A. financing to a qualified
buyer.
15. May be purchaaad with or without
complete Una of new and nearly
new machinery and 55 HI grade
llolslaln cows plus young stock.
The owner must sell now
(Doctors Orders)

No asking price on this
farm , Just on. selling
price
$40,(XX)
Machinery & cattle at Inventory value —
approximately
$35,000
Robert Brockus, Broker
Tel. Osseo 597-3659
Strum 695-3157

Bufjdinp lot in cily, near downtown .
In good residential aria.
AFTm HOURS CALL:
l.eo Koil 4S81
Laura Fisk 2118
VV. L. (Wil) ) Holier 6-2UI
Boh Selover 7!27

f BOB

r

Merchants National Bank
of Winona

STATION
WAGONS

rW^

I C^.\-

t.

fctf viiAi .i i it^^)iy^s^^iVi^^i>vW-MiteM>>

Lots for Sals

IOO

CHOICE LARGE building lots and acrea(l» on blacktop hwy. In Bluff Siding,
country living and rnly 5 mlnulei fr om
Winona. Wide price range. John Mersolek. Tel. Fountain Clly 6B7 _ ?4|.

102
"

WILL PAY HIGHEST
FOR YOUR C I T Y

CASH PR ICtj
PROPERTY

(Wj nona' s Only Real
Tel. WB8 and 709}

Estate Buyer)
P.O . Bo* 343

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

Motorcycles, Bicycles

107

USED MCYCLES — all alios . KOLTt l!
HICVCLE SHOP, AOi Mankato. lol.
5441.
USED MOTORCYCLES-lf wa don 't have
what you wont In our Winona Store, we
will get If from our Eau Claire or i_a
Crosse shop. ROBB BROS. Motorcycln
Shop, 573 E. 4(h.

Trucks, Tract's Trailers 108
WE A«RE EXPERTS In our field. Truck
bodies, built, repaired, painted, |«f.
fared. BERG'S, jpjfl W. 4lli. Tel. 4ni.
FORO - 1943 I'j ton FIDO pickup, 35,000
miles , excellent condition. Palmar Halverson, Houston, Minn.
WILL IS JEEP - 1943, with snow plow
and removable pushing attachment,
9,500 actual miles. Excellent condition.
Sell ing to settle •¦.tale. Mrs. Lester
Dean, Whitehall, Wla. Tel. KEY S 4410
or KEY D-8304.

Used Cars

Pontiac Wagon ... $2495
Hambler Wagon .. $1695
Chevrolet Wagon . $1495
Valiant Wagon ... $1195
Ford Wagon
$1095
$ 895
Ford Wagon
Rambler Wagon .. $ 695
Dodge Wagon .... $ 595
Ford Wagon
$ 395

109

RAMBLER - 1940 4-door, t, cyllnuer,
standa rd transmission, oood rumum
condition, tin* starter on cold mornings. Tel. 7119.
Ol. DSMOBILE-190O Super 111 4-donr sedan, power sleerlno, power
brakts.
low mileage . A-1 condition. Privately
owned. Tel. 7B79.

Telephone Your Want Ads

Telephone Your Want Ads to The Winona Dail y News
to The Winona Dally News
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker. Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

HAVING TROUBLE
START ING?
So is nearly everyone else.
This car is guaranteed to
start no matter what the
weather or we will pay to
get it started,

A U C T I ON j

,
*
\
'
j
k

NYSTROM' S
Chrysler - Plymouth
Open Friday Nights

"
f

Mobi le Homes, Trailsri 111 ?
RENT OR SALE - Trailers and camo
eri. LEAHY'S, Buffalo Clly, Wis. Tal
Cochrane M8-2J32.

Auction Sales
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER. City and state licensed
and bonded 552 Liberty SI, (Corner
E. 51h and Liberty) Tel. Attn.
AUCTION I I I Household, Livestock or
General LYLE L. BOBO, Rl 3, Hous
ton, Winn. Tel. Hokah 894-2103. Ll
censed & Bonded .

j
I
I

Sale Starts 11:30 A.M.
Doors open for inspection of equipment at 10:00 A.M.
| of
BUILDIN G FOR SALE — This 30x70 ft. building
cement block construction is situated on a lot 30 by 150
feet in size. Featuring radiant heating in the floor for
dr aftless working conditions, an 18x18 foot office space
and showroom, front and rear overhead doors , floor pit,
upstairs storage and rest room facilities. An oil fired
furnace and new roof make this- a desirable piece^of real
estate. The present owner is willing to give excellent terms
of one-fourth down and the remainder at 5%.
We are inviting inspection of the building immediately
and if not sold by time of auction will be offered at
auction sale.
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT - Tire changing tools;
1 mechanical body jack ; 2 four-ton hydraulic jacks ; 1
two-ton hydraulic jack ; headlight aligning gauges ; Champion ignition scope; battery booster with polarity pro' t inch cable, 200
lector; spark plug cleaner and tester ; A
feet , new; % inch cable, 300 feet , used; cylinder ridge
remover; 4 snatch blocks ; parts cleaner ; time clock ;
J/ inch electric drill ; Lincoln air operated grease gun ;
*
acetylene generator with cart ; large file type cash register; Storm cylinder boring bar ; Lemco brake drum lathe;
HEAVY DUTY WKECKER AND 1% TON TOW TRUCK.
300 AMP PORTABLE WELDER ON V* TON PICKUPTERMS MAY BE ARRANGED DAY OF SALE.
JOE'S AUTO SERVICE
JOE THEISMANN. OWNER
WABASHA, MINN
Don Tiffany, Elgin , Minn,, Auctioneer
Heit Realty , Inc., Durand , Wis., Clerk
Represented by Ev Marcou , Wabasha , Minn.
tt *-

> ->.

<y?- * f f ?xs
^ ?^<

^

40 Years in Winona
Lincoln-Mercury-Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Friday Evenings
and Saturday p.m.

"SMOKE OUT"
a Sizzling Deal Today
While the
FIRE'S REALLY HOT!

1962 RAMBLER
Custom
4-door sedan , 6 cylinder , automatic transmission , heater, a real cream puff.

W INON A UTO ""
RAMSLtP /

\ DODGl

# SALES ft

Open Mon . k Fri. Eve.
3rd & Mankato Tel. H-nfi-l !)

LET'S FACE IT!
THIS IS THE
TIME OF YEAR
you want n car you can
depend upon to start . . , to
Ret there , . . and bring you
home again '.

SELECT
from
ONE OF THE

45

CLEAN
USED CARS

WALZ

BUICK-OLDSMOniLK- *fiMC
Open Friday Niulita
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1 AUCTION I
^

This\ is a complete sell out of all personal property
j located 2 miles west of Mondovi , Wisconsin on Federal
5 Highway 10>

;g
%
|

Sale begins promptly at 12:00 Noon.
FEB 1 — Thurs. 10 a.m. 620 State St.,
Lunch will be served.
La Crosse. Wis. Cameron Molor Co.
Auction; Schroeder & Kohner, auc56 OUTSTANDING REGISTERED AND HI-GRADE
tioneers; Community Loan & Fin. Co,
k JERSEYS (30 COWS) — 7 Jersey cows, springers, Regisclerk.
* tered; 6 Jersey cows, fresh and open, 2 Registered ; 11
FEB. 5—Frl., 1:30 p.m. I rnllej N. ol f
Jersey cows, due April and May , 4 Registered and 7
Mondovi on "H" to "Albany J Road, '
\ grade; 6 Jersey cows , bred for fall freshening/2 Registhen l mile E. Dale Johnson, owner
Joh nson 8, Murray, auctioneers; Gat*
tered , 4 grade ; 10 Registered Jersey heifers, bred for
WJ C^CH E V R 0 L iT tf^O. way Credit, Inc., clerk,
\
% July and August ; 2 Grade Jersey heifers, bred for July
6.—Sat. 12 noon. ? miles W. ot
and August; 5 Registered Jersey yearling heifers ; 2 grade
105 Johnson
Tel. 2396 FEB.
Mofidovl, Wis. on Federal Hwy. 10
Jersey yearling heifers ; 1 Purebred Jersey bull calf , 1
Open Friday Night Until 9:00
Eberl Alme Jr., property; James Heike, ;
<> month old; 2 Purebred Jersey heifer calves; 4 grade
auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., dark.
1 Jersey heifer calves; 1 Hereford cow. This is one of the
* outstanding Jersey herds in the area. Excellent breeding,
I
s
young and productive , with some cows having records of
, over 600 lbs. of B.F. The average herd test for the past
k three months was 5.7% . All animals are calfhood vaci 'f cinated . All cows have been checked for pregnancy by
; the veterinarian. Regardless of weather, cows will b«
t
CHARLES AND MHO USTBY
V s- sold under cover.
24 PUREBRED SPF HAMPSHIRE HOGS - 5 Hamp^
J shire sows, due Feb.; 12 Hampshire gilts, averaee wt.
A 225 lbs.; 6 Hampshire boars, serviceable age; 1 Hamp\, shire boar , herd sire. All of these hogs are from certified
I Located: 2 miles east of Mindoro , Wis., on County Trunk f t ' Specific Pathegon Free (SPF) Breeding. All bred sows
'y v were purchased from the Bernard Friedrick farm at
ii "D" or 9 miles north of West Salem.
y Monticello, Wis. SPF hogs have become increasingly pop< ular because of their ability to make fast efficient gains
due primarily to disease free breeding and management.
FEED — 1,200 bales alfalfa hay ; 50 bales straw; 75
Lunch by Bells Coulee Ladies Aid
% Time: 11:00 A.M.
^
K:
-^ : bu . corn ; 75 bu. oats; 15 ft. of corn silage in 16 ft . silo.
DAIRY EQUIPMENT — 260 gallon Zero bulk tank
52 HEAD OF CATTLE — 25 cows, including 23 Guern- £
with automatic washer and step saver; 2 new Bou-Matic
A sey cows, 1 springer , 1 due in May, 8 fresh 30 to 60 days ;^
- ' milker units , complete with control box and stall cocks;
A and open , 13 fresh , milking good and rebred for fail ; 3
,,, stainless steel double compartment wash tank ; 30 gallon
A Holstein cows, 1 due in May, 2 milking and rebred ; 6
A Guernsey heifers , 2 years, bred for fall; 5 Guernsey heif- A •jl- gas water heater; gas milk house heater ; DeLaval pump
A ers, yearlings; 1 Holstein heifer , yearling; 2 Whiteface % y] and motor.
TRUCK — 1954 Ford 1-ton truck , complete with plat% heifers, yearlings ; 1 Angus-Crossbred heifer , yearling; 3 % i
I; form rack and duals , new rubber (very good condition ) .
A Guernsey heifer calves, 2 to 4 months; 1 Angus-Crossbred |
¦
HORSES — Pinto spotted riding horse , 9 years old ,
*; lieifer calf , 2 months; 1 Holstein heifer , 4 months; 1 '{: A
r
|
|very gentle, neck reins; sorrell mare colt; double horse
y Whiteface heifer calf , 2 months; 4 Whiteface steers, 2
A to 4 months; 1 Holstein steer , 4 months. A GOOD FARM % A trailer.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS — Monarch combination elecs HERD . GUERNSEYS WITH SIZE AND CONDITION , u U
|
trie
wood range (very good); M.W , milk pasteurizer ;
ALL
VACCINATES.
%
% U SpeedandQueen
washing machine ; 2 cots .
,
POULTRY — 240 HyLine hens ; hanging metal feeders f: | MACHINERY
A:
— This is an exceptionally clean line
corn;
;
1,800
bu
y, I; of well maintained machinery ready for operation ; new
.
GRAIN AND FEED - 1,500 bu. oats
g |
A 75 bu. 1963 shelled corn ; 2,800 bales 1st and 2nd cut hay;
John Deere 3020 Diesel tractor . 390 hours , fully equipped
;
: 000 bales straw- 13 ft. corn silage in 12 ft. silo. A NICE
I
including automatic transmission ; new John Deere No.
^
|
r LOT OF GOOD GRAIN AND FEED.
%¦ 10 side mounted mower ; new John Deere U-ft. ri gid
'i
2 TRACTORS AND EQUIPMENT - M. M. Model "7." % M wheel disc; new John Deere 8-ft . grain drill , complete
A tractor; cultivator for "Z" ; hyd. cyl. for "Z" ; heat cab U 1
¦ with fertilizer and grass seed attachment; John Deere
A for "Z" ; 1951 Model Ford tractor ; 2 Dearborn cultivators , fc ;;: 14-T baler (like new) ; John Deere hay conditioner ( like
r including one cultivator digger , comb. ; Dearborn and % :; new) ; John Deere No. 350 rake (very good condition ) ,
Ferguson 2-14-inch plows; No . 44 J.D . 2-14-inch plow on ¦ A complete with extra drawbar hitch ; John Deere 50-ft.
rubber; Dearborn lift type tandem disc; Dearborn and ;' :; elevator , complete with drag hopper , bale chute and
] \ Stockland scrapers; Ford jack ; No . 9 J.D. 7-ft . power f , ir swivel spout ; John Deere field chopper , complete with
X p. Vi hay and corn head ; Green Isle portable grinder-mixer ,
A mower , 3 point hookup type.
TILLING AND FERT. EQUIPMENT - W. cultivator) * •: like new , with 4 additional screens; Sprejidmaster PTO
; 3-section wood drag; 2-section spring tooth; Kelly-Ryan A A spreader; 2 power-trol cylinders (one high pressure) ,
* comfort cover.
- PTO manure spreader; New Idea 4-whcel manure sprend. - . OTHER MACHINERY - False endgate chopper box ;
' cr, on rubber; Lelloy .seeder type lime spreader , on rub' ,; portable feed hunk ; 2 calf crates; 2 steel water tanks:
lj ; ber: Little Giant trailer type lime spreader; Mayrath
. snow fence; International electric fencer ; rubbe r tired
: trailer type boom sprayer , on rubber , extra hand gun ,
(
n 2 barrels; 7 sprayer drop nozzles.
i * silage cart; McCulloch 44A chain saw very good): barn
~i
lime
spreader
;
30
cow
trainers
:
Stewart
electric clipper ;
'
CORN AND HAY EQUIPMENT — J.D . 290 cilrn r
;
(new ) ; electric
electric
barn
foggcr;
75
bu.
hog
feeder
planter , disc openers , on rubber , good cond.; McD . corn
hog watcrer; 260 gallon fuel barrel , specially lined for
binder ; W ood Bros , corn picker; McD . side del. rake; y r diesel fuel ( new) ; gas barrel .
bay tedder; J.D. 14T hoy baler , new in "00 ," good '
FARM FOR SALE — This i.s one of the choice RO
con.; Cardinal 40-ft . elevator , wide type with drag hopper
acre farms of the area . 75 acres of level , pro ductive soil ,
*
6(
1
h.p. gas motor.
and spout; Kohler
; balance in pasture with creek. The strict ly grade A barn
DAIRY EQUIPMENT - 2 Surge seamless units ; \. ¦v i.s :)()xl40 ft. , has 42 steel stanchions, barn cleaner ," adeSurge pump and motor; Surge utensil holders; pipeline * /¦'] quate pen room with grade A milk house adj acent. There
for 27 cows; Westinghouse fl-enn milk cooler; metal can
are 2 silos , one new |fi.\:)6 cement stave silo and 11x40
¦¦¦I tile. Farm lias all the necessary buildings including marack ; in 10-gallon cans; McD. separator.
MOTIVE EQUIPMENT - WinPower 5 ton and Dear- * il chine shed , hog barn , granary , corn crib , garage, etc.
Spacious , well kept country home has furnace and bath.
born rubber tired wagons ; 2 triple wagon boxes ; Kxl4 flat /
A The farm boasts a choice location situated only 2 miles
rack with sides; bob Med; hyd. wagon jack; 2 wheel
trailer.
[, A. west of Mondovi on Highway 10. Excellent financing avall'
MISCELLANEOUS - Silage cart ; J . D. PTO tire ? !; able.
."
Prospective buyers are invited to ^aspect this fine line
pump; 40 grain sacks; set harness; line shaft ; platform
of
property
anytime previous to dny of sale.
scale; Winner fanning mill; 2 metal feed tanks; 32 ft, '/ 4
Terms: Under $10.00 cash; over that amount c;»sh or
extension ladder; some fertilizer; some woven wire ; pile ' ?:
;* \\ down and balance in monthly payments. T'< added to
scrap iron; wagon box feed bunk ; small size oil burner;
2 burner kerosene heater; lawn mower; 7xfl building,
'¦ balance for 6 months. Your credit is always good with th«
A good condition , has been used for ice fishing house or ' < Northern Investment Co.
!:¦: would make good brooder house; usual small tools and
EBERT ALME , JR .
i
r equipment and other items .
t
James
Heike
and
Northern Investment Co., Owners
TERMS: $15.00 and under cash. Over that amount V* '<:
, Mondovi , Wisconsin
James
Iteike,
Auctioneer
|
down ond balance in monthly installment.
Northern Investment Co. , Lester Senty, Cleik
l*|
Alvin Kohner and Russell Schroeder . Auctioneers
Rep. by Chuck Accola , Mondov i , Wisconsin
Marvin Miller , Repr . Community Uan
I
i\
& Finance Co., Clerk
A.^ y
and John L. Senty, Independence, Wis.

|
%
1
|
i
A

CARL FANN, JR.
AUCTIONEER, Bonded and Licensed.
Tel. 864-7111
Rushford, Minn.
FEB. 1 — Thurs.
E. ol Hesper
Carl t. Wennes,
Bank of Mabel,

12:30 p.m. 1V4 miles
Leroy Sfreef , owner
auctioneer; First Nat'l
clerk.

j

Saturday, February 6
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we Advertise Our Prices _

Automatic transmission , radio, heater , full power , tutone finish , real sharp,

Tel 2340
120 Center St.

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Friday Evenings

V-8, automatic transmission. Price is right so hurry.
First come , first served.

Many, to Choose
From
'63
'63
'62
'62
'60
'59
'59
'58
'57

V ENABLES

1962 CHEVROLET
Impala

1962 BUICK
Electra 225

,o
,

98 Wanted—Real Estate

Located in the town of Garden Valley, fl miles N.W. of
Alma Center. Tlie type of
farm seldom offered for
sale.
Consider these features *.

MIDWEST
REALTY CO.

Payment

Home And Income

91

94

$400

and assume Gl rnorlsage balance,
will buy a sturdy Ihrce bedroom
In Wlncre st, big lot , bath with vanity,
gas heal.

THREE-ROOM APT., near downtown, 1
bedroom. Available Mar. 1. S?5 per
month. Stove, rclrlgerMor, heat and air
Inquire
First
conditioning furnished.
National Dank. Trust Dept.

64 Farms, Land
_ for Sale

BF.DROOM
BARGAINS
nt
BURKE'S
FURNITURE MART. Solid hardworxi
triple dresser with tilting mirror, chest
end cnnnonball bed . Snlem maple finIh
$130 at BURKC'S FURNITURE
MART , Jrd & Franklin.

Good Things to Eat

Three bedrooms, nice kitchen, new
bath, ell . heat, big oarage. Total
price 530,500. Pay $1,000 down, balance like rent.

THIRD E. 157 ' ,—4 rooms mid balh. modern, oil space healer furnished . Tel.
2V15 or 6067.

Garages for Rent

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

Big Brick
Low Price

HEATED 2 bedrooms, carpeted llvlno
room, all electric kitchen, washer and
dryer furnished. Tal . 2083.

St All WOOD-I' to 10' lenohts. delivered ,
Si).50 cord; sawed lonnths to lit you r OARAG E FOR
Tel. -1717.
stove, »15 cord delivered. Tel. 9D05 ,

for fast, efficient , service.

Lady Be Good

to yourself , see this three bedroom
two bath homa In top west location.
Pine panelled kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, vaulted celling in
living room, separate dining area,
biq amusement room, and ad|acent
screened porch. Move right In.

PRIVATE BEDROOM In large mobile
home, kitchen, TV , full privileges, linens provided. Wan! someone present
when ewner travels. Man, 30 or over .
Tel. H331.

KINO E . 267-lc1e.i l ground lloor apt.,
turnl-.hcd. suitable for 1 or
Coal , Wood, Other Fuel 63 completely
2 people, private hotti , private entrance.
Rent reasonable end healed. Inquire 267
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and en|oy the
E. King.
comfort of automatic personal care.
Keep full
service- complete
burner EFFICIENCY APT., furnished, private
care. Budget planned nnd puaranl.cd
balh, half bloc k lo bus. Tel. 9065 after
price. Order today from JOSWICK'S
5.
EAST END COAL & Oil CO., 901 E
Blh . Tel. 3369 .

Installment Loan Dept.

Two bedroom and den home near
the lake, dream kitchen with family
room, beamed ceiling, deluxe ceramic bath, under $18,000.

ROOMS FOR MEN, with or without
housekeeping privileges. Tel . 4BS9.

IDEAL FOR 2 working men . Partly furnished Including slov?. refrigerator and
sink combination . Write Central Apts.,
165 Huff. Tel. 5374 or 8-23AC.

See Our

It 's Little
It 's Lovely

Rooms for Housekeeping 87

59 Apartments, Furnished

Behind The Wheel !

3-bedroom home with pine panelled
living room, big fireplace, oak panelled den, garage ln basement, 2V.
acre setting . SI7,500.

86

VOUNOER BUILDING-opposlte post office. Living room, dinette with pullman
kitchen, bnth . Ideal lor bachelor or
working girl. Available March 1. Tel.
3648.

Let US Put YOU

Overlooking
The River

SIXTH W. 201'.^— Ideal central location. 1bedroom upper apt., gas heat, new balh
wlfh shower and tub, private entrance.
Inquire 313 Washington.

Snow Plow Season

AUTO LOAN

120 Center St.

j

ROOM FOR GIRL with kitchen privileges. Tel. t-nt,.

OK UOTD FURNITUMTSTORE Apartments, Flats

'

~

FEB. »-Ti/« _ . 11 a.m. 1 mlHM C, at
Mindoro, Wis. on County Trunk O.
Charles ft Milo Ustbv, owners; Kohner
t, Schroeder; auctioneers; Community
Loan l Fin. Co., clerk.

Saturday, February 6

$2695

$1595

V 'i h"> "

Everett i. Kttwwr
iM walnut . Tal. •.3710, after haun 7|u

' Having reached retirement age I am going to sell tlie foi¦« lowing personal property and real estate on 2nd Street
m the City of Wabasha , Minn. Entire sale to be conducted
under cover in the "Wabasha Transfer Building next door
" to my place of business located on second street downtown Wabasha , Minn .

1964 CHEVROLET
Impala
4-door hardtop , automatic
transmission , radio , heater ,
power steering, one owner,
extremely low mileage , still
has factory warranty.

Radio , heater, 6
cylinder , automatic transmission ,
solid beige finish ,
bucket
seats,
whitewall t i r e s ,
V driven only 24,065
miles.

AymWmWW^^^z$!^<»

ove*
c,£\_
Tel. 2849
O W *"*

Sam Weisman & Sons

SEE OUR SELECTION ol used refrigerators, TV acts and ranges. B & B
ELECTRIC, 153 E. 3rd.

i with a

Tal. 52<0 or 4400

fijOB

81

Rooms Without Meals

ENJOY
A NEW CAR NOW

, Prompt Service
Real Estate Sales
& Loans
FRANK WEST AGENCY

;

SEE THIS
BEAUTY
IN OUR
INDOOR
SHOWROOM

"I've been cleaning^out the boss's desk — and he
complains about women's pocketbooks!"

Auction $*!••
r>
Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

FEB. I-Mon., 10:30 a.m. » milej $. F£B. «—Tues. t pjn. 4 miles NeT. at
Durand en Hwry. 15, then Vh mile*
of Eau Claire on Hwy. K to "HH,"
E. on County TrunK A and Mi mlla
then E. 3 miles and Vi mile S. on til
N. Wm. J- Poesclial, owner; Jim
weather road. Lea Woodford, owner ;
Gateway Credit.
Heike,
auctioneer;
Johnson & Murray, auctioneers; Gete»¦ way Credit, Inc., clerk
Inc.. clerk.
.

"Ford Dealer"
St. Charles , Minn.

1962 FALCON
Futura

75

FEB . *-Sat., 1:30 p.m. l'/j miles N. of
RidBeland on Hwy. 3J to "A," Wen
1 milt W lo 1st road N., 1st farm.
Phillip Wlrtti, owner; Johnson t, Murray, auctioneer!,- Gateway Credit, Inc.,
clerk.

O & J MOTOR CO.

THREE-BEDROOM home, newly redecorated, garage, centrally located. Tel.
1-1(63.

D. MODEST 2-bedroom, 1-floor home on
full lol. All hardwood flooring. Gas
Sewing Maehlnu
73 fired forced air baseboard heat. Good
Don't forget that you can tell a lot of the stuff you clean out at home or office
by calling 3321 tor a Dally Ntw* Classified Ad.
condition. Located east in W.K. School
USED NECCHI Zl .zao tewing machine
district. Priced to sell at *5,500. ABTS
In deluxe walnut desk, only SI1S. WIAGENCY, INC.. Realtors, 159 WalNONA SEWING CO., 551 Huff St. Tel.
nut St. Tel. 8-4345 day or nights.
Used Cars
109 Used Cart
109
9m
HOMES FOR SALE: Ready to finish
CHEVROLET?, 1 19561, 1 atralghl slick,
save you thousands of Wl In
Specials at- the Stores
1 automatic; 1-1957 station waQon; 1
74 homes
building costs. The borne of your choice
1953, straight stick . Will take trade-ins.
ls erected with guaranteed materials
Inquire Mankato Deep Rock . Tal. 9752.
ON HAND NOW—Commodore hand eddand construction labor. Prices from
Inj machine. , column list and total,
I33J5. No money down, financing availFORO-19.3
Galaxie 500 4-door, Cruisodirect subtraction, credit balance, comable to qualified buyers. Visit or write
matlc, radio, heater, mow tires, A-l
pact tlie (size ol telephone bate). Also
today for complete Information.
shape,
low
mileage. Gerald Baures, Rt.
available In eleclrlc model. WINONA
FAHNING HOMES - Waterville, Minn.
2, Fountain cily/ (Bluff Siding).
TYPEWRITE R SERVICE, 161 E. 3rd.
Tel. W300.
HOMES-FARMS-LOTS—ACREAGES
CORNFORTH REALTY
La Crescent, Minn.
Tel. (95-2104
Stoves, Furnaces, Parts
OIL HEAT, 4 or S room tire with fan;
smell white kitchen oil heaterj also
rubbish burner. IM High Forest.

FEB. tr— Sat. 11:30 a.m. Joe's Auto Service Auction, Webasha Transfer Bldg..
?nd St., Wabasha, Minn. Jo* Thtlsmann, owner ; Don Tllfany, aocllonetr;
Helt Realty, Inc., cleric.

1963 PLYMOUTH Valiant 2door, 6-cylinder, ' straight
drive, low mileage. Car
like new and priced to
sell .
1963 FORD Country Sedan
Station Wagon, V-8, standard shift, full guarantee.
1959 FORD 2-door hardtop ,
V-8, Cruisomatic, color
red. Sharp! Priced right.
1958 FORD Country Sedan
Station Wagon , V-8, overdrive. A real buy I

99

THREE OR FOUR bedroom home, by
owner, 3 battis, carpeted and drapes.
ceramic tile, double garage, screened
porch. Immediate occupancy. Tel. <05*.

Auction Salts

Tel

" HOT VALUES
For A Cold Day

Rushford U4-93H

Houses for Salt

109

FORD-19A3 XL-500, A l condition.
53C7 between S end 5:30.

BOYUM AGENCY

IW.ITH CORONA adding machine, can
be attached to cash drawer , »50 J CHINA CLOSETS with curved glass, will
small heater tor. fish house, kerosene
also use damaged ones. Carnival glass
cr fuel oil, $9.JO. Tel. 8-1712.
vases, bowls, glasses, orange, green or
blue. Ray's Trading Post, 216 E. 3rd.
Tel. 6SJJ.
SAVE I SAV E I SAV E I Hamilton electric
clothes dryer. Regularly *ie?.*)5. disSee Wl For Best Price*
count
price
1139.95.
SCHNEIDER
SALES,, 3939 4th St., Goodvlew.
Scrap Iron, Metal. Wool, Raw Fun
M & W IRON fc METAL CO.
WRAP-ON HEAT TAPES and fiber Insul») W. 2nd St.
Tal. JMM
ation thaws out froze n pipes and prevents pipes from freezing. This a hot WM. /MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
¦Km! BAMBENEK'S, 9th & Mankato.
CO. paya highest prices for scrap
Iron, metals, hides, wool and raw fur.
IF YOU ARE flolng to get married . . .
122 W. 2nd.
Tel. 2067
or are married already and need furClosed Saturday!
nlfi/re to complete your home, ive will
furnish the cash . For a low-cost, easy
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
to arrange personal loan see the friendfor scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
ly personnel In the Installment Loan
raw furs and wool I
Department of the MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK OF WINONA.
INCORPORATED
WINTER ARTICLES wanted back must
Tel. 5847
450 W. 3rd
.
be picked up bv Feb. 15. Bargain
Center, 253 E. Jrd.

IPECIAL-wrlnger washers, $99.95! automatic washers, $179 .95. FRANK LILLA
I, SONS, 741 E. 8th . Open evenings.

Utad Can

HOME-OWNED t-room bungalow, 3 bedrooms, hot water heating, 3-car garage. By appointment. Tal. 5522.

SIX YEAR ilia crib, complete wllhsprlna
end
matlrexs,
matching
wardrobe
chest In birch; baby swing on metal
stand; 2 high chairs, 1 folding, I table Typewriters
77
type ; stroller; Nip 'N Napper; car
seat; bassinet; gate; drum table; 20" T-YPEWR ITERS and adding machines
O Iris bicycle; 1 pc. snow set , size I
tor till or rent. Reasonable rates,
to 2; wonder horse. Alley entrance,
free delivery. See uj for all your of348 Liberty.
fice supplies, desks, files or office
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 5222.
STAUFFER reducing machine, for sale
reasonable. Tel. 8489-250).

IT'S NEWI IT'S MAGIC! A dark plastic
TV set becomes a beautiful modern
blond wood with Old Masters Liquid
Wood. PAINT DEPOT, 147 Center St.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

9S

1(7 ACRES, 145 open, extremely high
fertility. 107 acre corn base, Terms.
Many other farms, $50 per acre and up.

I AUCTION I
Tuesday t Felbraary 9
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BUZ SAWYER

WINONA DAILY NEWS

By Rey Grant

\
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By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

_ _____^^__————
. _¦
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1
i

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

By Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

By Don Sherwood

DAN FLAGG

By Chic Young

BLONDIE

LIT ABNER

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON

By Alex Ko-tzk y

APARTME NT 3G
¦

' '
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NANCY
II

— .-

By Er nie Bushmiller
¦¦
i i . |i ¦¦-. i i'nwiw ¦ ¦i ¦
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MARY WORTH

I
— -¦

I

By Dal Curtis

REX MORGAN, Ni. D.
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By Al Capp
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By Saunders and Ernst
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£s£» 79' fc
1"x1" CERAMIC TILE
c 29 95
9x11BRAIDED RUGS
9x12 WOOL BRAID RUGS >59.95
12x15 BRAIDED RUGS
"110
9 WIDE LINOLEUM
79 & 99
ll' WIDE LINOLEUM 99' & 1.19 /
tar 10'
VINYL ASBESTOS TILE
$
FOAM BACK NYLON CARPET 3"s
NYLON UPHOLSTERY ar^*|.99 «.
sa&s »5.65c..
CEILING TILE 11x12
INTERIOR PAINT Ja. o99 t o. > 3.18
WALL COVERING 54"
a* 59^
ss, 39.c,
12x12 ALL VINYL TILE
t 2Q.C,
9x9 ALL VINYL TILE
$5.95
9x12 LINOLEUM RUGS
SANDRAN Vinyl LINOLEUM s 2
NYLON CARPET cars a! as, '4.4 5 a

I
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\ IN WOOL, NYLON AND ACRILAN FROM THE 1 1
l
/fc f |4j |J/*
| L| fl f|\
^
^ WW I
f FINEST MILLSI HAND PICKED FOR QUALITY , \ 1 ^
I
^^^
fW
M \ \ %T
r\N
LAJ S \
^j_J'
/ COLOR AND EXTRA VALUEI COME IN NOW ( 1 ^_^_mm l^V*I?
mmm0mmmmm *mwmmmmmmmmr-I AND SHOP! FEBRUARY 15 THE TIME TO BUYI 1 1
^
^,mm
^^ ^ ^
X
\ BRING IN YOUR ROOM SIZES, LET us DO THE I Wmmmmmmmm

I

FIGURING FOR YOUI

m~***

IT'S SHUMSKI'S FOR CARPET!

*t
m*m+m*+*^ **^'+*m*Sm*?+i.*l+

m*'*^^

/

A« WM th. »n»t fiow Kr« 8 .«.
3rd
St.
Phonls 8-3389
W,

Winono

